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EVIDENCE IN HEBREW DICTION FOR
THE DATES OF DOCUMENTS

This is the first of two articles in which I shall address

myself not merely to the consideration of the changes in the

Hebrew language which are affirmed by the critics to be

characteristic of an age subsequent to Nehemiah, but rather

to the whole question of the determination of the age of the

documents of the Old Testament on the ground of evidence

derived from language. This argument from language as

determinative of the age of a document may be divided into

two parts
:

(
i ) the argument derived from the Hebrew

itself; and (2) the argument derived from the foreign words

embedded in the Hebrew text.^

In the present article I shall consider the first of these

subjects namely the argument for the age of documents de-

rived from a consideration of the vocabulary and grammar

of the Hebrew in which the document is w'ritten; and es-

pecially that form of the argument which is based upon the

1 That the evidence of lateness in the Hebrew documents of the Old

Testament, derived from the presence in them of words derived from

the Aramaic, is futile, has been discussed at length in this Review for

January, 1925. As to the evidence of date in the Hebrew documents from

the presence in them of words derived from Babylonian, Persian and

other languages, it is the intention of the writer to discuss the subject

fully in the next issue of this Review. Till then, let it suffice to say that it

is contrary to analogy to suppose that these words should be an indication

that the documents containing them were written long after the Baby-

lonian and Persian dominion over the Jews had come to an end.—a hun-

dred years or more after the time of Nehemiah. In the next article I

shall endeavor to show that the influx of foreign words into the Hebrew
literature was in all cases coincident with the subservience of the Israel-

ites to the great world powers whose vocables they here and there

adopted.
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supposition that a given form, meaning, or usage, is a sign

of the lateness of the document. More especially still I shall

confine myself to that part of this argument which is based

on the assumption that the occurrence of a word, or usage,

once or more, in the Old Testament Hebrew and its occur-

rence again only in the Hebrew or Aramaic of the Targums

and Talmud is an evidence of the comparatively late age of

the composition of the document in which the word is found.

The Contention of the Critics

That this consideration is of vital importance to the stu-

dent of the literature of the Old Testament will be apparent

to anyone who will read practically any “critical” Introduc-

tion to a part, or the whole, of the Old Testament Scriptures.

That I may not seem as one that beateth the air, let me begin

the discussion by citing some passages from Dr. Driver’s

Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament} Thus,

he makes the general statement

:

In order properly to estimate the Hebrew of Daniel, it must be borne

in mind that the great turning-point in Hebrew style falls in the age of

Nehemiah. The purest and best Hebrew prose style is that of JE and the

earlier narratives incorporated in Jud. Sam. Kings: Dt. (though of a

different type) is also thoroughly classical: Jer., the latter part of

Kings, Ezekiel, 2 Isaiah, Haggai, show (though not all in the same

respects or in the same degree) slight signs of being later than the

writings first mentioned; but in the “memoirs” of Ezra and Nehemiah

(t.e. the parts of Ezra and Neh. which are the work of these reformers

themselves, see p. 544), and (in a less degree) in the contemporary

prophecy of Malachi, a more marked change is beginning to show itself,

which is still more palpable in the Chronicles (c. 300 b.c.), Esther and

Ecclesiastes. The change is visible in both vocabulary and syntax. In

vocabulary many new words appear, often of Aramaic origin, occasion-

ally Persian, and frequently such as continued in use afterwards in the

“New Hebrew” of the Mishnah (200 a .d.), &c . ; old words also are some-

times used with new meanings or applications. In syntax, the ease and

2 The familiar abbreviation 'IX)T will be used in referring to this

work. Other abbreviations which will be used are: NH for New Hebrew
(i.e., the Hebrew of the Talmud), A for the Aramaic of the Targums
and Talmud, BH for Biblical Hebrew. In the lists given below BH placed

after a word means that the word is not found in the Aramaic but only

in the Hebrew of the Talmud.
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grace and fluency of the earlier writers (down to at least Zech. xii-xiv)

has passed away; the style is often laboured and inelegant: sentences

constantly occur which a pre-exilic, or even an early post-exilic writer,

would have moulded differently : new and uncouth constructions make
their appearance. The three books named do not, however, exhibit these

peculiarities in equal proportions: Ecclesiastes (p. 474) has the most

striking Mishnic idioms: the Chronicler (pp. 535 ff) has many peculiari-

ties of his own, and may be said to show the greatest uncouthness of

style; but they agree in the possession of many common (or similar)

features, which differentiate them from all previous Hebrew writers

(including Zech. Hagg. Mai.), and which recur in them with decidedly

greater frequency and prominence than in the memoirs of Ezr. and

Neh. And the Hebrew of Daniel is of the type just characterized: in alt

distinctive features it resembles, not the Hebrew of Ezekiel, or even of

Haggai or Zecharlah, but that of the age subsequent to Nehemiah.^

In treating of Ecclesiastes, Dr. Driver gives a list of 30 or

more words,^ many of them common in the Hebrew and

Aramaic of the Targums and Talmud, occurring only in Ec-

clesiastes or other “late” writings, especially Ezra, Nehemiah,

Esther and Chronicles and claims that they are indicative of

late date. The following statements regarding the books

which Dr. Driver claims as late may also be quoted

:

CHRONICLES :

The style of the Chronicles, is singular. Not only does it display the

general novelties of vocabulary and syntax indicated in pp. 505 f., showing
that the language itself is in decadence, or that the author has an im-

perfect command of it; but it has in addition numerous peculiarities and
mannerisms of its own, not found in other post-exilic writings. ... In

some instances they appear in germ, or occasionally (cf. p. 505 n), at an
earlier period of the language

;
in others, they consist of a peculiar ap-

plication of old words.®

EZRA AND NEHEMIAH :

The Books of Ezra and Nehemiah are a compilation made by an author
(to all appearance identical with the (Chronicler) writing long after the

age of Ezra and Nehemiah themselves, on the basis, partly, of the au-
thentic “memoirs” (as the parts written in the first person are generally

termed) of those two reformers, and partly of other materials . . . other
parts . . . exhibit close affinities with the style of the Chronicler.®

NEHEMIAH :

As might be expected his memoirs contain examples of late words and
idioms

; but they are much less numerous and marked than those which
occur in the writings of the Chronicler.'^

® LOT, pp. 504 f.

* Id., pp. 473 ff.

® Id., p. 535 -

® Id., p. 544.

Id; P- 553 -
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EZRA

;

Ezra’s style approaches slightly more than Nehemiah’s does to that of

the compiler.®

ECCLESIASTES

:

Linguistically, Qoheleth stands by itself in the O.T. The Hebrew in

which it is written has numerous features in common with the latest

parts of the O.T., Ezra and Nehemiah, Chronicles, Esther, but it has

in addition many not met with in these books, but found first in the

Mishnah (which includes, no doubt, older elements, but received its

present form c. 200 a.d.) . . . there is a very decided admixture of words

and idioms not found before, having usually affinities with the Aramaic,

or being such as are in constant and regular use in the Hebrew of

post-Christian times (the Mishnah, &c.). And this latter element is

decidedly larger and more prominent in Ecclesiastes than in either

Esther or Ezr., Neh., Chron.**

By the majority of critics the Book is assigned either to the early years

of the Greek period (which began B.c. 332), or to the 3rd cent. n.c. With
such a date the diction would well agree, which, though superior to that

of the Chronicler, and more accommodated to the model of the earlier

historical books, contains many late words and idioms, and exhibits

much deterioration in syntax.

SONG OF SONGS :

The diction of the poem exhibits several peculiarities, especially in the

uniform use of the relative “iy (except in the title i. i) for and in

the recurrence of many words found never or rarely besides in Biblical

Hebrew but common in Aramaic. . .

. . . the vocabulary contains a very noticeable admixture of Aramaic

words, and (in a minor degree) of words explicable only from the

Arabic.

PROVERBS

;

. . . the vocabulary of the Book includes many words’ and expressions

which are met with seldom or never in other parts of the O.T., though

here they recur with considerable frequency.^®

MALACHI ;

It is evident that the prophecy of Malachi belongs to the period after

the Captivity when Judah was a Persian province (“thy governor”

“|nnS ' 8: cf. Hag. i. i, Neh. v. 14, xii. 16 &c.). . .

JONAH :

. . . taken as a whole they [the linguistic features] can only be con-

ESTHER :

job:

« Id., p. 553-

» Id., pp. 473 i-

Id., p. 484.

Id., pp. 448 f.

12 Id., p. 434.

Id., p. 403.

“ Id., p. 357.
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sistently explained by the supposition that the book is a work of the

post-exilic period. ... A date in the sth cent, will probably not be far

wide of the truth.

JOEL:

The phraseology, viewed as a whole, can hardly be cited as positively

favouring the later date, though it is true that it includes some words

and expressions which are more common in the later than in the earlier

literature.

PSALMS :

[Most of the Psalms in Books IV and V] will be post-exilic, some, per-

haps, late in the post-exilic period—especially those Psalms in which

Aramaisms &c., are marked.

Very many commentators—including even Delitzsch and Perowne

—

admit (on historical grounds) that some Psalms [viz. xliv, Ixxiv, Ixxix]

belong to this [the Maccabean] period. . . . But some scholars, es-

pecially Olshausen (1853), and more recently Reuss and others, have

attributed a much larger number of Psalms, and even the majority, to

the same period.

Id., p. 322.

1® Id., p. 313.
IT Id., p. 385.
T® Id., p. 387. Thus Delitzsch says : “Maccabean psalms are not ... an

absolute impossibility—no doubt they were many; and that some of them
were incorporated in the Psalter, cannot be denied d priori. But still the

history of the canon does not favour this supposition, and the circum-

stance of the LXX version of the Psalms (according to which citations

are made even in the first Book of the Maccabees) inscribing several

Psalms ’Ayyatbv Ktti Za^apiov while however it does not assign the date

of the later period to any, is against it. And if Maccabean psalms be sup-

posed to exist in the Psalter, they can at any rate only be few, because

they must have been inserted in a collection which was already ar-

ranged” {Biblical Commentary in the Psalms, p. 12). Perowne says

merely : “The date of the forty-fourth has been much questioned, but it

may perhaps be Maccabean” {The Book of Psalms, I, 62) Bleek-Well-

hausen says : “It is a matter of dispute as to how late some psalms are

to be placed” {Einleitung, p. 503) Hitzig says: “From the third book on,

all psalms are to be assigned to the period of the Maccabees” {Die

Psalmen, II, xi). Reuss assigns to Maccabean times Psalms xliv, liv-lx,

Ixii, Ixiv, Ixxi, Ixxv-lxxvii, Ixxix, Ixxxiii, Ixxxvi, Ixxxviii-xc, xciv,

xcvi-c, cii, cx, cxvi, cxviii, cxxxviii, cxl, cxlii, cxliii, cxlviii, cxlix. {Ge-
schichte der Heiligen Schriften des Alten Testaments, p. 630). Cheyne
assigns to this period, Pss. xvi, xx, xxi, xxxiii, xliv, lx, Ixi, Ixiii, Ixxv,

Ixxxiii, Ixxxvi, xciv, ci, cviii, cx, cxv-cxviii, cxxxiii-cxxxviii, cxliv-cl

{Bampton Lectures for 1889, passim). Robertson Smith says: “The last
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Assumptions Involved

1. That the turning point in Hebrew style is in the age of

Nehemiah.

2. That the change is “palpable” in Ecclesiastes.

3. That the distinctive features of the Hebrew of Daniel

resemble those of the age subsequent to Nehemiah.

4. That the changes in style which demand a post-Nehe-

mian age for Chronicles, Esther, Ecclesiastes, and parts of

Ezra and Nehemiah, are observable in both vocabulary and

syntax.

5. That from three to more than half of the Psalms,

though (as will be shown further on) only one of them has a

single word implying an origin after the time of Nehemiah,

may nevertheless “on historical grounds” be put in the period

“subsequent to Nehemiah.”

Examination of Assumptions

I. As to Vocabulary

A. Alleged Evidence of Lateness.

In support of these assumptions. Dr. Driver presents lists

of Hebrew words occurring in one, or more, of the books

of Daniel, Esther, Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah and Ecclesi-

astes,—the allegedly later Psalms having no list because they

have altogether only one word of the kind. First of all, then,

I shall give these lists of words presented in evidence of his

contention, that these books, or, in the case of Ezra, Nehe-

miah and the Psalms, parts of these books are post-Nehe-

mian. I shall give these lists in the order. Chronicles, Ezra,

Nehemiah, Esther, Daniel, Ecclesiastes, Psalms; inasmuch

as the first four are admitted by all to be among the latest

books of the Old Testament, whereas the relative date of

the last three is disputed.

part of the Psalter must be thrown into the Greek period, and probably

not the earliest part thereof. . . . The language of some of the Psalms

points to a very late date indeed!” (The Old Testament in the Jewish

Church, p. 208).
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1. The Hebrew words mentioned by Dr. Driver as show-

ing that these books were written in Greek times (after

about 300 B.c.) are for

:

a. Chronicles: nS13, (NH), ty-na, nytySJS, nSD,

niD'<nty (NH),
h. Ezra: (none).

c. Nehemiah: (none).

d. Esther: d:s‘, ]T'n. “ics'o, ins, n''nty,(BH)»
e. Daniel

:
5’':, Tnrn, “inn, jaaa (Nha—) (NHa—

)

/. Ecclesiastes : 'N, jllDn, fDH, p“inN 123, nl^,

3n2, pDJ, “i2j;, ]“iy, “itys, n3t^, ]pn,

g. Psalms: the only words of this kind in the Psalter are: |V',

2t<n, nno, laj?, nj?''^p, 5''52iy- No Psalm containing any one of

these words is placed in Maccabean times except by Hitzig, who puts

all of Psalms Ixxiii-cl. in the post-Nehemian period.

2. In addition to the above words which occur in but one

book, the following should be mentioned, because they are

found in two of these books, viz in

:

a. Chronicles and Esther

:

b.

Chronicles and Daniel

:

Ezra and Esther: ntyp2 (NH)*

c. Esther and Daniel
: cipn.

Esther and Ecclesiastes

:

d. iDaniel and Psalms (Ps. Ixviii. contains which is found
besides only in Daniel xi. 24. Since no one claims that this Psalm is late,

this example may be ruled out.)

3.

The only cases where a word of this kind occurs in

three or more of the books under discussion are the fol-

lowing :

a. Daniel, Nehemiah (?), Psalm cxxx. 4: nrT’^D (NH),
b. Chronicles, Daniel, Ezra

: 52N (NH), TiSX,
c. Chronicles, Daniel, Esther

:

d. Chronicles, Daniel, Ecclesiastes

:

B. Counter Evidence.

The evidence just presented would seem to be convincing

at least for Chronicles, Esther, and Daniel, could it be shown

that these kinds of words are to be found in these books

alone. But it is not true that they are found only in the litera-

ture of the late period. Accepting for the sake of argument
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the four periods or groupings advocated by Dr. Driver

—

First Period (before 650 B.C.); Second Period (650-550,

B.c.)
;
Third Period (550-400, B.c.)

;
Fourth Period (after

400 B.c.)—the facts regarding these words are;

1. We find them not merely in the Fourth Period, but,

also, in the Third, in which Dr. Driver places the “memoirs”

of Ezra and Nehemiah, the Song of Songs, Jonah, Joel, Job,

Haggai, Zechariah, Ruth, Malachi, P, and parts of Isaiah,^®

Psalms, Proverbs and Micah. Taking these books up in the

order just named, we find the following lists

:

a. Memoirs of Ezra: (none).

b. Memoirs of Nehemiah: (none).

c. Song of songs : "i"in, jtc, :id, jid, mo, pp,
npn, np“ia,

d. Jonah:

e. Joel:

f. Job
: m nntD (NH), :n:, no, p£D, djj?, n:;, nnir,

naimn,
g. Haggai: (none).

h. Zechariah
: n£2> ^3 (NH),

i. Ruth
:
pj), 132:;, n^:;.

j. Malachi: (none).

k. P. (the Priest-Codex) : n£3, nn£3 (NH), "[ID, D£», p'^DjilIDD,

n“iD, "lip, np*i (>-o<?a/i) iTty, tnsj, msa's.
l. Isaiah xxiv-xxvii, xl-lxvi

:
(none).

m. Psalms which may have been written in this period
: 2^312, TIPID,

n. Proverbs xxx, xxxi: (none).

o. Micah iv, v: (none).

2. We find these kinds of words, also, in the literature

which Dr. Driver places between 650 b.c. and 550 b.c. i.e.,

in Obadiah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Jeremiah, Eze-

kiel, Lamentations, H., Deuteronomy (with the exception of

a few chapters). Judges, Samuel, and Kings.

a. Obadiah, Nahum and Zephaniah: (none).

In this article, I have denoted the parts of the Book of Isaiah which

Dr. Driver assigns to the authorship, or times, of the son of Amos by the

sign “i Isaiah.” This includes all of the first thirty-nine chapters except

xiii-xiv, xxiv-xxvii, and xxxiv-xxxix. “2 Isaiah” denotes the last

twenty-seven chapters.
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b. Habakkuk
:

pntyD*

c. Jeremiah
:

(NH), nyj (to roar), C)B»3 ( kassaf)

.

d. Ezekiel
: Cj^K, nytD, 1211^0 , m2 , mC,

e. Lamentations
: nPIlf, Criw^,

/. H. (Holiness Code) : (none).

g. Deuteronomy : ‘?Dn, “imn,
h. Judges (except chaps, v. and vi.)

: h)iV (vb.),
-Jity*

i. Samuel: (none).

y. Kings
:

(>-'H), ^33, nyips, np*

k. Isaiah xiii, xiv, xxxiv-xxxix: (none).

3. We find also some of these words in the literature writ-

ten according to LOT before 650 b.c., to wit, in J, E, Hosea,

Amos, and the early parts of Isaiah, Micah, Proverbs, and

Judges, as follows;

a. J : “Ip,

b. E
: d'tD, “tpj), nnS, Cjlty,

c. Hosea: ;:n3n.
d. Amos: (none).

e. I Isaiah: mn22, n‘7na, mj;!2, nmo, icd,
(NH), D'>3ty.

f. Micah: (none).

g. Proverbs, early parts: irnn, b'^V (adj. NH),-ii-i5D, C|^D,

h. Judges: pni3,

4. Some words occur only in books said by LOT to have

been written before 400 b.c.

a. Words in two or more books written according to LOT between

550 B.c. and 400 B.c.

P and Canticles
: b:i {degel, NH).

b. Words in two or more books written between 650 b.c. and 550 b.c.

D and Ezekiel
: DDH,

Lamentations and Ezekiel
: Doy,

D and Habakkuk

:

Samuel and Kings
:

jrty,
Samuel, H, and Ezekiel

:

Kings, D, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, H: (NH).
H, Ezekiel, Samuel : "lyo,

H and Judges ; (.NHA-?).

c. Words in two or more books written before 650 b.c.

J and E: -mo.
Proverbs and Micah: p“Tn (hedeq)

5. There are words, also, in two or more books of two or

more periods before 400 b.c. (i.e. in the pre-Nehemian liter-
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ature), one at least of them being from the first period, (i.e.

before 650 b.c.)

a. Hosea and Jeremiah:

Hosea, J, Kings, Lamentations: "^02 {kamar).

Hosea, J, D, 2 Isaiah:

Hosea, Proverbs, D, Jeremiah, Zechariah, Job, Joel

:

Hosea, Amos, i Isaiah, 2 Isaiah, Samuel, Kings, Proverbs, Lam-
entations :

b. Amos and D: “tCH (1‘oser, NH).
Amos and Jeremiah

: riT"112»

Amos and 2 Isaiah : nij*
Amos, Job, Isaiah, xiii: (Orion).

Amos, Kings,

Amos, Jeremiah, Ezekiel: n“lD»

Amos, 2 Isaiah, Joel, Canticles

:

Amos, JE, Judges, Lamentations, H, P:

Amos, Hosea, 2 Isaiah, 2 Isaiah, Samuel, Kings, Proverbs,

Lamentations
: 21*

c. Micah, Ezekiel, 2 Isaiah

:

Micah, Nahum, Kings, 2 Isaiah: Cjtrr) (kesef).

d. J and Samuel

:

J and Isaiah xiii

:

J and Kings:

J, E, Job
: n'*^.

J, Samuel, Kings :

J, E, Judges, P
:

pn^f.

J, JE, D, P
: 2'>2H*

J, Hosea, Kings, Lamentations

:

J, D, H, P: ti>23 (NH).

J, Hosea, D, 2 Isaiah

:

J, E, Hosea, Proverbs, i Isaiah, Judges, Ezekiel, Job, P: QT3*

J, Amos, Jonah, 2 Isaiah, Canticles

:

e. E and D
: J)S"i!2*

E and Jeremiah : rnriPID*
E and Samuel

:

E and J : "iplD*

E and P:pp {qemes).

f. I Isaiah and H
: n“'2«

I Isaiah and 2 Isaiah

:

I Isaiah and Jeremiah
:
plS»

I Isaiah and D: PHID*
I Isaiah and Ezekiel

:

ppl.
I Isaiah, Job, H : C]pJ»

I Isaiah D, P

:

I Isaiah, 2 Isaiah, Hosea, Amos, Samuel, Kings, Proverbs, Lam-
entations : 21,
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g. Proverbs and Job: “iCH {h^ser).

Proverbs and D
: ri312nn«

Proverbs and Jeremiah
: ^PID,

Proverbs and Ezekiel : “iplC*

Proverbs and Micah
:
pin.

Proverbs and Habakkuk: “1'“'*

Proverbs, Joel, Canticles
: niSn»

Proverbs, Habakkuk, Ezekiel : *nn*
Proverbs, Hosea, Amos, Samuel, Kings, i Isaiah, 2 Isaiah,

Lamentations: 3*7,

Proverbs, i Isaiah, D, Kings, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Job, P
: Cjin*

Proverbs, JE, Judges, Samuel, 2 Isaiah, Job: “ipj.

Proverbs, E, i Isaiah, 2 Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Kings, P: “inC*

Proverbs, D, Nahum, Ezekiel, 2 Isaiah:

6. On account of the difficulty and variety of the dating of

the 150 Psalms, we present the special facts with regard to

the vocabulary of the Psalter as follows

:

o. Words occurring in the Old Testament in the Psalter only;

found also in NHA but not in Syriac
: tiiStS. TinO, 3DS, nyXp,

b. Same kind of words in Psalter and one other book of the Old
Testament.

Psalms and Proverbs
:

|^p wh

Psalms and Deuteronomy
:

pv-
Psalms and Samuel

: nii*, ^Dip.

Psalms and Canticles
:

{dagal NH).

Psalms and Job:

Psalm cxliv (bis) and (Chronicles: (?NH).

c. Words occurring in the Psalter and in two other books.

Psalms, J, and Judges:

Psalms, 2 Isaiah and Proverbs : “Pin*
Psalms, J and E

: CH''*

Psalms, Proverbs and D
: piDJ*

Psalms, J and P

:

Psalms, JE and Nehemiah :

Psalms, Proverbs and Malachi
: J)2p«

Psalms, Proverbs and Job:

Psalms, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes
:

(fool).

Psalms, JE and Job: ysiH*
Psalms, JE and Isaiah xiv

: Ipl'*

Psalms, Ezekiel and 2 Isaiah

:

Psalms, Jeremiah and Lamentations

:

Psalms, Daniel and Ezra : -TDn*

Psalms, Ezekiel and P
:

ptri.
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Psalms, Samuel and Job

:

Psalms, Job and Lamentations:

d. The only words occurring in the Psalter and in three other

books, all of which are alleged to be post-captivity are : which is

found in Psalms and in Ezekiel, 2 Isaiah and Daniel : and which is

found in Psalms Ixxii. 16, xc. 6, xcii. 8, ciii. 15, cxxxii. 18 and in Ezek.,

Is. xxvii. 6, Cant., and P.

e. The only word occurring in the Psalter and in three or more

books admitted by all to be pre-captivity is “7J?D which is found in J,

I Isaiah, Proverbs, and Judges.

f. There are 61 other words of this kind occurring in the Psalter

and in three or more books of the Old Testament and found in from

two to all of the four periods.

7. Remarks and Conclusions from the Vocabulary.

a. The above given collation of facts with regard to the

Hebrew words in the documents of the Old Testament

(which are found also in the Hebrew and Aramaic of the

Talmud and Targums, but not in Syriac) shows conclusively

that no argument for the date of an Old Testament document

can safely rest upon the presence in it of such a word.

Rather, this collation shows that the later Jews, who wrote

both Targums and Talmud, drew largely from the treasure-

house of words found in the Sacred Scripture which they

translated and expounded. They did this without regard to

the date of the book translated or expounded, and regardless

of the date at which the translation or exposition was made.

h. There are 209 words occurring in one to three of the

documents of the first three periods and only 76 in those

of the fourth. Of these 76, 27 are certainly foreign

words—mostly Persian; whereas of the 209, 7, or 8 only

are foreign words. Thus over 200 words occurring in the

Old Testament literature in one to three of the earlier books

are found in the New Hebrew and Aramaic of the Talmud

and Targums and not in Syriac against about 50 in the

period designated by Dr. Driver as post-Nehemian.

Besides, there are 260 roots of this kind in the whole Old

Testament which are found in four or more documents. Of

these, only 44 occur in any of the documents assigned by

Dr. Driver to the post-Nehemian period, whereas 216 of
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them are found in the documents admitted by him to have

been written before 400 b.c. It is evident, therefore, that

Hebrew words of this kind are no indication of post-

Nehemian date, nor, in fact, of any date at all. It is all right

to give lists of the Hebrew words peculiar to a given docu-

ment, but it is not fair to use such words as a sign of early, or

late, composition. Yet, this is exactly what all the critics do

who put Daniel and Ecclesiastes in the second century b.c.

c. As a proof of this last statement, take the case of

(age).^® It is given by Dr. Driver in a list of words to

substantiate the statement that Daniel was written in the

“age subsequent to Nehemiah.” He remarks simply that the

word is found “also in Samaritan and Talmudic.” He might

have added, in Arabic also, where it means “race,” “genera-

tion” or “family.” In the Samaritan Pentateuch it is used in

Gen. vii. i (^’’3 for ^’’5 ), xv. 16 xvii. 7, 12, 23; Deut. xxiii.

3 (MS, A), xxxii. 5, 7, as a translation of “HT, but never

thus in the Targum of Onkelos. According to Levy and

Jastrow in their great dictionaries, it means primarily “those

who are born at the same hour” or those “who are approxi-

mately of the same age.”“^

In Daniel i. 10, the prince of the eunuchs means to express

his fear lest the face of Daniel should be “worse liking” than

should appear the face of one of the like age with him. No
other word in Hebrew could express this idea. This idea is

expressed nowhere else in the Old Testament. There are

many words for company, fellowship, band, age, and so

forth; but no one of them implies that the members of the

company had been born at about the same time. If Moses,

David, Isaiah, or Ezra had wished to express this idea, he

would have probably used the same word as Daniel
;
or must

have employed a circumlocution. It is evident, therefore, that

20 LOT, p. 506, no. 10.

21 See Levy: Neuhebrdischcs und Chalddischcs Wlfrterbuch iiber die

Talniudim und Midraschim. I. 324, and Jastrow: A Dictionary of the

Targumim and Talmud. I. 238.
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the use of this word by Daniel is no indication of the time at

which his book was written.

But, if gil be considered an indication of lateness in Daniel,

what shall we say of a word ipi’ (bind) which is found

only in E? According to Dr. Driver, both J and E were

written certainly before 750 b.c. and this word is found only

in Gen. xxii. 9, a verse assigned to E. It resembles gil in that

both occur in the Hebrew and Aramaic of Talmud and

Targums, both are absent from Babylonian and Syriac, and

both are present in Arabic. Further, ‘akad is used in Genesis

of the binding of Isaac; and in the Talmud when this event

is referred to, or when the binding of the victim especially

of the tamtd, or daily burnt offering, is meant. Just as gil

has a specific denotation which distinguishes it from all other

words for company and age; so ‘dkad refers to the binding

of hands and feet together and differs thus from the eleven

other words used in the Old Testament to denote the idea of

“binding.” It is a most remarkable fact that H and P should

never have employed this word when speaking of the sacri-

fices; and that it should never be used a second time in litera-

ture until a thousand years, or more, after the time when the

critics say that E was written. Surely, this fact should teach

us to recognize the illogicality and futility of attempting to

determine the date of a document by this kind of reasoning.

For if ‘dkad can have been used in 800 b.c. or earlier and not

again until 200 a.d., certainly, gil may have been used in

500 B.C., and not again until 200 a.d.

d. It is a noteworthy fact that the 27 chapters of the

book of Isaiah said by Dr. Driver to have originated with the

prophet himself have 13 of these singular words, whereas

the 39 chapters ascribed to later authors have only 4 of

them. Chapters xiii, xiv, xxiv-xxvii, xxxiv-xxxix, which

the critics all put in the times following the destruction of

Jerusalem have not a single one of these words. This is a

reversal of what we should have expected to find, if the

22 See Levy and Jastrow in loc.
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reasoning of the critics were correct. What is true of gll is

also true of kether (crown, Es. i. ii, ii. 17, vi. 8) and of

dahaf “to hasten” (Es. iii. 15, vi. 12, viii. 14; 2 Chron. xxvi.

20). Neither of them is found in Persian, Greek, Syriac,

Arabic, or Babylonian. Both of them are used in the Hebrew

and Aramaic of the Talmud and Targums; though neither

appears in Onkelos. At least five other words for “hasten”

occur in the Old Testament Hebrew and three others for

“crown.” Since the authors of Esther and Chronicles cer-

tainly antedated the writers of the Targums and Talmud by

some hundreds of years, all we can conclude is that the latter

may have borrowed from Esther and the Chronicles
; but the

words certainly give no intimation, or data, for determining

when the books of Esther and Chronicles were written,

whether in the third, the fifth, or for that matter, the tenth

century b.c.

In the case of “laxo (command, Est. i. 15, ii. 20, ix. 32),

the evidence of date is just as poor; because nowhere else in

any of the languages or dialects or documents, except in the

Targum and Talmud, is this word found in this sense.

e. The fifth chapter of Judges, containing the song of

Deborah, has three of these words; whereas the rest of the

book has only two (not counting one in chapter six which

occurs also in chapter five). Many critics consider the song

to be the earliest, or about the earliest, part of the Old Testa-

ment. Moreover, by way of contrast, we find none of these

words in Malachi or Haggai; nor, aside from two Persian

words, in the memoirs of Ezra.

/. The early parts of Proverbs have five of these words,

whereas the late chapters have none.

g. J, E, and JE have nine of these words and D has

two
;
whereas, H has none and P has twelve. When one con-

siders the fact that P’s words are largely technical and

further that HP embraces more than half of the Hexateuch,

it will be seen that the argument that these words show com-

parative lateness breaks down here also.

h. The critics make no distinction between the words
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which occur only in Old Testament Hebrew on the one

hand, and, on the other hand, those which occur also in the

Hebrew of the Talmud, or possibly also in the Aramaic of

the Targums and Talmud, or in Syriac, Babylonian, or one

or more other languages or dialects. In the marshalling of

their evidence for the date of the documents, they jumble

together all sorts of words and forms without, in most cases,

stating clearly their origin, usage, analogues and meaning

and their respective bearing upon the matter of date and

authorship. Thus, of the 176 words which I have collected

from LOT, Cornill and DeWette-Schrader, 31 are found

only in the Hebrew of the Old Testament and 21 more only

there and in extra-biblical Hebrew; 8 occur in Old Testa-

ment Hebrew and Babylonian alone and 2 more only in

Old Testament Hebrew, the Hebrew of the Talmud and

Babylonian; 8 occur only in Old Testament Hebrew, and the

Aramaic Targums and 29 more only in the Old Testament

Hebrew and in the Hebrew and Aramaic of the Targums;

and 33 are found in Babylonian or Persian. Not one Semitic

word is found in Old Testament Hebrew and Syriac alone

and only one root with one derivative in the Hebrew of the Old

Testament, of the Talmud and of Syriacalone. Only one word

occurs in the Old Testament Hebrew and in the Aramaic of

the Targums and in Syriac alone. 19 words are found in O.T.

Hebrew, the Hebrew and Aramaic of the Targums and Tal-

mud and Syriac alone. The remaining 30 items of alleged

evidence of lateness are confined to Hebrew words, forms,

and idioms of which most occur but once. In the extraordi-

nary uses in which they are employed, many of them are

without analogy in the extra-biblical Hebrew, as well as in

the Aramaic. But there is absolutely no direct evidence to

show that all of them may not have been used in documents

written at or before the time of Nehemiah.

i. It will be observed that the great and original writers

of the Old Testament literature are, aside from technical ex-

pressions, the ones who use the most of these extraordinary

expressions. Like Shakesi>eare and Milton, so Delx)rah,
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Solomon (and this is an argument in favor of his writing

Ecclesiastes and the Song of Songs), Isaiah, Jonah, Daniel

and the author of the Book of Job, are the ones who have

control of the largest and most carefully selected vocabu-

lary. Instead of being an argument for date, this size and

variety of diction are rather an argument for the genius and

versatility of these brilliant men, whose works never grow

old, but are the delight and inspiration and guide and solace

of millions today in all lands “where’er the sun does his

successive journeys run.” Let us leave to them the glory of

their originality, their versatility, their inspiration and their

God-given light, offspring of heaven, first bom and last.

j. Altogether, there are about 550 roots in the Old

Testament which are found in the Hebrew and also usually

in the Aramaic of the Talmud and Targums, but not in

Syriac. Some only of these words are given in the above

lists, the others being found in places and books too numer-

ous to mention here; but patent to those who can read the

dictionaries and concordances bearing on the case.

II. As to Grammar

Having thus shown that the age of an Old Testament

document cannot be determined as post-Nehemian by the

fact that it contains words which are found elsewhere only

in the Hebrew and Aramaic of the Targums and Talmud,

let us look next at the claim that it can be determined by the

orthography, etymology and syntax.

I. The Orthography.

a. It is generally admitted that the vowel points were

not inserted in the Hebrew text until about 600 a.d.^ Yet we
find DeWette-Schrader’s Introduction giving the reading

habal instead of hehel as a ground for supposing that Eccle-

siastes was not written by Solomon.^* Wellhausen himself

argues from the use of zakar and zakiir for the division of

See Bleek-Wellhausen : Einleitung § 290 for a good discussion of

this question.

P. 347.
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the Pentateuch into documents.^® It seems obvious that

vowel signs that were first introduced about 600 a.d. cannot

determine the date of documents written only with conson-

ants from 800 to 2000 years earlier.

b. DeWette-Schrader, also, call attention to the reading

“non (Ecc. iv. 14) for “nDSn as a sign of the lateness of

Ecclesiastes.^® But such an omission occurs everywhere in

the Old Testament text in the first person singular of the

Imperfect Kal of some Pe Aleph verbs of all documents and

ages. Besides, the omission of an Aleph is not the more com-

mon writing in such cases in any of the languages or dialects

of the Semitic either early or late, and hence must be con-

sidered in Ecc. iv. 14 as a scribal error, or as an individual

idiosyncrasy of the writer, but not as an indication of the

date of the document.

2. The Etymology.

Coming next to the etymology, we find with regard to

noun forms

:

a. That Dr. Driver cites k’har and ‘"bad as signs of

the lateness of Ecclesiastes.” But this formation of the noun

is found in Hebrew in about 34 different words occurring in

all four periods of the literature, according to the dates of

the documents given by Dr. Driver himself. Eight of the

nouns with this form occur for the first time and three of

them only, in the first period; four of them, first and one

only, in the second period
;
nine of them, first and seven only,

in the third period; seven of them, first and only, in the

fourth period.

and “ip'' alone appear in all periods. “jJS, “DJ and

D'J? appear only in the first period; only in the third

period
;
and sixteen of them do not appear at all in the fourth

period. Again, the formation is found in Arabic, Babylonian,

and Ethiopic, as well as in Aramaic and Hebrew. Further-

^ In his History of Israel, p. 389.

P. 474.

27 LOT, p. 474.
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more, the discussion depends upon the assumption that the

vowel pointings are in all cases correct.

Lastly, of the twelve words of this formation occurring in

the documents of the fourth period, "HN is derived from the

Babylonian, and 2"\p is found in Babylonian and also occurs

in Samuel, Job, Zechariah and five of the Psalms, 2n3 oc-

curs in Ezekiel; nsty in the first part of Isaiah twelve times,

as well as in Zephaniah, Malachi, and the Memoirs of Ezra.

occurs already in Proverbs, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Zecha-

riah and Job. is found only in the Memoirs of Ezra.

]!2T is supposed to be derived from the Persian srvan.^^ This

leaves us only five words to be specially considered, as fol-

lows :

(i) which in Genesis, Samuel and Kings (five

times in all) means “indeed,” or “verily,” six times in Chron-

icles, Ezra (Memoirs), and Daniel means “but,” or “never-

theless.” There are 133 particles used in the Old Testament

Hebrew, of which Daniel uses 42. ’“&a/ is the only particle

which he uses in a sense different from that found in early

documents. There are loi particles in New Hebrew, beside

all the adverbial endings in -tth which are not found in

Daniel. This shows that the style of Daniel in general was

modelled on the Hebrew of the Old Testament and not on

that of the Talmud; because the particles are the greatest of

all indicators of dialect and style.

Besides, it is a noteworthy fact that of 'ak, ’ulam, ’akan,

zula and kt ’im, the common words for “but” in O.T. Hebrew,

the first three all mean both “but” and “surely.” D2N21 is

used for “but” in Daniel viii. 25 and kt ’im in x. 21.

’Abal does not occur in the Fragments of Ben Sira nor in the

Zadokite Fragments. In the Pirke Aboth it occurs only in iii.

2, 3, 17,—a chapter coming from shortly before the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem in 70 a.d. is the common particle for

“but” in Pirke Aboth in all chapters, ’’’bal does not occur in

Aramaic, Syriac, Babylonian, or Arabic.

2® See Justi, Handbuch der Zendsprache, p. 128.
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We see, therefore, that the only question is whether the

use of this word in Daniel, Chronicles and the Memoirs of

Ezra (according to Dr. Driver from the fifth century b.c.)

and occurring first again about 70 a.d. is evidence that

Daniel could not have been written in the sixth century or

Chronicles in the fifth. My readers have all the facts before

them and may judge for themselves. For myself, I think it is

a very slight ground for bringing down the dates of docu-

ments a matter of one or two hundred years. Somebody must

have used it first in writing Hebrew. Why not Daniel ?

(2) C]j;’ (Dan. ix. 24) occurs neither in appropriate

root, nor form, nor meaning, in any other place in any lan-

guage or dialect. It seems from the context to be connected

with the root C]lj; (to fly). Certainly, no argument for date

can be made from such a word.

(3) 123 is found nine times in Ecclesiastes but

nowhere else in the Old Testament. To quote Delitzsch,^® it

“probably denotes length or greatness of time (as “123

length of way).” The English equivalent is “long ago” or

“already.” The root is found in Babylonian, Arabic, Syriac

and Hebrew. One of the derivatives in Babylonian means

“length.” In Arabic “old” and “great” are the underlying

ideas. The Hebrew k’bar may be compared in use to the

Arabic qad as in the sentences “already he has done the

thing,” “already such a one has died.” Since no other word in

Hebrew denotes this idea, and since the root is evidently

primitive Semitic, there is no reason why the word may not

have been used by a writer in the year ICXDO b.c. as well as one

in 100 B.c. As to its being used in Ecclesiastes alone, this no

more argues for a late date than do the numerous other

words used only by one writer.

(4) 1SD (2 Chron. ii. 16, numbering). This root is

found in the sense “to number” in Hebrew alone, having a

different meaning in Arabic, Babylonian, and Aramaic. The

form is, as we have seen above, a good Hebrew form, being

29 Commentary on Ecclesiastes, p. 225.
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found in about 34 different words. This is the only place in

the Old Testament where any word to denote numbering is

used; because this is the only place where the idea is expressed.

The writer of Chronicles says ; “Solomon numbered all the

strangers after the numbering with which David his father

had numbered them.” Since the Chronicles and P are the only

books which commonly give numerations, and since Chron-

icles presents a review of the history of Israel, it is easy to see

why one of these books should be the one to contain the only

example of the use of this word. Surely, no argument for a

date of Chronicles later than Nehemiah can be derived from

the fact that this word is found also in the Hebrew and Ara-

maic of the Talmud and Targums; for in these dialects the

word does not mean “numbering” but “boundary” or “dis-

trict.”®® So that, in conclusion, it is to benotedthat2 Chron. ii.

16 is the only place in all literature where this word is used in

this sense. Consequently, no evidence for the date of the

Chronicler can be derived from its use by him of this word.

(5) (work ?) is found only in Eccl. ix. i. In-

stead of pointing the word as the plural of the Targum

has pointed it as the plural of ‘ebed “servant,” and makes the

clause read : “The righteous and the wise and their scholars

(i.e., servants).” The text as pointed in the Hebrew Bible

might be rendered “the righteous and the wise and their

services,” or “acts.” (Compare the same meanings for ‘°^boda

in Is. xxviii. 21, Ps. civ. 23, i Kings xii. 4, Ex. xxxvi. 5.)

It is only in Syriac and Palestinian Syriac that we find the

word with the meaning “work.” It is not found in this sense

in the Hebrew and Aramaic of the Talmud and Targums,®^

nor in Arabic. There is no good reason why it may not have

been used as early as 1000 b . c .

It might be asked why the author of Ecclesiastes did not

See Jastrow, Levy and Dalman’s dictionaries in loc.

It is not found in the Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus, the Zadokite Frag-

ments, or Pirke Aboth.
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use ‘aboda a word used 135 times in the Old Testament. This

is not known. Neither is it known why such a word as [?n

(statute) is used 125 times and the feminine npn 104 times

as follows

:

Gen. 3 to I Kings 6 to 13 Jer. 3 to 6

Ex. 8 to 7 Chron. 8 to I Ezek. 6 to 22

Lev. 9 to 26 Ezra 2 to 0 Am. I to 0

Num. 3 to 14 Neh. 4 to 0 Mic. I to I

Deut. 21 to 8 Job 7 to I Zep. I to 0

Josh. I to 0 Pss. 30 to 3 Zech. I to 0

Jud. I to 0 Prov. 3 to 0 Mai. 2 to 0

Sam. I to 0 Is. 2 to 0

That is. pn is used in the Pentateuch 25 times to 56 for

npn; in the books from Joshua to Kings inclusive 9 to 14; in

Chronicles, Ezra and Nehemiah, 14 to i
;
in Job, Psalms and

Proverbs 35 to 3; and in the Prophets 17 to 29. Or, in the

four literary periods: First period, J, 7 to i
;
E, 3 to o; JE,

o to I
;
Proverbs, i to o; Is. i to o; Amos, i to o; Mi., i to i

;

altogether 14 to 3. Second period, in D, 21 to 8; Jud., i to o;

Sam., I to I
;
Kings, 6 to 13; Is., i to o; Jer., 3 to 6; Ezek.,

6 to 22 ;
Zep. i to o; altogether 40 to 50. Third period, H, 2

to 19; P, 13 to 24; Job, 7 to I
;
Prov., 2 to o; Zech., i to o;

Mai., 2 to o; Ezra’s Memoirs, 2 to o; altogether 29 to 44.

Fourth period, Chron., 8 to i
;
Neh., 4 to o; Ezra (outside

the Memoirs), Esther, Ecclesiastes and Daniel, o to o; al-

together 12 to I.

In tabular form

:

FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH

PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD

14 40 29 12

3 50 44 I

We commend this table and these numberings of the fre-

quency of the occurrence of these two words in the Hebrew

of the Old Testament to the study of our readers. Perhaps,

when they have studied them long enough, they will agree

with me that the knowledge of the fact that these words

were used is a different thing from knowing why they were

used. To know that they were so used belongs in the region

of science. To know why they were so used is generally a
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matter of psychology, or mind-reading, of imagination or

guess-work. And so, let us leave the consideration of ‘“&dd

with the remark that so far as we know the author of Eccle-

siastes may have used it as early as Solomon’s time; but why
he used it, we do not know and never shall know. As to when

he used it, the word itself does not determine. As far as the

consonantal text is concerned, the word may have been as the

Hebrew Received Text represents it, {i.e., ‘°'bddehem, “their

works”), or it may have been, as the translators of the Tar-

gum read it (i.e., ‘ah’dehem “their servants, or scholars”).

But in neither case will the reading be able to determine for

us the date, or authorship.

h. LOT states that baqqasha, (used also in Ezra

vii. 6) is an indication of the extreme late date of Esther.®®

Surely, however, this late post-Nehemian date cannot be

argued from the use of this word; for according to LOT®®
“the phrase in Ezra vii. 6 end; 9 end will have been taken

naturally from Ezra’s Memoirs.” Of these Memoirs Dr.

Driver says,®^ that “there is no reason to doubt,” that they

were “throughout either written by Ezra, or based upon

materials left by him.”

The form of this word occurs already in J. The root in the

Piel in the sense of seek occurs in all four periods of the

literature. In the sense of “ask” or “desire” or “require,” it

is found also in all four periods, e.g.. Ex. x. 1 1 J, Jud. vi. 29,

Ezek. iii. 18, and Est. iv. 8; and also in the Hebrew of the

Talmud, but not in Aramaic, Arabic, nor apparently in As-

syrian. It is certain, however, that the form and meaning are

found in all periods of Hebrew literature and probably the

word itself as early as the time of Nehemiah; so that it is

surely doubtful, if its presence in Esther and Ezra vii. 6 can

be taken as evidence that these works are post-Nehemian.

Finally, if it was used by Ezra about 400 b.c., why can it not

32 LOT, p. 484.

33 LOT, p. 549.
®4 Id., p. 549.
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have been used about the same time by the author of Esther?

c. Dr. Driver implies that is a sign of a post-

Nehemian date for Esther.®® How, then, about man in Is.

iii. 9
?®® For these two words are of the same form and their

respective roots occur in all four periods of the literature.

d. Again, LOT implies, that nnJH is a sign of the post-

Nehemian date of Esther.®^ How, then, about nSJn (Is.

XXX. 28 which Dr. Driver considers to be “one of a series of

prophecies belonging (if xxix. i be rightly interpreted) to

the year before Sennacherib’s invasion of Judah, i.e., to

702 B.C.”?®®

e. Prof. Cornill in his Introduction asserts®® what Dr.

Driver assumes, that “the abstract formations endings in

-iith, -on, and an” are “absolutely convincing and irrefut-

able” evidence showing that the Hebrew of Koheleth “moves

entirely in the region of the Mishna and of the ‘Chaldee’

parts of the O.T.” As to the ending iith as an evidence of

date, I refer my readers to the full discussion of this ending

which I have made in my book A Scientific Investigation of

the Old Testament ( pp. 105-1 10). I have there tried to show

that “this ending is no proof of the date of a Hebrew docu-

ment, nor in fact of a document in Babylonian, Assyrian, or

Aramaic.” As to the endings in -n, I refer my readers to the

discussion in the same book on page no and on pages 147-

152, where I have shown that the nouns ending in -n are no

more common in Aramaic than in Hebrew and that they are

found in all Semitic languages in all stages of their develop-

ment as demonstrated in their literature. There is no suffi-

cient reason for supposing, or concluding, therefore, that

nouns with these endings indicate that the documents con-

taining them originated in a time of “linguistic decay,” as

Cornill states. Professor Franz Delitzsch, whom he cites in

LOT, p. 484.

Assigned by Dr. Driver to Isaiah himself (LOT, p. 207).

Id., p. 484.

LOT, p. 224.

39 Introduction, p. 449.
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favor of his view, wrote his volume on Ecclesiastes (whose

translation into English was supervised by him and in which

occurs his great list of the peculiarities of the book) before

the year 1877, i.e., fifty years ago. Probably with a knowl-

edge of Babylonian and of the Aramaic inscriptions and

especially of the Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus and of the Zadokite

Fragments, he would have changed his mind, at least as to

the importance of the argument from the endings of the ab-

stract nouns. To my mind, the number and frequency of oc-

currence of this kind of noun in Ecclesiastes are due to the

philosophical character of the book and to the new ideas

there first expressed, and only there expressed, in the He-

brew of the Old Testament.

/. The use of tamtd*° with the article to denote “the

continual burnt-offerings, as in the Mishna” is said to be a

mark of the post-Nehemian date of Daniel.*^ “In the older

Heb., the full phrase Tonn is always used, Nu.

xxviii. 10 etc., Neh. x. 34.” It is hardly fair to say that this

phrase is always used, since in four cases the article is

omitted, to wit, in Ex. xxxix. 42, Num, xxviii. 6, Ezek.

xlvi. 15 and Ezra iii. 5.

There is no doubt, however, that Daniel is unique among

Old Testament writers in using hattamid in the general sense

to denote all kinds of the morning and evening daily sacri-

fices. Since these are mentioned in Leviticus and Numbers

and one of them in Ezekiel xlvi. 15, this seems no good

reason for concluding that Daniel, whenever he wrote, may
not have used the word tamid with the article to denote both

morning and evening sacrifices and also all kinds of Tamid

offerings. Ben Sira, writing in the second century b.c., uses it

with minhah showing that at that time hattamid had not

superseded the more specific uses. However, there is no good

reason apparent why the writer of Daniel may not have gen-

T’on*
LOT, p. 506.13.
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eralized a few years after Ezekiel as well as a few years

after Ben Sira.

3. Forms and Meanings of Verbs.

With regard to the forms of verbs and their meanings and

use the critics think, also, that they have found in them

evidence of the lateness of the documents which they assign

to the post-Nehemian period. Thus

a. The Piel, or intensive, form T3S (to lose) in Ecc.

vi. 3 is given as if it were a sign of lateness. The same form

in the same sense is found in Jer. xxiii. i, where, however, it

has the object “sheep.”'*^ We admit that the form used

absolutely is found only in Ecc. vi. 3 ;
but claim that it may

have been used as early as Solomon. For, first, the intransi-

tive simple stem (Kal) is used in i Sam. ix. 3 of the asses of

Saul that were lost. The causative (Hiphil) stem would

mean that he caused the asses to be lost. But the intensive

(Piel) stem would mean he lost his asses. The Aramaic

Targum to Ecclesiastes recognizes this distinction; for it

paraphrases the clause: “a fit time to seek riches and a fit

time for losing riches.” The Syriac having no intensive

stem of this verb uses the causative instead. The LXX has

“a time to lose”; the Latin Vulgate, tempus perdendi. The

Arabic renders by an infinitive of the second, or intensive,

stem of da‘a, a verb meaning in the first stem “to be lost” and

in the second “to lose.” In New Hebrew, the verb is found in

the intensive sense of “lose”; in Taharoth viii. 3, the par-

ticiple with the article being used without an object, just as

the Infinitive in Ecc. vi. 3, and means clearly “he who loses

something.” This absolute sense of the Piel, so far as I am
able to learn, occurs only in these two places, i.e., in Ecc. vi.

3, and Taharoth viii. 3, although Kal, Piel, and Hiphil are

common in other senses in both Talmud and Old Testament.

Delitzsch in his commentary on Ecclesiastes gives an ex-

ample in the sense of “lose” from the Sifra on Deut. xxiv. 19

;

but it has an object. The Talmudic dictionaries of Levy,

42 LOT, p. 474.
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Jastrow, and Dalman cite no examples of the use of the

verb in this sense. It seems obvious, therefore, that no argu-

ment for the date of Ecclesiastes can be derived from the

employment of this word in it. The thought “there is a time

to lose” is one which might have occurred to any sensible

man at any time
;
and, so far as we know, this was the only,

or certainly the best, word in Hebrew to express the thought.

h. ( I ) On the Hithpael or reciprocal form pTFinn Dr.

Driver remarks*® that in the sense “to strengthen oneself” it

is found in i Chron. xi. lo, xix. 13 (= 2 Sam. x. 12)

2 Chron. i.i, xii. 13, xiii. 7, 8, 21, xv. 8, xvi. 9, xvii. i, xxi. 4,

XXV. II, xxvii. 6, xxxiiv, 5 ;
cf. Dan. x. 19-21. He says that its

use in earlier books is “both rarer and more distinctive.”

Under Daniel he simply says, while speaking of the marks of

the age subsequent to Nehemiah : “Comp, also pTnnn x. 21,

I Chron. xi. 10, 2 Chron. xvi. 9.”** It is sufficient to say that

the verb in the same form and meaning is found also in

Neh. xiii. 20 (which Dr. Driver on page 62 assigns to JE),
Gen. xlviii. 2 (assigned by Dr. Driver, on page 17, to E),

Jud. XX. 22 (apparently pre-exilic id. p. 170), in Ezek. vii. 13

and I Sam. iv. 9, xxx. 6, 2 Sam. vi. 2, x. 12, i Kings xx. 22,

and in Ezra vii. 28 which Dr. Driver places in the Memoirs.

Thus, while there is no doubt that the Chronicler and Daniel

used the word with comparative frequency, it is to be noted,

first, that it is used in E, JE, Jud., Samuel, Kings, and

Ezekiel and the Memoirs of Ezra, all preceding Nehemiah,

and never in the later parts of Ezra, and Nehemiah, nor in

Esther, Ecclesiastes, nor in any of the other works (such as

some of the Psalms) which critics call late.

(2) njnn (to offer oneself willingly) is found

only in Chronicles (8 times), Ezra (twice), Nehemiah

(once), and in Judges v. 2, 9. This fifth chapter of Judges is

considered by most radical critics to be one of the earliest

parts of the Old Testament. It will be noted again that.

Id., p. 536, no. 8.

« Id., p. 507.
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while it is true that in the accounts of the transactions after

the return from Babylon given in Chronicles and Ezra-Nehe-

miah, this word is used with comparative frequency; yet, it

occurs in no other of the books assigned by the critics to

post-Nehemian times.

(3) inTin (to become a Jew) is found only in Est.

viii. 17 and very appropriately; but no one can possibly claim

that its use in Esther determines at all the post-Nehemian

date of the document. When else would there have been any

inducement, or advantage, in becoming a Jew?

(4) tyiT'nn (to be true) is used only in Chronicles,

Ezra, and Nehemiah. Unfortunately for Dr. Driver’s argu-

ment for post-Nehemian origin so far as it is based on this

word, it appears to be used in Ezra and Nehemiah only in the

Memoirs, which according to Dr. Driver were written by the

authors themselves.

c. Among the evidences which Dr. Driver gives that the

Hebrew of Daniel, Chronicles, and parts of Nehemiah are

subsequent to Nehemiah is the use in them of the Hiphil

stem of pTn (to be strong) (to be wicked) and “iHT

(to shine) in an intransitive sense. The first of these occurs

in Dan. xi. 7, 32, 2 Chron. xxvi. 8; the second in Dan. ix. 15,

xi. 32, xii. 10, Neh. ix. 33, 2 Chron. xx. 35, xxii. 3, Job

xxxiv. 12, 29 and Ps. cvi. 6; and the third in Dan. xii. 3. To

these DeWette-Schrader add (trembling) in Dan.

X. II, Ezra x. 9, and Cj'^nn (to be corrupt) in Dan. xi. 32.

But that this intransitive use of the causative stem is not a

sign of lateness in a Hebrew document appears from the fol-

lowing facts:

This use of the causative appears in Babylonian, Arabic

and Syriac as well as in Hebrew and can, therefore, be

called correctly a Semitism. It is used already in the Baby-

lonian Creation Tablets from the time of Hammurabi.

The causative, or Hiphil, form is used, as the intransitive

is used in English, in all the Semitic languages and from the

time of Hammurabi down. Thus in Assyrian we find hdhur
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(to become old), hisat (had sprung up),^^ and usesu (they

took to flight).^® In Arabic, this use of the causative is com-

mon. Thus halaqa, simple and causative stems (to be or

become old), ’ajdaba (to be dry), ’ahsana (he acted well),

’asaha (he did what was right). So, in Syriac the Aphel

frequently has an inchoative sense, as ’ahwar (to become

old)
,
’asmaq (to become red)

,
and even occasionally is hardly

to be distinguished from the simple stem, as ’amhel (to be

feeble).^^

The intransitive or “inwardly transitive” use of the caus-

ative form is found also in the Hebrew literature of all ages,

according to all views of the date of the documents held by

either radicals or conservatives.*®

Thus in Ex. xvi. 18 (P) “had lack” i.e. “became wanting”

is in the causative stem in Hebrew
;
in Neh. iii. 20 “earnestly”

is literally “was or became hot,” in Joel i. 12, 17, “is with-

ered” is in the causative; and so with many other verbs.®®

Again, this kind of causative may mean to act “in some

particular direction.” For example. Lev. v. 4 “to do good”

(so also in Is. i. 17, Jer. iv. 22, x. 5, xiii. 23, Jon. iv. 9,

Zech. viii. 15, Gen. iv. 7 (J)); Gen. xxxi. 28 (JE) and

I Sam. xxvi. 21 “to act or play the fool.”®*

(1) Now means “to do wickedly” in Dan. ix.

5, xi. 32, xii. 10, 2 Chron. xxii. 3, Neh. ix. 33, a usage just

in harmony with the general use of the causative in so many
other verbs. Besides, it is so used in Job xxxiv. 12, which

Dr. Driver dated about the fifth century B.c.

(2) Likewise, p'’Tnn in Daniel xi. 7 means “become

strong” and in xi. 32 “to act strongly,” just as in Neh. v. 16

{Memoirs) and Job xviii. 9.

(3) (trembling, in Dan. x. ii) is used in ex-

See King, The Seven Tablets of Creation, p. 73, Tablet iv. 109.

Delitzsch; Assyrische Grammatik, § 84; Muss Arnolt 85b.

Wright, Arabic Grammar I. § 45.

** Duval, Grammaire Syriaque, p. 183.

See Gesenius, Hebrew Grammar I. § S3.2d.

®® Id., § 53-2e.

®* Id., § 53-2f
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actly the same sense as in Ezra x. ii, which belongs to a

chapter concerning which Dr. Driver says, “that in all

probability the narrative has been somewhat altered in form,

and abridged, from the Memoirs of Ezra.” Surely, a shaky

foundation upon which to build an argument for the claim

that Daniel was written in an age “subsequent to Nehemiah.”

(4) Tnin (Dan. xii. 3 “to shine,” i.e., “become

bright”) is, to be sure, used only here in the Old Testament;

but the verb is found also, not merely in Aramaic, but in the

Hebrew and in the Arabic. In the Arabic, it means “to shine”

in both the first and fourth stems, which correspond to the

simple and causative in Hebrew. The noun from this root

denoting “brightness, splendor” is found in Dan. xii. 3 and

Ezek. viii. 2. In Arabic, the root occurs in too large a number

of species and in too many derivatives to have been a deriva-

tive from Aramaic or Hebrew. One of these derivatives

denotes Venus and another is used for the two great lights,

or shiners, the sun and the moon. When he compares the

righteous to the stars, we can understand how Daniel, living

in the very center of Babylonian astronomy, should have

used language suitable to the shiners of the sky. But, why not

as well in the sixth century b.c. as in the second?®^

(5) DeWette-Schrader put “C]''2nn sum Abfalle ver-

leiten (entice to apostacy) in Dan. xi. 32” among the “late

Aramaic words” occurring in Daniel. The evidence as to

the use of this word is as follows.

The verb occurs in the Kal in Mi. iv. ii, Is. xxiv. 25, Jer.

iii. I (bis), 9, xxiii. 21, Ps. cvi. 38; in the Hiphil, in Jer. iii.

2, Num. XXXV. 33 (bis), and Dan. xi. 32; the adjective in

Is. ix. 16, X. 6, xxxiii. 14, Prov. xi. 9, Ps. xxxv. 16 and 8

times in Job; one noun in Is. xxxii. 6 and another in Jer.

xxiii. 15. In the Talmud all these forms are found except the

noun of Is. xxxii. 6 ;
but no new forms occur. The verb and a

noun in the cognate accusative occur in a letter from Abd-

hiba of Jerusalem to the king of Egypt found in the Tel-

See further in a note by the writer in this Review for January, 1919.
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Amarna letters.®® In the Hebrew of the Talmud, the Kal

means “to flatter” and the Hiphil “to submit to the power

In the Aramaic of the Targums the Pael means “to

flatter, favor, deceive,” and the Aphel means the same.®® A
hanef is a “hypocrite,” arbitrary or faithless one, and hanefa

and hanufa mean “hypocrisy, flattery, and heresy.”

In Arabic, the verb means “to bend to one side,” and a

hanif is one who “inclines from one religion to another.”

Thus according to some, it “was applied to the Muslim be-

cause of his turning from a belief in a plurality of gods.”®®

In Syriac, it is used in the intensive and causative stems,

the former meaning in paganitatem induxit and the latter

paganns factus est. The two derivatives mean “pagan” and

“paganism.”®^

In Hebrew, the verb is always used of “defiling or pro-

faning” the land, except in Jer. xxiii. ii where the prophets

and priests are said to be hanef, and in Dan. xi. 32 where

the king of Syria is said to make hanif through flatteries

those who transgress the covenant. The meaning of hanif is

clear from the numerous passages cited above. It is a syn-

onym of sinner, evil-doer, wicked, and the antonym of the

innocent, the trustful, the upright, and the righteous. The

Hiphil is rightly used by Daniel in the sense of “make

hanif.” This was always good usage of the Hiphil in He-

brew. Compare the similar phrases : “to make great, small,

holy or righteous.”

Further, DeWette-Schrader state that the meaning of the

Hiphil of this verb in Aramaic is “to entice or seduce to

apostacy,” rather than “to make apostate.” It is a pity that

they cite no passages as examples of this meaning of the

See Winckler, Tell-el-Amarna Letters, No. 181 .7 ,
8 .

See Levy, Jastrow and Dalman in loc.

55 Id.

58 See Lane, Arabic Dictionary.

57 See Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum and Payne Smith’s Thesaurus,

in loc.
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Hiphil. In Syriac the Pad may have this sense, but the

Hiphil means to make hanif. Since neither Syriac nor Arabic

uses the simple stem in a religious sense, it looks as if they

both derived the use from the Hebrew.

4. Th^ Syntax.

a. It is charged that the frequent use of wau conjunc-

tive with the perfect is an indication that Ecclesiastes is the

latest book of the Old Testament. The discovery of the

Hebrew of Ecclesiasticus has deprived this statement of all

force; for we find that Ben Sira uses wau conversive with

the imperfect 120 times and wau conjunctive with the perfect

only 5 times. Besides, the Zadokite Fragments, written

somewhere between 100 b.c. and 40 a.d., have wau conver-

sive with the imperfect 85 times and wau conjunctive with

the perfect only 3 times.

Further, the book of Daniel (which, according to the

radical critics, was written about the middle of the second

century b.c., just about the time at which they assure us

that Ecclesiastes was written) has wau conversive with the

imperfect about 200 times and wau conjunctive with the per-

fect only about 5 times.

It is noteworthy, also, that this usage was not common in

Chronicles, Esther, the Maccabean psalms and the later

parts of Ezra and Nehemiah. These all, as well as the books

of Ecclesiasticus and the Zadokite Fragments still use com-

monly as the oldest documents did, the wau conversive with

the imperfect. Note, also, this phrase “the oldest documents.”

For Judges v, which some critics allege to be the oldest part

of the Old Testament, has the wau conjunctive with the per-

fect twice; and the Balaam account, considered also to be

one of the oldest sections in the Scriptures, has the perfect

with wau conjunctive seven times to two times for the im-

perfect with wau conversive.

It seems to me that this testimony to the late date of

Ecclesiastes would better be ruled out.®®

See further on this subject pages 150-152 of A Scientific Investiga-

tion of the Old Testament.
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h. One of the alleged proofs of the charges that Daniel

was written in the age subsequent to Nehemiah is that in

chapters i. 21, x. i the name of the king precedes the title.

Dr. Driver claims that the early writings had nearly always

the order “the king” followed by the name; whereas in the

times subsequent to Nehemiah, the order was the name fol-

lowed by the title. Fortunately, this statement is one open to

exact and complete investigation of the testimony; for we

have all the documents before us and good concordances

withal. These concordances show us that the order “X the

king” occurs in Chronicles 19 times and the order “the king

X” 18 times
;
in the Hebrew of Ezra it is 2 to 2 ;

in Nehemiah

o to 2 ;
in Daniel o to 2 ;

and in Esther 24 to o. Notice that

Chronicles alone gives any support to the theory that “X the

king” was the order in Hebrew documents written subse-

quent to the time of Nehemiah
; for all the titles in Nehemiah

and all the titles in Ezra having this order occur in the

Memoirs which Dr. Driver admits to have been written by

Ezra and Nehemiah themselves, and in the 24 cases in Esther

the order is always “the king Ahasuerus.”

Finally, anyone who will take the trouble to look up the

scores of thousands of titles from among the nations of

antiquity®® will discover that, when they used not merely the

word king but the name of the country ruled over along

with the name of the king, the order was “X the king of Y.”

Thus the order “Cyrus king of Persia” was the natural and

common order for all nations and all times. So then, no argu-

ment for the date of a document can be made from the use of

this phrase.

c. Of a similar kind with the last bit of alleged evidence

is the claim that the phrase “king of Persia” is one of “the

internal marks” that the books of Ezra and Nehemiah were

“compiled in an age long subsequent to that of Ezra and

Nehemiah.” For “the addition would during the period of

the Persian supremacy be at once unnecessary and contrary

See my articles cited in Note 60 below.
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to contemporary usage.” “The expression used by Ezra and

Nehemiah, when speaking in their own person, or in pas-

sages extracted from sources written under Persian rule is

simply “the king.” “The observation is due to Ewald, Hist.

Since this phrase king of Persia is used after Cyrus in

Daniel x. i, Ezra i. i (bis), 2, 8, iii. 7, iv. 3, 5, 2 Chron.

xxxvi. 22 (bis), 23; after Darius in Ezra xii. 5, iv. 24; and

after Artaxerxes in iv. 7, vi. 14, vii. i, it is apparent that, if

what Dr. Driver says be true, the books of Daniel, Chron-

icles and the parts of Ezra not included in the Memoirs

must have been written, or at least revised, in the times fol-

lowing the conquest of Alexander the Great. It will be ob-

served that Dr. Driver asserts that in Persian times the title

“king of Persia” was (i) unnecessary, (2) contrary to

usage, (3) that the title used in Persian times was simply

“king” and (4) that these facts imply that the documents

containing the phrase “king of Persia” were written after

the dominion of Persia had ceased to exist.

Now in a series of articles in this Review for 1904-5, I

published an approximately complete induction of the titles

and designations of the kings of the ancient Egyptians,

Babylonians, Assyrians, Persians, Parthians, Greeks, He-

brews and other nations of antiquity. These collations show

that it was the usage among all these people to employ the

phrase “king of Egypt,” “king of Babylon,” “king of Persia,”

etc., in all public documents and during the life-time of the

kings named in the documents and of the countries over which

these kings ruled. This was true no less for the kings of

Persia than it was for the kings of all other countries. It is

futile to drag into this discussion the statement of the bril-

liant German scholar Ewald
;
for he lived and wrote before

the time when we had access to the treasures of the Egyptian,

Babylonian and Persian records. Moreover, his statement

was at best an opinion, and cannot stand in the face of the

abundant evidence that we now possess that he was mistaken.

Tens of thousands of items of evidence show that it was
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usual among all nations to employ this or a similar phrase.

Besides, eighteen different authors in at least nineteen dif-

ferent documents from Persian times use this title altogether

thirty-eight times. They use it in six different languages and

of at least six different Persian kings. It was used in docu-

ments from Media, Babylonia, Asia Minor, Greece and

Palestine; and according to Herodotus in Ethiopia. It is

used especially in letters, decrees, and other like documents

of the Scriptures just as it is in extra-biblical documents. It

is used of Cyrus in an inscription written seven years before

the conquest of Babylon and of Artaxerxes III about 365

B.C., thus both antedating and postdating in the extra-biblical

usage of the Persian period anything that we find in the

Scriptures. That is, the earliest use in the Bible is in the

decree of Cyrus made in 539 b.c., whereas the Nabonidus-

Cyrus Chronicle mentions Cyrus as king of Persia in the

year 546 b.c.; and the latest use of the phrase in the Bible

is in a reference dating certainly from before 400 B.c.,

whereas in the monuments we meet it in an inscription of

Artaxerxes III from the year 356 b.c.

Finally, the title was not used commonly of the Persian

kings by Greek writers after the time of Alexander the Great.

Diodorus Siculus, an historian of the first century B.c., and

Josephus, from the end of the first century a.d., are the only

Greek writers to use the phrase “king of Persia” after the

name of the king.*®

CONCLUSION

My readers will admit that in this article I have endeav-

ored to show that the evidence in our possession does not

support the claim of the radical critics, that the Hebrew

language used in Daniel, Esther, Ecclesiastes, Chronicles, and

For the detailed evidence for the above discussion on the title “king

of Persia,” see this Review for 1904, pages 257-282, 465-97, 618-664, and
for 1905, pages 5S-8o, 238-267, 422-440, 558-572 ; and the article on
“Titles of the Persian Kings” in the Sachau Denkschrift, Berlin, 1912.
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the parts of Ezra and Nehemiah not in the Memoirs, demon-

strates that these books were written in an age “subsequent

to Nehemiah.” I hope further, that they will admit that there

is hardly a shred of evidence in the Hebrew language to show

that any of the Psalms were written in this period. Since

almost all of the documents of the Old Testament have words

found only in them and in the Hebrew and Aramaic of the

Targums and Talmud, the presence of such words in a par-

ticular document cannot be used as evidence of the lateness of

that document
;
unless we are prepared to claim that almost all

the documents are late. We would have to claim, also, that

many that were considered late are really early, because they

contain none of these words. I think, therefore, that I have re-

duced the argument to an ad absurdum, or, in plain English,

made it ridiculous. Those who agree with me in this opinion

will accept the prima facie evidence of the Textus Receptus as

standing unimpaired by this attack upon it, and will continue

to believe that the Old Testament, as we have it, is true.

Princeton. R. D. Wilson.



THE VIRGIN BIRTH OF OUR LORD

It would seem that a fact so plainly stated in the Bible as

the virgin birth of our Lord ought to be regarded as certain

by all who call themselves Christians. Unfortunately, this is

not the case
;
rather is it denied more and more, even by many

who are supposed to be truly “evangelical”
;
and the great

doctrine of the Incarnation is openly attacked. Professor

James Orr, of the United Free Church College, Glasgow,

was well informed when, a few years ago, he wrote

;

The attack is not confined, indeed, to the article of the virgin birth. It

affects the whole supernatural estimate of Jesus Christ—His life. His

claims. His sinlessness. His miracles. His resurrection from the dead.

But the virgin birth is assailed with special vehemence, because it is sup-

posed that the evidence for this miracle is more readily got rid of than

the evidence for public facts, such as the resurrection. The result is that

in very many quarters the virgin birth of Christ is openly treated as a

fable. Belief in it is scouted as unworthy of the Uventieth century

intelligence.

1

There are many ways of assailing this mystery which is

so essential to the Christian faith. Some bluntly assert that

the gospel narratives, which record our Saviour’s birth, are

but myths or legends without any historical basis; others,

more respectful, state that these narratives are a mixture of

truth and ‘pious’ lies and are the expression of the laudable

desire of the primitive Church to exalt its Master; others

make no allusion to the virgin birth, as if the matter had no

importance whatever; others still speak of the incarnation,

but without any relation to the miracle and give a supposedly

“modern” view of this doctrine which is the practical nega-

tion of the fact from which it springs.

The fact must be faced that, at least in France, the attitude

of a growing number of ministers and even laymen seems to

be similar to that of a well-known Protestant lecturer, who
recently gave a course of addresses on “Jesus,” in a mission-

hall. At the close of one of the meetings, a man in the audi-

ence rose and asked the speaker very politely what he thought

about the virgin birth (Naissance Miraculeuse) of Jesus

^ “The Virgin Birth of Christ” (The Fundamentals, Vol. I, p. 7).
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Christ. The speaker, who called himself evangelical, replied

with a gesture of scorn “This question does not interest me!”

The result of this more or less sceptical behavior of many

so-called Protestants towards a fundamental fact is posi-

tively appalling. For some, it means utter disregard of the

whole Christian system of doctrine and its moral ideals
;
for

others, it means a most painful state of unrest and perplexity;

for others, it means the equivocal situation of those who use

evangelical vocabulary with unevangelical thoughts. For all,

it means dreadful loss, spiritual decadence, the going down

towards darkness.

It may be well, in order to make clear the present status of

Protestant Christology in France, to give extracts from some

of the most influential theologians of the last generation. We
are reaping now what was sown twenty or forty years ago.

Two of the most noted professors of theology, MM. Eugene

Menegoz and Henri Bois may be taken as examples. Hun-

dreds of students passed under their instruction, who are now
in charge of churches.

In a study on the “Dogma of Trinity”^ M. Menegoz writes

thus

:

It is not necessary to investigate the mystery of Christ’s birth. If we
believe in the providential activity of God in the preparation of Israel

and the calling of the prophets, we will believe even more in a special

divine intervention in the birth and vocation of Christ. We may hesitate

about taking as literally true the narrative of the appearance of the

Angel Gabriel to the Virgin Mary, the words spoken on this occasion,

the chorus of the angels celebrating in the fields of Bethlehem the birth

of the Messiah
; but all these gracious sayings while in part legendary

and of dubious origin are the purely poetical and symbolical expression

of a real, special, providential intervention of God in the birth of Christ.

Having thus politely waved aside the gospel testimony, M.

Menegoz gives us his own interpretation by describing, in a

manner which is both confused and confusing, the Person

and the work of the Lord

:

What the prophets were in a relative sense, Jesus Christ was in an ab-

solute sense—the organ of the Holy Spirit. He is, from the religious

2 Eugene Menegoz, Publications diverse sur le Fideisme, Tome I, pp.

342-347. (Paris, 1909).
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point of view, the perfect revelation of the transcendent God, of the

Heavenly Father; He reveals to us, by His teaching. His life and His

death, the thought, the sentiment, the will, the heart of God. Man, we

have said, assimilates the internal revelation of the Holy Spirit in the

measure of his faith, of his piety, of the purity of his heart; Jesus Christ

assimilated it absolutely, for He was absolutely holy. Hence it is that,

although God speaks through the prophets, the apostles, through all re-

ligious conscience, we, nevertheless, place Jesus apart and we call Him
preeminently {par excellence) the incarnate Word of God, ‘God mani-

fested in the flesh.’ He is the perfect manifestation of the immanence of

the Holy Spirit in humanity. . . . But let us never forget that the divine

revelation, through the prophets and the apostles, as well as through the

Christ, is purely moral and religious, and that it has no relation to mat-

ters which belong to the natural order. ... As far as His secular knowl-

edge was concerned, Jesus, like all the other organs of divine revelation,

shared the views of His fellowmen, of His contemporaries. To go to

Christ for the solution of a question of history or Biblical criticism,

would imply an utter misconception of the revealing activity of God.

... I must add, to avoid all misunderstanding, that I do not believe that

Jesus had any special revelation about the metaphysical nature of God,

about what God is ‘in Himself,’ apart from His relations to man. He
knew and wished to know of God only those things which concern the

religious and moral life of man and the eternal salvation of the sinner.

The speculations of the philosopher were absolutely foreign to Him.
. . . Jesus lived with God in the most intimate relation of faith and

love, of trust and veneration, of submission and devotion. He thus de-

served the title of ‘Son of God’ preeminently. He had the precise and
deep conviction of this filiation and it was in the spontaneity of His
religious consciousness that He called God His ‘Father.’ ... He was,

if the word is properly understood, an incarnation of God. . . .

If any conclusion can be plainly drawn from these words, it

is that Jesus is not the “Word made flesh,” that He is not the

“only begotten of the Father,” that He is not “conceived of

the Holy Ghost,” that He is not in the Biblical sense of the

expression, “Emmanuel, God with us.”

This same conclusion is reached by M. Henri Bois in his

book, “The Person and Work of Jesus.”® It is made very

plain, that Jesus is no more than a “creature,” a man unique

in His holiness. His spiritual power, but a man produced by

the human race. This exceptional man was rewarded by God
in receiving, while still on earth and yet more in heaven, the

® Henri Bois, La Personne et I’Oeuvre de Jesus (Orthez, 1906). This

work has just been republished and is being widely read.
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marvelous capacity of giving life to humanity. We give here

a typical quotation, which is the summing up of M. Bois’s

view

:

Is there any contradiction in the fact that a being who, in his relation to

God, is a creature, may be able, in his relation to other creatures, to be

their inspiring and life-giving Spirit? ... It would be a contradiction

to suppose that God, after the resurrection of Jesus, may have made

Jesus, who was merely a creature, equal to God the Father, so that Jesus

should have become suddenly partaker of the metaphysical eternity in

the past; but I find no sign of contradiction, not the slightest, in the

idea that God may have given to such a being as Jesus, as a reward of

his faithfulness, the supreme function of Lord, of Christ, of life-giving

spirit. I cannot see any contradiction in the idea that Christ, though

remaining distinct from God the Father, and subordinate to God the

Father, as a creature subordinate to the Creator, should now exercise

divine functions in relation to us and should deserve, in that sense, to

be called God—this sense, it is to be carefully observed, is the truly re-

ligious sense of the divinity of Jesus—a divinity which is not, primarily

nor even actually, a divinity metaphysical in its essence, which is not

simply a moral divinity of holiness, but rather a divinity of function, of

activity.*

This at least is plain. According to M. Henri Bois, Jesus is a

man who deserves to be called God.

God may be spelled with a capital, God the Creator; and

god may also be written without a capital, as applied to a

man richly rewarded by God with the title—god. Thus only

can we speak, according to M. Bois, of the divinity of Jesus.

But this so-called divinity is not to be eternally His exclusive

prerogative. For he tells us further

:

. . . The spiritualisation, the glorification of Christians (in heaven) will

have this consequence that the divinity of Christ, understood in the sense

of a special and unique function will cease—not precisely because it will

come to an end, but because it will then be the common privilege of all

the brothers of Jesus, really transformed into sons of God.®

Other quotations might be given, not only from the writ-

ings of MM. Menegoz and Bois, but also from other well

known French theologians who, in spite of great diversity of

teaching on several points, seem to agree as to this : that Jesus

was bom of Joseph and Mary. The gravity of this situation

* Ibid., pp. 98-99.

® Ibid., p. lOi.
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is increased by the fact that these professors, these ministers,

do not call themselves liberal, nor Unitarian, but evangelical

and, by a subtle reasoning which we are able neither to ex-

plain nor excuse, still profess to be faithful to the doctrinal

standards of churches which have as their basis a very posi-

tive and Biblical confession of faith. In French Protestant

circles this astonishing statement is frequently made : “There

are no more liberals, no more Unitarians
!”

Sad to say the same situation appears in Switzerland, at

least in French Switzerland and even in Belgium. It is true

that the evil of “modernism” is not generally prevalent.

There are still many ministers and laymen who are true to

the Scriptures and to the Christ of the Scriptures, and who
can repeat with absolute sincerity, the words of the Apostles’

Creed
—

“born of the Virgin Mary.” It is also a hopeful sign

that many are beginning to appreciate the danger which

threatens French-speaking Protestantism and are fighting

with courage and devotion “the good fight of faith.” Some
of them, about a thousand (a hundred of whom are min-

isters) have established an undenominational League for the

defence of the faith, called the “Union des Chretiens Lvan-

geliques,” of which such men as Doyen Emile Doumergue

and Pastor R. Saillens are prominent members.* But it must

be admitted that these valiant defenders of the faith are not

supported as they should be, and that the new form of

liberalism, worse than the older one because it is less out-

spoken, is spreading, especially among the young. Is it not

also the case in England, in the States, at home and on the

mission field? Surely, it is time for all true disciples of the

saving God to wake up, to stand boldly against the wave of

doubt, of unchristian Christianity, which threatens to sweep

over the whole world

!

In this Holy Crusade nothing is more important, we firmly

* Pasteur Guiton, the writer of this article, is himself one of the lead-

ers in this movement. His admirable Introduction a la Bible, which is

one of the publications of the “Union,” was recently noticed in this

Review (Jan. 1927, pp. 122 ff.). [Ed.]
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believe, than to proclaim plainly the great supernatural fact

which prepares for and explains all the miracles of the Lord

—His virgin birth, as it is stated in the Bible. It will be our

aim to show first that this fact is absolutely true, and secondly

that it is fundamental to the Christian faith.

I.

Before studying the testimony of the New Testament to

the virgin birth, we should first consider that of the Old

Testament. It is often stated that the Old Testament is silent

on this matter as it is silent, according to certain critics, on

several important facts and doctrines of the New; but it is

not wise for those who are afraid or unwilling to listen to say

that they hear nothing. In fact the Old Testament Scriptures

which were, for some years, the only Bible of the primitive

Church, the Scriptures on which the apostles built their

preaching of the God-Man, are full of the great expectation

of His coming on earth through supernatural birth. Dr. G.

Campbell Morgan, in his able essay on the “Purposes of the

Incarnation,” expresses strongly this mysterious truth

;

The whole teaching of Holy Scripture places the Incarnation at the

center of the methods of God with a sinning race.

Toward that Incarnation everything moved until its accomplishment,

finding therein fulfilment and explanation. The messages of the prophets

and seers and the songs of the psalmists trembled with more or less

certainty toward the final music which announced the coming of Christ.

All the results also of these partial and broken messages of the past led

toward the incarnation.®

Dr. William Burt Pope, in his Compendium of Christian

Theology, gives expression to the same thought
—“There is

no event recorded in the New Testament,” he tells us, “which

is more expressly and variously announced as the accomplish-

ment of ancient oracles.’”

It is not sufficient to quote a few striking verses which

plainly announce the miraculous birth of Jesus. Our argu-

ment is that the Old Testament Scriptures give testimony to

* The Fundamentals, Vol. I, p. 29.

^ P. 145.
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this glorious fact by being, from beginning to end, definitely

i\Iessianic. It cannot be denied that they are full of the Mes-

sianic hope. What is that hope which so links all the holy

writers one with the other as to give to their messages such

a marvelous unity? The Messianic hope is evidently of divine

inspiration. It is not the result of worldly ambition, but the

fruit of a revelation which constantly points towards the

salvation of all men. It is not peculiar to certain periods,

certain circumstances, certain characters, for we can trace it

all through the history of the Israelite nation. From Abraham

to Malachi and to John the Baptist, the Bible gives us the

tremendous fact of an unbroken prophecy of the coming

Lord. Jesus says of Abraham, living about two thousand

years before His birth, “Your father Abraham rejoiced to

see my day” (John viii. 56). All the prophets rejoiced to see

His day. Was it, for them, the expectation of a common
event ? The coming of the Messiah was to be, they all knew,

the coming of the Day, the appearance, in our darkness, of

the Sun of righteousness. No doubt, they were, in a sense,

puzzled and perplexed, dazzled by the vision which they had

;

they did not realize all its beauty, all its meaning; it is the

mark of divine inspiration that it exceeds man’s capacity to

see and to understand. No doubt, also, the event proved to be

greater than the promise, and the accomplishment greater

than the anticipation. But the glory of the vision was intense.

They did not rejoice for centuries to foresee the advent of

one more man on earth, but to behold the Lord in His

majesty. They knew that “the Lord Himself would suddenly

come to His temple’’ (Mai. iii. i), and they were all in full

harmony with Isaiah when he expressed his intense desire

for the manifestation of God; “Oh, that thou wouldest rend

the heavens, that thou wouldest come down’’ (Isa. Ixiv. i).

They all sought after the deep meaning of the promise given

to the patriarchs, which was, indeed, the amplification and the

ratification of the promise given to Eve. They all understood

that the existence of their nation was entirely consecrated to

the waiting and to the preparation for Emmanuel, the Holy
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Son whom Isaiah describes as the “Wonderful, Counsellor,

Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.”® (Isaiah

ix. 5) and of whom Micah declares that out of Bethlehem

“shall he come forth unto me that is to be ruler in Israel,

whose goings forth have been from of old, from ever-

lasting” (v. 2).

And how can we doubt of the greatness of the hope,

when we know that, as Peter tells us, “the spirit of Christ

which was in them . . . testified beforehand the sufferings

of Christ, and the glories that should follow” ( i Peter i. 1 1 ) ?

Would the Spirit of Christ have misled the prophets? Would
they, under His influence, wait for another Christ than the

real Christ, a Christ who would come from earth and not

from heaven, a Christ who would be unable to save? Could

it be that, for many centuries, men of God, led by God,

should have toiled, suffered, in expectation of the coming of

a sinning man, a man of moral and physical infirmity, a man
needing to be pardoned and to be succoured ? They were not

facing towards more misery, more darkness, but towards

the manifestation of the One who is “mighty to save,”

towards the app>earance of the “marvelous Light,” which

comes from on High.

Moreover, the holy nation had constantly the promise of

the incarnation in those visible symbols, the tabernacle in the

® About this declaration of Isaiah and the significance of the Hebrew

word “alma” (virgin), we cannot do better than to point to the re-

markable article of Dr. R. Dick Wilson in the April issue of this

Review (1926). Dr. Wilson writes: “Finally, two conclusions from the

evidence seem clear; first that ‘alma,’ so far as known, never meant

‘young married woman’; and secondly since the presumption in com-

mon law and usage was and is, that every ‘alma’ is virgin and virtuous,

until she is proven not to be, we have a right to assume that Rebecca

and the ‘alma’ of Is. vii. 14 and all other ‘almas’ were virgin, until and

unless it shall be proven that they were not. If Is. vii. 14 is a prediction

of the conception and if the events recorded in Matthew i. 18-25 and

Luke i. 26-38 are true and the Holy Spirit of God really overshadowed

the Virgin Mary, all difficulties are cleared away. The language itself is

not the difficulty. The great and only difficulty lies in disbelief in pre-

dictive prophecy and in the almighty power of God ; or in the desire to

throw discredit upon the divine sonship of Jesus” (pp. 315-316).
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wilderness, and the temple at Jerusalem. The sanctuary, and

especially the Holy of Holies, was in the eyes of the true

Israelite, a symbol of the Presence of the Lord, a type of the

incarnation. The glory of Jehovah rested on this mysterious

place, thus constantly teaching men that God was with them,

that He dwelt among them. The temple was “His House,”

that is to say the expression of His invisible and universal

outward love. But the tabernacle and the temple were only

temporary and imperfect revelations of the marvelous truth

;

only the announcement of that more perfect “tabernacling”

of God among men which was to take place through the

incarnation.

Not only by direct prophecy and by the teaching of the

sanctuary were the true Israelites informed of the great

coming, but also by various dealings of Jehovah with His

people. Let us quote here again from Dr. Pope

:

The ancient revelation was pervaded by a certain presentiment of the

appearance of God in human form. The early theophanies, or mani-

festations of the Supreme, were in the likeness of men. The Angel of

Jehovah, or the Angel of the Face, had, so to speak, the form of the Son

of man. The general anthropomorphic style of the Old Testament was a

perpetual indirect prophecy of the incarnation. The same Jehovah who
constantly interdicted the formation of any image of Himself—‘ye

saw no similitude, only ye heard a voice’—nevertheless commanded
His people to seek His face. The wisdom of the Proverbs is so described

as to suggest the coming revelation of a personal representative of the

Godhead dwelling by more than a mere divine influence ‘with the sons

of men.’ The supreme ‘servant of Jehovah’ in Isaiah is all but declared

to be Jehovah in human form. It is certain that the later Judaism did, in

a confused manner, grope its way towards this truth
; misinterpreting

these hints and symbols with which they were connected. Not to dwell

upon this, the Christian reader of the Old Testament—and only to the

Christian reader does it yield its true teaching—feels everywhere that

time is labouring with a secret that is ready to be revealed—Immanuel,
God with us.®

It is very striking that the true Israelites, those who had

caught the vision of the prophets and were waiting for the

consolation of Israel, received the Holy Child in faith and

joy. Zacharias, Elizabeth, Simeon, Anna, the shepherds of

® Op. cit., Vol. p. 144.
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Bethlehem were part of that faithful “remnant” which the

prophets had said would be left, even in the darkest hours of

the nation. They had no hesitation in worshipping the Babe

of Bethlehem. They saw in Him the “Saviour, which is

Christ the Lord.” They saw in Him the Messiah of the

prophets, the perfect realization of the great promise, who
was to be born in Bethlehem and redeem humanity. They

saw in Him the salvation of God, the light to lighten the

Gentiles and the glory of God’s people, Israel. Surely they

would not have bowed before the Child if they had thought

that He was the fruit of a sinful race. They would not have

rejoiced in His birth, if they had not known that the Lord

Himself had come among men. These men of God feared

nothing more than idolatry; worship of man was, in their

eyes, an abomination. How could they adore the Child if they

had not seen in Him the advent on earth of Jehovah Himself ?

It is a very important fact that the first to see the Child, or

to be informed of His coming were Jews, not pagans. The

“wise men from the East,” if they were not Jews by birth,

had certainly been under the influence of the Messianic hope

as it was expressed in the Scriptures. The apostles were all

Jews ;
the Church which was established on the day of Pente-

cost was composed of Jews. This is a manifest sign of Prov-

idential wisdom, that the proclamation of Emmanuel should

have been first and exclusively entrusted tO' members of this

elect nation which, alone on earth, had kept the sacred deposit

of Monotheism. We have in this fact the best guarantee

against any possible mistake and the absolute proof that the

worship of Jesus is not idolatry but true monotheism, the

absolute proof that the teaching of the Scriptures rightly

understood under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, was

leading towards the incarnation.

If it had not been for this teaching of the Scriptures, how
could such a strict monotheist as Saul of Tarsus bow in

fervent worship before Jesus Christ? As soon as he was

fully persuaded that Jesus was the Christ, the Messiah of the

Law and the Prophets, he made complete surrender of him-
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self. If the Christ had been in his eyes a mere man, a creature,

he would never have been willing to give his life to Him, to

follow Him unto death, to preach His name to the Gentiles,

and to call himself “apostle and bond-servant of Jesus

Christ.” The most bitter enemy of idolatry has become the

most fervent worshipper of the Man of Nazareth. We often

hear people say that they do not worship Jesus as God for

fear of losing their monotheistic faith. But this fear is

groundless and shows that the real meaning of Christianity

has not been understood. Neither Saint Paul, nor any other

of the apostles, nor any converted Jew, ever forsook the

monotheistic faith by becoming a Christian. On the con-

trary they found in their faith in Christ, the complete realiza-

tion of their faith in God; they received the complete vision

of God the Father in God the Son.

The God they had already trusted and known in some

measure, was such as to render the incarnation not only pos-

sible but necessary. The God of Abraham, Moses, David,

Isaiah, the God of the tabernacle and the temple, is the God
who might be expected to come among men, and dwell in

flesh. Why? Because the God of the Scriptures is the saving

God. True monotheism is not to be found among the Mos-

lems nor the Deists. There is only one true monotheism ;
it is

the monotheism of the Bible. The only true God is the God
of love, the God-man.

It is quite useless to object, as many do, that the apostles

and the primitive Church, did not really worship Jesus as

God. Even the “higher critics” are now obliged to acknowl-

edge the fact of this worship. They may explain it by saying

that the Church was misled and that the deification of Jesus,

as they call it, was the result of pagan influences or, to speak

plainly, of pagan idolatry. But they cannot deny the fact. Even
if it were possible to deny the primitive worship of Jesus, it

would be impossible to deny primitive faith in Jesus, love to

Jesus, obedience to Jesus, testimony to Jesus. In both cases,

if Jesus is not God, the first Christians either committed the

terrible sin, specially terrible for Jews, of man-worship, or
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at least they gave to the world the impression that they did

worship a man, and thus induced others to really worship this

man. In the first case, they were sincere idolaters; in the

second case, they were hypocritical idolaters; in both cases,

they were most decidedly guilty.

The only logical conclusion of the denial of the virgin

birth of our Lord, is that the primitive Church was composed

of enemies of the true God, that the Jews who became Chris-

tians were traitors to the most precious truth which they had

received and were to teach to the world—the doctrine that

there is one God. Thus, the Christian Church would be in

direct opposition to the Jewish Church, and the New Testa-

ment would mean the complete denial of the Old. We do not

see how the critics who reject the virgin birth narratives and

the theologians who reject the Bible doctrine of the incarna-

tion, can avoid such a terrible and blasphemous conclusion.

Let us now consider the testimony of the New Testament.

Two Gospels give us detailed narratives about the birth of

our Lord. The attentive and reverent study of these narra-

tives shows plainly the marvel of their unity, their unity in

their diversity. Both state most clearly that the birth of Jesus

was miraculous, and, therefore, proclaim the deity of the

Child. Both state that the mystery of this miraculous birth

was revealed in advance by angels of the Lord, giving thus

the highest authority to the announcement. The testimony

given to Joseph by the angel, as recorded by Matthew, is in

absolute accord with the testimony given by the angel to

Mary, as recorded by Luke

:

But while he thought on these things, behold, the angel of the Lord

appeared unto him in a dream, saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear

not to take unto thee Mary thy wife; for that which is conceived in her

is of the Holy Ghost (Matt. i. 20).

And the angel said unto her. Fear not, Mary, for thou hast found

favour with God. And, behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and

bring forth a son, and shalt call his name Jesus. . . . The Holy Ghost

shall come unto thee, and the power of the Highest shall overshadow

thee : therefore also that holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be

called the Son of God (Luke i. 30, 31, 35).
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Both narratives point to the fact that the birth of the Lord

was the accomplishment of prophecies. Matthew writes

:

“Now all this was done, that it might be fulfilled which was

spoken of the Lord by the prophet” (Matt. i. 22) ;
and in the

next chapter we find these striking expressions : “for thus it

is written by the prophet” (vs. 5) ;
“that it might be fulfilled

which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet” (vs. 15) 5

“then was fulfilled that which was spoken by Jeremy the

prophet” (vs. 17) ;
“that it might be fulfilled which was

spoken by the prophets” (vs. 23). But the same preoccupa-

tion of exalting the Scriptures appears even more strikingly,

if possible, in the Gospel of Luke. The angel says to Mary,

“He shall be great and shall be called the Son of the Highest

;

and the Lord God shall give unto him the throne of his

father David” (i. 32). Mary, in her Magnificat, points also to

the past, “He hath holpen his servant Israel in remembrance

of his mercy, as he spake to our fathers, to Abraham, and to

his seed for ever” (i. 54-55). Zacharias sings, “Blessed be

the Lord God of Israel; for he hath visited and redeemed his

people ... to perform the mercy promised to our fathers,

and to remember his holy covenant, the oath which he sware

to our father Abraham” (i. 68, 72, 73). The celestial mes-

senger who speaks to the shepherds, in the plains of Beth-

lehem proclaims that the “babe wrapped in swaddling clothes,

lying in a manger,” is the “Christ,” and is “born in the city of

David” ( ii. 1 1 ) . Simeon, in the temple, glorifies the One who
is “the glory of thy people Israel” (ii. 32) and Anna, also in

the temple, “gave thanks likewise unto the Lord, and spake

of him to all them that looked for redemption in Jerusalem”

(ii.38).

Both narratives state that the name of the Child is Jesus

and that He will save His people from their sin. Both give

Bethlehem as the city of His birth, but indicate that this city

was not the home of Joseph and Mary. Both say that Joseph

was of the house of David. Both have genealogies of the

Lord, while Mark and John have none. These remarkable

agreements appear the more remarkable still when one re-
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members that the two narratives are absolutely independent

of each other, so independent indeed that many have spoken

of positive contradictions.

Yet there are no contradictions but perfect autonomy, each

evangelist writing his own account from a different point of

view. Matthew writes for the Jews and gives the genealogy

through Joseph, as the best way to convince Jewish readers

that Jesus was the Messiah, the Son of David. Luke writes,

it seems, specially for the Gentiles and gives the genealogy

through Mary, up to Adam himself and not only to Abraham,

as if he desired to expound the universality of the One who
is “the light to lighten the Gentiles” as well as “the glory of

Thy people Israel.” Matthew brings before our eyes the visit

of the wise men to Bethlehem; Luke the visit of the shep-

herds.

What charm in these marvelous pages! Who can hear

without emotion the songs of the Gospel of Luke, the song

of Zacharias, of Mary, of Elizabeth, of Simeon, of Anna,

and, above all, the song of the angel and of the heavenly host

!

Surely nothing more sublime in its simplicity has ever been

written. Is it possible that such melodies should be the pro-

duct of a defrauder’s imagination or of a dreamer’s illumina-

tion? Who could imagine such things? Here, surely, the

famous saying of Jean Jacques Rousseau is peculiarly ap-

plicable: “Imagination does not behave after this fashion”

(“Ce n’est pas ainsi qu’ on invente”).

As for the sources of such a history, we have no definite

information. But we can rely on such men as Luke who, in

his prologue, expounds his method : “It seemed good to me
also, having had perfect understanding of all things from the

very first, to write unto thee in order, most excellent The-

ophilus, that thou mightest know the certainty of those

things, wherein thou has been instructed.” We are entitled to

think that both Luke and Matthew got their information from

the witnesses of these never to be forgotten events, Matthew

having specially received his message from Joseph, and Luke

from Mary. We cannot doubt that their information was the
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best, and was received by them with the utmost confidence.

Some of the witnesses were living when these two gospels

appeared and it is impossible for us to suppose that Matthew

or Luke would have circulated a story which was not true,

and which could have been easily proved false by their con-

temporaries.^®

Numerous attempts have been made, especially in recent

years, to represent the gospel narratives of the virgin birth as

similar to those pagan myths which deal with various forms

of divine manifestation among men. It is strange that the

very critics who refuse to admit that the incarnation is pre-

dicted in the Old Testament, are ready and eager to see the

doctrine of incarnation everywhere in ancient religions and

to proclaim that Christianity, in this respect as in many

others, is but improved or transformed paganism. The com-

parison of the gospel narratives to those old legends, if only

it is fairly made, can do no damage to the Gospels
;
the more

we know of pagan literature, the more tedious will we find it

and the better will we realize the immense difference between

it and the inspired literature. We are only too familiar with

what man is able to say and to write when he speculates and

invents, when he is not under God’s guidance, but under the

tyranny of his own thoughts and fancies. Any effort to bring

down the Gospels to the level of pagan documents, even the

best of them, shows an anti-psychological as well as anti-

spiritual attitude which can only bring confusion to the critic.

We are pleased to give here the testimony of such a scholar and

Christian as Sir William Ramsay. “When I read the simple narrative

which Mary gave to the evangelist, Luke, or that other narrative which

Matthew has recorded as the accepted belief of the earliest Church, I

know that I am in contact with real men and women, and that this is

real history and real fact. It is not mythology or folklore. I can see into

the heart of Mary, for she opens it to me. I could go on this whole
evening and tomorrow and next day discussing and proving every in-

cident in the two narratives, and showing, both that the history is real,

and that it forms the undertone that runs through the New Testament
one writer after another, in fact, all Christians of the time were speaking

about it; it lay in the heart of all” (From “Faith’s Foundations,” report

of the Albert Hall meeting, Dec. 4, 1923).
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A certain kind of criticism really becomes criticism of the

critic himself.

On the other hand, we must not despise the testimony of

the human soul, all through the ages, to the necessity and

possibility of a visible appearance of the Deity on earth,

though the longings for such a marvel are very dim and the

visions of it very strange, even grotesque and immoral. We
shall appeal, on this point, to the wise words of Dr. Pope

:

There are some passages in Scripture which suggest the question how
far the uncorrected traditions of men, perverting the original promise,

expected an incarnate God as the Desire of all nations, or that the

gods might cotne down to us in the likeness of men. It cannot be

doubted that no thought is more universal in mythology than that of the

union of Divinity with humanity: whether by the apotheosis of man,

ascending to the fellowship of the gods
;
or by the descent of Divine

beings to earth. The science of Comparative Theology is able to adduce

evidence from all parts of the w’orld, and from every age, that a dim

presentiment of the Incarnation has existed among men; but, generally

speaking, strangely blended with the notion of metempsychosis and

transmigration. Among the Egyptians, animals, rather than man, were

the medium. The mythology of the Hindoos exhibits a boundless variety

of incarnations or avatars
;
one of which, that of Krishna, represents the

Deity as a man bruising the head of a serpent, while the serpent bites

his heel. Buddhism was based upon a Pantheistic evolution of the

Infinite in the finite, the object of which was to destroy sacrificial re-

ligion, and lead the spirit back to its original abyss. Lamaism in Thibet

added the idea of hereditary incarnations. The classical metamorphoses

exhibited the notion in its most degraded form, though the name given

to Jupiter, Zeus KaTa/Jdnjs. maintains the truth that underlay the per-

version. Scandinavian mythology has its many variations on the same
thought. And so also have the American religions, especially that of

Mexico, which contains unmistakable traditions of an incarnation of the

highest god through a human mother. The thoughtful study of all these,

and numberless other, fantasies of heathenism, will force upon the mind
a conviction that the original promise of the Seed of the woman had been

diffused among all nations, responding to the profound instinct of man-
kind longing for communion with a personal God, but left to its un-

regulated gropings until the fulness of the time.^i

It has often been said that the Gospels of Mark and John

completely ignore the virgin birth and that their silence is to

be understood as a denial of this miracle. Higher criticism is

very strong on the argument from silence; it interprets it as it

Op. cit., Vol. p. 147.
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pleases. But the argument ex silentio is very seldom ef-

fective and has been generally misused. Here, at any rate, it

has no value whatever. If the Gospels of Mark and John had

given information about the birth of our Lord without re-

ferring to its miraculous character, one could say that there

is contradiction; but it is plain that these Gospels make no

reference to the birth as they make no reference to the child-

hood of Jesus; they both begin with the ministry of John the

Baptist. Are we to infer from this silence that they ignored

or denied the first years of the existence of Jesus? But this

reply to the argument of the critics is not the only one, nor

the most effective. How can it be denied that the Gospel of

Mark asserts the divine origin of Jesus? Does it not begin

thus : “The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son

of God?’’ Is not Jesus “the Lord” of whom John the Baptist

was the messenger
—

“the voice of one crying in the wilder-

ness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make His paths

straight”? Is it not manifest that the Christ of Mark is as

miraculous, as powerful, as divine, as the Christ of Matthew

or Luke? The Christ of Mark is inexplicable without the

virgin birth.

As for the Gospel of John, it is, even more evidently than

the Synoptics, the gospel of the incarnation and this is the

main reason why it has been so bitterly attacked. Who would

dare to say that the first chapter of this Gospel is a denial of

the virgin birth ? How could we explain this chapter, and all

the others, without the virgin birth? Why John did not give

an account of the birth of Jesus is easy to understand. He was

the last to write; it was not his aim to repeat the work of

Matthew, Mark or Luke. Many important events he does not

even mention, but he gives special prominence to the great

doctrine of Christ’s Deity as set forth in His own testimony

about Himself as that testimony was given to the Jews and

to the disciples. The vision of the incarnation is so precise and

so sublime in the Fourth Gospel that if the narrative of the

virgin birth had appeared in it, and in it only, the critics

would have found in this additional ground for asserting
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that the fact and the doctrine were John’s special invention.

Fortunately the Holy Spirit has given the task of revealing

the miraculous birth to others than to John, and we under-

stand now, better than one could understand a century ago,

how wise is the Holy Spirit in all His supervision of the

Holy writings.

What about the Epistles? Here also critics bring the ar-

gument ex silentio, but with the same lack of success. Is it

scientific to expect Christian letter-writers to give a full

account of Christian history? The fair question to be asked

is not : Did the apostles, in their epistles, mention the virgin

birth? but rather: Did they teach a doctrine which is in har-

mony with it, which demands it as its necessary foundation,

which explains the real meaning of this birth? To this legiti-

mate question, the epistles give a most decisive reply; not

only the epistles of John, but of Peter, and especially of Paul.

Is it possible to deny that they are all the magnificent ex-

position of the great miracle, of the great mystery of saving

love through the incarnation? Are they not, from beginning

to end, a hymn to the glory of Jesus, which was possible and

necessary only because they knew that Jesus was God mani-

fested in flesh. Listen to John when he writes: “For the life

was manifested, and we have seen it, and bear witness, and

shew unto you that eternal life, which was with the Father,

and was manifested unto us” (i John i. 2). Listen to Paul

when he writes : “For ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus

Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for your sakes he be-

came poor, that ye through his poverty might be rich” (2

Cor. viii. 9). Or again: “For by him were all things created,

that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible,

. . . all things were created by him and for him; and he

is before all things and by him all things consist” (Coloss,

i. 16, 17). Listen to the Epistle to the Hebrews: “Wherefore

when he cometh into the world, he saith: Sacrifice and of-

fering thou wouldst not, but a body hast thou prepared me”

(x. 5). Listen to Peter when he reminds his readers that they

are redeemed “with the precious blood of Christ, as of a
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lamb without blemish and without spot, who verily was

foreordained before the foundation of the world, but was

manifested in these last times for you” (i Peter i. 19, 20).

All the apostles could join with Paul in saying: “Without

controversy great is the mystery of godliness. He who was

manifested in the flesh, justified in the spirit, seen of angels,

preached among the nations, believed on in the world,

received up in glory” (i Tim. iii. 16).

It has been objected that Paul denied the virgin birth when

he called Jesus “the second Adam.” But it is easy to reply that

Adam was not the son of a father and mother but was created

directly by God; moreover Jesus could not have been the

“second Adam,” the founder of the new humanity, if He had

been, as we are, a son of Adam through natural generation.

It was not the natural but the supernatural element in the birth

of Jesus that constituted Him in a unique sense the “second

Adam.” It is so evident that the Epistles preach the doctrine

of the incarnation and implicitly point to the great fact on

which this doctrine rests, that the main effort of the critics

now is to show that the Epistles, as the Gospels, do not preach

the true Christ, nor the true Christianity. In order to have a

Christ and a Christianity according to their own desire, a

Christ who comes from the race and a Christianity of which

as its finest product the race can be proud, the modern critics

find it easier to throw away the greater part of the Gospels

and of the Epistles and to proclaim boldly that they are per-

fectly competent to construct or reconstruct for us the true

Christ and the true Christianity. The last word of the higher

critics is : Away altogether with the testimony of the Scrip-

tures; the real history of the first century is to be found in the

critical works of the twentieth

!

II.

It is not sufficient to say that the fact of the virgin birth is

absolutely true
; we must say also that it is fundamental to the

Christian faith, and that nothing is more unwise, more dan-
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gerous, more anti-scientific in the true sense of this word,

than to regard this matter as of no importance ! How many
facts or doctrines seem to be without any importance nowa-

days! Sometimes we are tempted to ask ourselves if there is

anything really “important” in the eyes of some men, except

perhaps that we share the high opinion which they hold of

their own sagacity.

1. The first reason that the doctrine of the virgin birth is

so important lies in the fact that, as we have seen, it is so

clearly taught in the Bible that no one can reject it without

rejecting also the authority of Scripture as such. To any one

who is aware of the Biblical evidence in support of the virgin

birth and still persists in rejecting it, the words “it is writ-

ten,” “the Scripture saith” and similar phrases which appear

so often in the Bible become meaningless. The Bible has

ceased to be the final authority, it has become merely a

source-book in which the sagacious student may perhaps

discover some gems of truth; but of their truth or falsity he

must himself be the judge.

2. The second reason that the virgin birth is so important

is that its rejection leads logically to the denial of all of those

great miraculous facts which are so clearly and closely con-

nected with it. Why do men question the virgin birth ? Chiefly

because it is unique, extraordinary, supernatural. Conse-

quently the denial of this doctrine is logically only the first

step in the rejection of the whole supernatural content of

Christianity. Let us consider what this involves

:

a. The Deity of Christ. We may not be entitled to say

that the virgin birth is the only possible means by which the

incarnation could have taken place. We cannot set limits to

Omnipotence. There might have been another way. But the

fact remains that the Bible tells us plainly that this was the

way by which God became man. If a man rejects the plain

statements of Scripture as to this matter, it is idle to expect

that he will still maintain the Deity of Christ in the unique

sense in which it is there set forth. He will say, as a French

Protestant minister said lately, “I believe in the divinity of
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Jesus ... as I believe in the divinity of all human beings.”

To assert that Jesus was the son of Joseph and Mary, leads

logically to the conclusion that He was no more than a crea-

ture and ought not to be called God, whether the word be

spelled with a capital or without. The worship rendered to

Him, or even the glorification, the apotheosis, as some would

like to express the attitude of the Christian towards Christ,

becomes simply blasphemous and ought to be considered as a

terrible sin. When the virgin birth is rejected, the testimony

the Lord renders to Himself, to His infinite power, to His in-

finite wisdom, to His preexistence, to His eternity becomes

inexplicable. How shall we explain His tremendous claims,

the fact that He requires from men, from all men, entire obe-

dience, total submission, absolute faith, absolute devotion, and

a love which is to exceed infinitely all human love? If Jesus is

the son of Joseph in the physical sense of the word, how can

He be the Son of God ? He said to His disciples : “He that

hath seen me hath seen the Father” (John xiv. 9). This

statement is misleading, if there is no virgin birth. If the

Father is not “seen” in the Son, how can He be “seen” ? As
Dr. Campbell Morgan writes

:

To refuse God in Christ is to violate at some essential point our own
humanity. To refuse we must violate reason, which is captured by the

revelation
; or we must crush the emotion, which springs in our heart

in the presence of the revelation
; or we must decline to submit our will

to the demands which the manifestation makes. God grant that we may
rather look into His face and say, “My Lord and my God.” So shall we
find our rest, and our hearts will be satisfied. It shall suffice, as we see

the Father in Christ.^^

b. The denial of the virgin birth leads logically to the

denial of the perfect holiness of our Lord. It is of course im-

possible that a mere man should escape the consequences of

the law of heredity. By the fact of his birth “by ordinary

generation,” man, every man, without exception, is the pro-

duct of the past, in evil as in good. He brings with him into

the world sinful tendencies which are the sad legacy of bye-

12 op. cit., p. 36.
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gone generations. Modern science has given great promin-

ence to the law of heredity, thus giving a new confirmation,

among many, to the truth of the Bible. It is certain that if

there was nothing unusual about His birth, Jesus could not

have escaped the operation of a law without which there

would be no humanity, the law of the influence of parents on

their child, even before his birth. It is idle to suggest that in

the case of Jesus, God could have in some way prevented the

operation of this natural law. For if men object to the virgin

birth as miraculous, would not any other means of securing

this result be equally obnoxious? In fact, while those who

deny the virgin birth may still speak of the holiness of Jesus,

they speak of a holiness very far from perfect; it is not per-

fect because it is not inherent—it is an acquired holiness;

furthermore it is not perfect, because it is only a partial

goodness. Thus M. Henri Bois uses the expression ; “a. per-

fect human holiness” and defines it as follows

:

Jesus, born as a man, was tempted from within and without as a man
. . . the humanity of the holiness of Jesus implies first that He was

subjected to the natural action of heredity. . . . Whatever height the

man Jesus may attain on earth, this height will always involve the spir-

itual inferiority and moral subordination of man to God. As long as the

terrestrial Christ is exposed to temptations and, therefore, to possible

modifications, one cannot say that his goodness is absolute. Only God is

good. . . . From the fall of Adam to the first period of the Roman
empire, God has called for, sought, pursued, prepared, by His action in

history, the advent of a man who would be, through the cooperation of

his liberty with grace, through the union of his will with divine will, the

type of active, heroic and perfect holiness, and would be thus able and

willing to undertake the Messianic work of Redemption. Such a man
was not found before Jesus; he was found in Jesus.

This view of Christ’s holiness is very far from the Gospel

revelation of the Lord’s outer and inner life, absolutely and

permanently pure, loving, righteous, and very far from the

testimony of the Lord to Himself : “Which of you convicteth

me of sin” (John viii. 46) ;
“Ye are from beneath

;
I am from

above” (John viii. 23) ;
“The prince of the world cometh and

op. cit., p. 30.
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he hath nothing in me” (John xiv. 30).^* Through the virgin

birth, our Lord comes into humanity without any imperfec-

tion, or inner tendency to it. He is, thus, able to go through

His earthly life without the slightest sin. He is not the

fruit of a wicked race; He is the fruit of the Holy Spirit. To

this absolute perfection of Jesus, rendered possible by the

virgin birth, all the Epistles give abundant and loving praise.

It has been objected that Jesus, being born of a sinful

mother, could not have been entirely free from sinful ten-

dencies. As to this it must be said that while the Bible does

affirm that Jesus was truly man (Heb. ii. I3f; Phil. ii. 6f)

and while it also makes it clear that He derived His humanity

from His mother, it is also made plain that He was born of

her “without sin.” How this could be we cannot say. It would

be natural to think that just as the union of the human spirit

with the material body in the human being, gives to that body

a dignity greater than that possessed by any of the lower

animals, so the union of the divine nature with the human

nature in the Person of the God-Man would supremely

dignify that human nature. We are expressly told that the

conception of our Lord is the work of the Holy Spirit which

“overshadows” Mary, and we must accept without any hesi-

tation, though we cannot understand nor explain, the won-

drous words of the angel: “Therefore also that holy thing

which shall be borffi® of thee shall be called the Son of God”
(Luke i. 35). These words of the angel are most important

because they clearly proclaim the perfect holiness of the

child even before his birth. As Henry Liddon puts it

:

This may be contrasted with the prediction respecting St. John the

Baptist, that he should be filled with the Holy Ghost even from his

mother’s womb. St. John then is in existence before his sanctification by
the Holy Spirit; but Christ’s humanity itself is formed by the agency
of the Holy Spirit. In like manner St. Matthew’s record of the angel’s

words asserts that our Lord was conceived by the power of the Holy
Ghost.i®

Kat kv l/jLol ovK ovSiv-
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Henry Parry Liddon, The Divinity of our Lord, p. 247.
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Certainly the fact of the virgin birth both prepares us for

and is perfectly consistent with the doctrine of the sinlessness

of Christ. But if the former is denied, the latter will almost

certainly be also. If there was nothing supernatural about the

birth of Jesus, the law of heredity must of course be allowed

to operate.

It may not be amiss in this connection to remind the reader

that the sinlessness of Jesus does not in any way imply the

sinlessness of Mary, and that the Catholic doctrine of the

“immaculate conception” of Mary has no Scriptural foun-

dation. To attribute immaculate conception to Mary is to

attribute to a creature that sinlessness which belongs to

Christ alone; it is practically to deify a creature, which is a

monstrous sin. It is in vain that the Roman Church estab-

lishes a distinction between the worship of latria and the wor-

ship of diilia, and declares that Mary is not treated by Cath-

olics as divine. The fact is that Mary is being exalted more

and more in the Roman Church; prayers and praise are di-

rectly offered to her, more often in fact than to the Lord

Himself. It is undeniable that one of the main characteristics

of Rome is Mariolatry, which is idolatry indeed, so much

the more dangerous that it is subtile and tries to hide itself

under the worship of Jesus. Mariolatry is an element of

paganism, one of several but perhaps the worst. For this

awful evil we see no remedy, as it is manifestly the interest of

the Pope and the whole clergy to keep up and to increase the

glorification of some creatures. Under the growing influence

of the Jesuits, who are the real masters of the Church and the

most fanatical supporters of Mariolatry, the next dogma

which will be proclaimed (very shortly, we are informed)

will be the “universal mediation of the Virgin Mary”
;
that

is to say, Mary will be officially considered as one of the

Persons of the Godhead. The Catholic teaching about Mary

is in direct opposition with the Biblical testimony which

plainly describes her as a sinner who needs to be saved and

rejoices in the coming Saviour (Luke i. 46-48). This should

be remembered by any Protestants who, weary of Modern-
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ism in their own church, are perhaps thinking of going over

to Rome, forgetting that Catholicism is, in reality, the worst

form of Modernism, because it is the worst form of man-

worship under the appearance of God-worship. We are,

fortunately, not obliged to choose between two apostasies

!

c. The denial of the virgin birth leads logically to the

denial of the redemptive work of our Lord. Without the

virgin birth Jesus, as we have already stated, would be a

sinner. He would, therefore, require to be saved from His

own sins; He would, therefore, be unable to save humanity.

It is manifest that only the innocent can redeem the guilty;

only the pure can redeem the impure; only the Holy One who

has no personal sin to bear, can bear the sins of the world. In

a word, only God can save man. To say that a man living two

thousand years ago can save the whole humanity of all na-

tions and ages, is absurd, it is blasphemous.

Man needs God, not a man who has climbed, little by little,

to a sort of impossible divinity, not a man whom we must

treat as if he were God, but God Himself, God only. We may
let Modernism preach a saviour who is not God, as it preaches

at the same time a humanity which does not need to be saved

from spiritual death. We rely on the testimony of the Bible,

confirmed by the testimony of universal history, confirmed

by our own experience, and we acknowledge that man is lost,

that he is dead in his trespasses, that all human means are

unable to deliver that captive, and that God alone can bring

him out of his bondage. If Jesus is not God, we have no need

of Him. If Christianity does not give us God, it is no help to

us in our darkness and despair. If Christ’s birth is not God’s

incarnation, it is no longer to be considered as the most im-

portant event in the world’s history. If the Crucified is no

more than a martyr suffering for his convictions. His Cross

is in no sense our hope, our victory; and the awful burden

of our guilt still rests upon our souls.

The virgin birth gives us God, God become man, but still

God; for God is always God and nowhere more so than on

earth, in His humiliation and infinite sufferings for our re-
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demption. We often hear men speak of a “human Christ.”

What do they mean ? That Christ was born and lived in error

and disobedience and impotence as every one of us, but in a

very moderate manner ? Then, this humanity is no help to us.

But we delight in hearing of a Christ who came into hu-

manity to save humanity; who really became our Brother,

our Friend, our Representative; not one among men, but the

“Son of man”; not a mere man, but the God-Man; the God

of the incarnation who can become the God of the Cross and

the Resurrection, the Man who can stand for all men and

whose humanity can save us because it is God’s humanity.

Jesus is truly Man, because He is truly God.

The birth of Jesus is an act of royalty; the most divine of

divine works; the greatest manifestation of the eternal king.

Shall you say that God ceases to be God if He becomes man?

When Paul says that Christ “emptied Himself” (Phil. ii.

6-8) he surely does not mean that He ceased to be God. Per-

sistence of personality is the essential condition of sacrifice

—

sacrifice brings changes in the conditions, not in the heart.

Who can impose a limit to His power ? He who created man
can become man; He who created humanity can enter into

humanity, without losing in any way His eternal nature.

Truly He is able to take the human form without forsaking

the divine attributes. The incarnation is a mystery worthy of

God and we acknowledge our inability to explain it; we

acknowledge that it is God’s mystery. How God became man
while remaining God, how the eternal Word “became flesh

and dwelt among us full of grace and truth,” how the eternal

Light “shineth in the darkness” without being in any way

darkened, we do not try to understand nor to define, but we

know that God was able to work this marvel of marvels. We
know that He is the same always, the same on earth as in

Heaven; the same in sorrow as in glory; the same on the

Cross and on the White Throne
;
the same when men despise

Him and when angels bow in His presence. Would the God
of salvation become unworthy of Himself when He is work-

ing, in poverty and agony, the wonders of our salvation?
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Perhaps it will be objected that God had no need to come

into the world by the process of human birth, that He could

have saved us otherwise. But man cannot be saved by the

sending of prophets, nor by the sending of angels. God must

come Himself into direct contact with man. This is the great

law of all effectual help, even in human relations. The life-

boat must go into the furious waves and share the peril of

the lost in order to save them; the mother must go to her

child in illness and accept, in a way, his illness to save him

;

men are not saved at a distance, but through the touch of

their saviours. So likewise are they saved from sin, through

the touch of Him who was “made flesh” in order to be “made

sin.” The whole Bible is the story of the coming of God into

intimate relation with His creatures. The incarnation is the

climax of His journey, the definite point of contact of His

power with our weakness, of His Holiness with our shame.

God the Father is also God the Son. Glory be to the Father,

to the Son and to the Holy Ghost

!

d. Lastly, the denial of the virgin birth leads logically to

the denial of God’s love. This statement may seem strange at

first and modernists will refuse to accept it. They claim that

their gospel is the only true message of divine love, that the

main reason for their critical and anti-orthodox attitude is

their earnest desire to protect the great doctrine of Divine

love. But we can say without any injustice that they go

against their desire and deprive us of the most convincing,

the most touching proof of God’s love, when they deny the

virgin birth of Jesus. It is true that God’s love manifests

itself in many ways, that God’s love is the inspiration of all

God’s works, that all His gifts to men. His dealings with

men, are as many voices to proclaim His benevolence; but

who are we to deprive God of the greatest expression of love,

which is sacrifice? Human love finds its supreme glory in

sacrifice; who would forbid God to have this supreme glory?

But how can God sacrifice Himself, if He cannot “empty

Himself.” How can He make us rich, if He cannot become

poor for us? How can He give the most, if He cannot give
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His very self? If God is love, will He not show us the proof

of this in His self-denial, His humiliation. His intense suf-

fering? It is useless, it is deceptive to speak of the love of

God, if you take away its overwhelming evidence. Says John

the beloved : “In this was manifested the love of God towards

us, because that God sent His only begotten Son into the

world, that we might live through Him. Herein is love, not

that we loved God, but that He loved us, and sent His Son to

be the propitiation for our sins.”

Without the virgin birth and all that this miracle involves

and implies this marvelous Gospel is nothing but a hollow

mockery, an insult to true love, a caricature of real sacrifice,

for we are compelled, if Jesus is not God, to say: God loved

the world so little that He sent to death one of the children

of men; God loved the world so little that He did not give

Himself for its salvation. Would this be love? Would this

be the love above all loves, the love which reveals love, the

love that is to fill earth with hope and heaven with adoration ?

But the modernist gospel is not true. There is only one

Gospel, the Gospel of Bethlehem and Calvary, the Gospel of

God among men, living among men, dying for men, rising

from the dead for men, so that He may abide in men from

generation to generation. The virgin birth of Jesus is a

mystery, but it is the mystery of perfect love, because it

is the mystery of perfect suffering. This is Christianity

:

infinite compassion, through infinite sacrifice, for infinite

service. Instead of arguing against this mystery, let us live by

it. Let us receive in full faith and thankfulness the love which

saves. Let us, moreover, accept this love as the inspiration of

our heart. Where shall we go to see love and to learn love, if

we cannot see and learn from the incarnate God? None but

the God of the Incarnation and of the Crucifixion can teach

self-denial to the selfish world.

Asnieres, France. W. H. Guiton.
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An expression used in the Bible to designate Jehovah’s

covenant with the House of David is interesting: “the sure

mercies of David.” St. Paul employs this phrase in the

sermon preached by him at Antioch in Pisidia on his first

missionary journey, where he is speaking of the resurrection

of Jesus as a fulfilment of ancient divine promise. He quotes

from the second and the sixteenth Psalms, and from the fifty-

fifth chapter of Isaiah. In this passage from Isaiah (ver. 3)

we read: “I will make an everlasting covenant with you,

even the sure mercies of David.” St. Paul quotes it as fol-

lows : “He said on this wise, I will give you the sure mercies

of David.”^

The rendering of the verse in Acts in our Authorized

Version is influenced by the passage in Isaiah of which it is

a quotation. But St. Paul quoted the Greek translation of

Isaiah with which his hearers were familiar, and in our

Revised Version the attempt has been made to render the

Greek more closely, without regard to its Hebrew original.

Hence the R. V. translation : “I will give you the holy and

sure blessings of David.” As is indicated by the use of italics

for the word blessings, there is no corresponding word in the

Greek, which means, literally, “the sure holy things of

David.” But the effort has rightly been made to show to the

English reader, by the addition of the word blessings, that

these “holy things” refer not to any holy acts or qualities

of the man David, but to certain sacred matters of which he

was the recipient or beneficiary from God. In other words,

God’s covenant with David is what is alluded to, whether in

the Hebrew by the word rendered “mercies” (literally, lov-

ingkindnesses, acts of lovingkindness), or in the Greek by

the word rendered (in the R. V. only) “holy blessings” And

* The substance of this article was delivered in Miller Chapel, October

12, 1921, as the third of five lectures on “The House of David,” consti-

tuting the Stone Lectures for the year 1921-2.

1 Acts xiii. 34.
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this gracious, sacred covenant, as the prophet reminds us,

was “sure,” faithful, trustworthy.

St. Paul therefore does right to quote Isaiah Iv. 3 along-

side of Psalm ii. 7, for Psalm ii. 7 is one of many, many pas-

sages in the Old Testament that refer to that covenant with

David, the historical narrative of which is contained in the

seventh chapter of the Second Book of Samuel. Leaving for

the present the discussion of all such references, whether

in the Old Testament or in the New, we turn now directly

to the account in 2 Samuel vii., where we are told what it was

that God did for David—that act which later generations

called God’s “lovingkindness to David” par excellence.

The seventh chapter of Second Samuel purports to give a

record of two facts closely connected. The first of these

(verses 1-17) is a divine oracle, delivered to King David by

the prophet Nathan, concerning David’s purpose to “build a

house” for Jehovah’s habitation and concerning Jehovah’s

purpose to “build a house” for David in the sense that

David’s posterity should forever possess the right of domin-

ion over Jehovah’s people. And the second fact recorded is

David’s visit to the sanctuary to offer a prayer of thanks-

giving and petition in view of this oracle (verses 18-29).

With the latter half of the chapter we shall have compara-

tively little concern : here and there it serves to shed light on

the way David understood the oracle. The former half, on

the other hand, demands the closest examination, in view

of its focal importance for the history of the Davidic House

and thus also of all subsequent revelation and redemption.

The occasion when this oracle was given is noted in the

first verse of the chapter, as a time when “Jehovah had given

David rest from all his enemies round about,” and when he

himself was dwelling in that “house of cedar” which he had

just erected in his new capital, Jerusalem.

Considerable discussion has arisen over the question of the

relation of these descriptive phrases to the position the chap-

ter occupies in the Books of Samuel. It immediately follows

the narrative of the bringing up of the Ark by David into the
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“city of David” and its installation in the tent he there

erected to house it. That account, in its turn, follows the

story of David’s capture of Jerusalem from its Canaanitish

inhabitants, his removal of his residence thither from He-

bron, his erection of the royal palace with the help of the

King of Tyre, his enlargement of his family through many

marriages and the birth of many more children, and his suc-

cessful campaign against the Philistines. On the other hand

this seventh chapter precedes the record of David’s vigorous

wars with Moabites, Syrians, and Edomites, and ultimately

with the Ammonites and their Syrian allies of Zobah. The

eighth chapter in fact begins with the words, “After this it

came to pass.” Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to press

this phrase, stereotyped in the usage of Hebrew narrative

style, in the endeavor to prove that everything recorded in

the eighth chapter belongs chronologically after every event

mentioned in the seventh chapter. The author, who has of

course used written material in compiling his work, shows in

other places as he does here that he is controlled by logical

considerations as well as chronological, in the arrangement

of his material.

The logical principle at work is actually quite plain. Jeru-

salem’s wonderful career as the political and religious center

of the nation stands here at its inception. First the author

tells how Jerusalem fell into the hands of Israel—an alien

city captured with the express purpose of making it the

new national center. Next he gives us a glimpse of David’s

earliest building operations in making the city over for its

new role : enlargement, fortification, a royal palace. Then he

introduces to us the Jerusalem of Jehovah’s holy habita-

tion, by telling how David set the Ark of Jehovah alongside

his own palace and commenced before it those sacrifices

which were destined to continue to be offered for ages on

that spot.

Hereupon the author shows us how incongruous David at

once felt it to be, that he himself should have passed from the

tent-life of his years of wandering in the wilderness of
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Judaea to his cedar-ceiled palace on Zion, and yet that

Jehovah his God should still continue to have no other

house than that same nomadic shelter which He had deigned

to inhabit during Israel’s wandering in the wilderness and

the period of conquest and anarchy which followed. In

Egypt, in Babylonia, in Phoenicia—everywhere that civili-

zation flourished—kings’ palaces and temples of deities stood

side by side, and of the two the latter was uniformly the

greater in size and the more splendid in appointment. Why
then, in this new monarchy of Israel, should it not be the

same? Without having recourse, therefore, to any other

considerations, political or religious, which might be sug-

gested as possible motives, we can easily content ourselves

with these considerations, so thoroughly in harmony with

the age depicted.

Only after the completion of this train of associations

—

itself a natural unit—does the author resume his sources for

the narration of that external history of warfare and inter-

national relations, which he had postponed (save for one

exception) till this Jerusalem episode was ended. In view,

then, of the assertion at the beginning of our chapter vii.

about David’s “rest” from his wars, and in view of the al-

lusion (ver. 12) to Solomon’s birth as still future, we may
reasonably hold that this oracle is to be dated after the com-

pletion of the Syro-Ammonitish war,^ and before the birth

of Bath-sheba’s second child who was destined to succeed

David.® This narrows the time to comparatively small limits.

May it not be possible, indeed, that David gave to this son the

name Solomon, “the peaceful,” because he believed that now
at length he had finished the military phase of his struggle

to establish a permanent throne and dynasty? If so, this

would reveal the same frame of mind as chapter vii. reflects,

with its double interest: its concern for a substantial sanc-

2 2 Sam. xi. 19; xii. 29.

3 Ibid., ver. 24. Note that here also the author completes the Bath-

sheba episode, before concluding the narrative of the war with which it

was vitally connected.
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tuary for the nation, and its profound satisfaction in the

divine promise to establish the reigning house.

When David opened to Nathan the prophet his sense of

the incongruity between his own palace and the temporary

tent for Jehovah’s worship, the prophet certainly understood

the king’s meaning, whether David actually framed his

whole thought in so many words or was as brief and allusive

as he is in our record: “See now, I dwell in a house of cedar,

but the ark of God dwelleth within curtains.” Nathan

promptly approved the king’s evident purpose to remedy

this unworthy inferiority of Jehovah’s housing. “Go,” says

the prophet, “do all that is in thy heart; for Jehovah is with

thee.” At first blush, without seeking or receiving any

special revelation, Nathan feels sure that this generous and

pious purpose is consonant with the majesty of God and

with the finality of His choice of Jerusalem.

However, like Samuel at the anointing of David, Nathan

had to learn that not even a prophet can safely take it upon

himself to announce the divine pleasure, unless he have a

specific and definite “Thus saith the Lord” to quote for his

authority. That night he received such an oracle. It com-

pletely reversed the judgment he had himself formed and

voiced to David. The verses which follow—from the 5th to

the i6th—purport to be what Jehovah that night told Nathan

to tell David. And in the 17th verse we are informed that

“according to all these words and according to all this vision,

so did Nathan speak to David.” That is, the message as de-

livered was represented by Nathan, and was accepted by

David, as an accurate reproduction of a fresh divine oracle

from Jehovah to Nathan.

The oracle itself may be divided into two clearly marked

halves. The first half, embracing 5 to iia, begins with a

clear-cut prohibition of David’s building proposal, followed

by a rehearsal of Jehovah’s relation to Israel, both prior to

His choice of David and since He had elevated David to be

Israel’s leader. The second half, verses i ib to 16, begins with

just such another abrupt and pithy utterance as that in verse
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5, and then passes on to the elaboration of Jehovah’s relation

to that future in which David was interested: God promises

to build a house for David, who must not build a house for

God. To this house of David God holds out the prospect of

unlimited sovereignty over Israel—an unconditional prom-

ise, which even the individual unworthiness of members of

that house cannot definitively annul; their sin can in fact

only illustrate the unchangeable faithfulness of Jehovah, in

chastising them like a father whilst holding fast the collec-

tive unit, “the house’’ or “the seed’’ of David.

Three attacks have been launched by modern criticism

upon the integrity of this oracle of Nathan. And because

certain underlying principles and presuppositions of those

critical schools to which these challengers of its integrity

belong are obviously the ultimate basis and motive of their

challenge, we can conveniently use this question of integrity

as the line of inquiry along which to pursue our entire critical

examination of the oracle, including the problems of its date

and credibility.

I. The first attack upon the integrity of the oracle of Na-

than—both earliest in time and simplest in degree of com-

plexity—is that made by Wellhausen in his “Text of the

Books of Samuel,” which appeared in 1871.* He separated

verse 13 from the rest of the passage, declaring it an inter-

polation by a later hand. It has since been the fashion for

critics of his school to repeat (often verbatim) the argu-

ments he there used for sundering this verse from its context.

Verse 13 reads thus: “He shall build a house for my
name, and I will establish the throne of his kingdom for

ever.” This sentence, with its emphatic “he” for the subject

of its first clause (not just the pronominal subject implied

in the verb-form, but a personal pronoun laying stress on that

subject), is clearly intended to point the contrast with verse

5: thou shalt not build me a house (5), but thy seed (12)

shall build it (13). Now Wellhausen remarks, as his first

Pp. I7if.
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argument (with a delightful mixed metaphor, which his fol-

lowers have not hesitated to repeat), that this contrast “cuts

the vein of the real point.” By the “real point” he means the

other contrast : thou shalt not build me a house ( 5 )

,

but I

will build thee a house ( 1 1 )

.

Now it is not too much to say that the essence of this

oracle lies in the two sentences of verses 5 and ii, with

which, as we have already seen, the two halves of the oracle

begin: “Shalt thou build me a house for me to dwell in?”

and, “Jehovah telleth thee that he will make thee a house.”

The latter is clearly intended to attach to, and contrast with,

the former. Only, it must also be observed that in verse 5

the whole emphasis lies on the pronoun “thou” : there is no

stress whatever on the pronoun “me.” The true force of the

original calls for such an English dress as this : “Is it thou

that shouldst build for me a house for my habitation?” The

parallel passage in i Chronicles (xvii. 4), although it has

recast the interrogative form of 2 Samuel into the declara-

tive, is absolutely correct in its treatment of the pronoun : “It

is not thou that shouldst build the house for habitation.”

Because of this emphasis on the subject in verse 5, precisely

similar to the emphasis on the subject in verse 13, it is

quite clear that the mere excision of the latter does not do

away with all suggestion of a contrast between two possible

builders of the future Temple. Already there lay in the mind

of the person who spoke or penned verse 5 the thought of

another who should do what the oracle was forbidding

David from doing.® Any other explanation of this emphasis

breaks down because of the entire lack of emphasis on the

other pronoun, the “me” which is the indirect object of the

same sentence. There is not the slightest foreshadowing in

verse 5 of the play on the phrase “build a house” which con-

stitutes the point of verse ii. It is not till verse 13 that one

® The efifect on the reader of ver. 5 in the Hebrew is similar to that

effect of suspense which the reader of a Greek sentence feels, when a ^ev
is introduced after a subject: it sets him to looking for the correlative

§£ after a corresponding subject.
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feels the satisfaction of having reached the true adversative

implied in verse 5. And this adversative is introduced pre-

cisely where it should come in: if the thought boils down to a

“not thou, but he,” then we have first to know who that “he”

is, namely, Solomon, David’s “seed”—the first stage in the

fulfilment of the promised “house” of David.

Thus we see that Wellhausen’s caution is better justified

than the confidence of his followers. For in spite of the con-

siderations urged by Wellhausen for exscinding verse 13, he

at first decided in favor of the integrity of the passage on

account of the quotation in i Kings v. 5 (Heb. 19) : “I

purpose to build a house for the name of Jehovah my God, as

Jehovah spake unto David, my father, saying. Thy son,

whom I will set upon thy throne in thy room, he shall

build the house for my name.” The reference here to our

13th verse is of course unmistakable. And yet, in his later

book, “Composition of the Hexateuch,”® Wellhausen has a

footnote in which he expresses his regret that earlier he had

been “restrained by i Kings v. 5 from drawing the conclu-

sions from his reasoning.”^ The fact is, that by making the

allusions in the Book of Kings a “Deuteronomistic working

over” of Solomonic traditions and therefore a product of the

late seventh century, Wellhausen is free to date our passage

as it now stands at the same late date. What he then does with

the passage as originally written (minus verse 13) appears

from the following sentences: “The author looks back on a

long duration of the Davidic dynasty (ver. 19) and knows of

**3(1 German ed. (1899), pp. 254f.
’’ The same passage appears also in Wellhausen’s ed. of Bleek’s Ein-

leitung in its 4th ed. (1878), p. 223. In his 6th ed. of the same work, on

the other hand, Bleek’s original material is restored. Bleek uses 2 Sam.

vii.—and precisely the declaration in ver. 13—as a proof that the Books

of Samuel must originally have included an account of Solomon’s

building of the Temple. “For,” says he, “the author who tells in 2 Sam.

vii. how David was restrained from the erection of a costly Temple by

the revelation given to Nathan, and how it was shown him that this

should be accomplished according to the divine purpose through his

seed, intended to tell how this was fulfilled by Solomon’s building of the

Temple and he also really told this later in his book.” (Italics ours).
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good and bad members of it
;
yet, in spite of the punishments

necessary from time to time, still Jehovah does not change

the object of His tuition, as in the Kingdom of Israel—He
does in fact educate, not annihilate nor reject.” Then, after

referring to the prophecy about the House of Zadok in

I Sam. ii. 27-36, he decides that “probably the same person is

to be assumed as having conceived both prophecies
;
he must

have written while the Jewish monarchy still endured, but

fairly late— perhaps under Josiah, when in spite of the evil

past new hopes were cherished for the future.”

Budde, one of the most thorough-going exponents of the

critical principles of the Wellhausen school, carries this iden-

tification of authorship and age still farther. He writes:®

“Outside of ver. 13 there is in the entire passage not the least

reference to be found to the Solomonic Temple. This would

be unthinkable for an author of the Deuteronomic school,

since to it the Temple is all-in-all. Herein lies the funda-

mental difiference between our passage and the prayer of

Solomon at the Dedication, i Kings viii., with which in

other respects it shows so much resemblance. If then ver. 13

must come from the hand of a Deuteronomist, the passage

itself must for that very reason belong to the pre-Deuteron-

omic time—conjecturally therefore to the sphere of J or E;

as between these two the choice is not difficult.” He decides

for “E.”

After giving his reasons for believing that “E” is the

literary type to which the passage (minus ver. 13) con-

forms, Budde next faces the question. In what circles

known to us can such a prediction have arisen? He answers

it as follows:® “The complete silence about the Temple of

Solomon in a passage before which in other respects the en-

tire future lies open from afar
;
indeed, still more, the simple

I want no temple—leads us to the conclusion that the author,

with all his love for the Davidic dynasty, to which he is de-

® Die Bucher Samuel in Marti’s Kurzer Handkommentar zum Alten
Testament, pp. 232ff.

® Ibid., p. 233.
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voted, nevertheless regards the Solomonic Temple by no

means favorably. So far as we can tell, no point of attach-

ment is to be found for such an attitude, save in that ideal-

ism of Amos and Hosea which wanted no sanctuaries what-

ever because they only lead to false worship. This again

points us to E, of course to a late hand, which after the fall

of the Northern Kingdom labored under the protection of

the Davidic monarchy. This hand must have belonged to the

7th century—may in fact have set to work in conscious op-

position to the tendency which gained the mastery in D. The

passage, however, is positively pre-exilic, since the fall of the

house of David does not lie within its purview.”

It is of interest and importance to us at this point to ob-

serve (without anticipating what will be said later about the

bearing of the genuineness of ver. 13 on the authorship and

date of the entire oracle), that the more positive a critic is

that this verse is interpolated, the more surely is he driven to

the position that the oracle is not only pre-exilic but pre-

Deuteronomic—that is to say, that it belongs to that earliest

stratum of Hebrew historiography recognized by the Well-

hausen school, namely, the “J-E” period. And, within the

bounds of that period, there is no real reason to date this

chapter in the 7th century, any more than in the 8th, or the

9th, or even the loth century, apart from the alleged re-

semblance between its author’s point of view on sanctuaries

and that of the earliest writing prophets of Israel, Amos and

Hosea, who wrote in the 8th century. Of the relative priority

of these prophets and the author of 2 Sam. vii., we shall

have more to say in another connection.

However there is this further observation called for by the

above pronouncement of Budde, that it shows a singular

narrowness and illiberality of interpretation, to charge the

author of this chapter with a general opposition to sanc-

tuaries. Budde summarizes his attitude in the four words

(which he himself italicizes in his comment) :
‘7 want no

temple." How anyone, not predisposed to classify authors

according to some artificial scheme of his own making, but
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simply reading the chapter before us with an open mind to

gain the impression it makes, can say that, even with ver. 13

left out, its attitude towards a public sanctuary for the Hebrew

nation can be reduced to this bare sentence, / want no temple,

—is a problem in psychology. And then, when Budde goes

on to assert that this shows our author intended to offset the

pro-sanctuary attitude of his contemporary Deuteronomists,

it is only fair to ask him why the author took so odd a way to

launch his polemic. Is there the slighest hint here of a cor-

rection or criticism of Nathan for having at first approved

David’s building project as such? Is there a hint of disap-

proval of that tent which David had erected alongside his

palace to house the Ark ? That act is recounted in the chapter

immediately preceding, and is admittedly the determining

reason for this chapter’s position in the Books of Samuel

just where it stands. Is it worthy of the divine honor to

represent Jehovah as playing on the theme “build a house”

by promising David to build him a house, if Jehovah Him-
self is in the author’s opinion offended with all public wor-

ship in such a house? What Jehovah actually asks is this:

“Did I ever demand a house of cedar during the long period

while I was being worshipped by your fathers in a simple

tent ?” But is not that a singularly ineffective way of saying,

“All these sanctuaries are an abomination to me”? The
whole question, as asked and answered by this school of

criticism, is an admirable illustration of its arid, mechanical

fashion of dealing with these ancient documents.

So much for the argument that ver. 13 is not a part of the

oracle, on the ground that it creates a false and disturbing

contrast alien to the rest of the chapter, and thus points to an

entirely different circle and age for its origin. A second argu-

ment, repeated by those who follow Wellhausen in this mat-

ter, consists in the assertion that verse 13, “which according

to our feeling can only refer to Solomon, has a confusing

effect on verses I4ff.”^'* In this, the succeeding context, as

Loc. cit.
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in verse 12 which precedes, the word seed “is not equivalent

to son, and the words if limited to Solomon lose the best part

of their significance: they must under any condition be re-

ferred to the Davidic dynasty as a whole, in contrast to that

of Saul, ver. 15.”“ Wellhausen himself takes care to add

that “the Hebrew is given to treating personified collectives

as individuals, and then making them even subjects of ac-

tions which we can attribute only to the concrete. In

Budde we read simply this magisterial utterance : “Solomon

is of course meant (in ver. 13) ;
but in ver. 12 and vs. iqff

thy seed unquestionably means David’s entire posterity. The

verse is therefore to be regarded with certainty as an interpo-

lation.”'^

But let us look at the context a little more closely. With

ver. iib comes the abrupt announcement of God’s intention

:

“I will build thee a house.” This oracular sentence of course

calls for elucidation. The first thing to be added to it by way

of elucidation is naturally the promise of that posterity

in which David’s throne and kingdom shall continue beyond

the limits of his own lifetime. “When thy days are fulfilled,”

says the prophet, “when thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I

will set up thy seed after thee, that shall proceed out of thy

bowels, and I will establish his kingdom.” But this cannot be

all. There is bound to be some reference to that proposal

which gave occasion to the oracle—the proposal to build a

temple. Gressmann is perfectly right in saying'* that no

explanation can be found in the whole context for uniting

what (as we shall see later) he regards as the two separate

parts of this chapter, unless there is present in this oracle

some allusion to the building of the Temple. He, as well as

the Wellhausen critics, deletes the 13th verse which contains

that allusion. Yet not only is it in place where it stands, but

Gressmann has taught the Wellhausen critics that the unity

Text der Bucher Samuelis, p. 171.

12 Ibid., p. 172.

IS Budde, op. cit., p. 232.

See pp. 434 ff. infra.
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of the chapter cannot be successfully defended without

it. As soon as verse 12 has given to David the major truth of

the oracle—the duration of his kingdom beyond his own

death—verse 13 proceeds to give him the minor truth of the

oracle—the erection of that Temple which he had himself

been forbidden to build (ver. 5).

Klostermann has well exhibited the relation between

verses 12 and 13 in these words d® “The nerve of the thought

is, that Jehovah denies to David the building of a house for

the Ark only because David’s relation to Him as an enduring

relation is to be transferred by God to David’s descendants,

and the erection of a house for Jehovah will come to stand

as a memorial and thanksgiving for the faithfulness with

which Jehovah has built for David a house in his posterity.”

And again d® “The thought comes out clearly that the erec-

tion of the Temple, whereby Jehovah becomes the king’s

Guest and the king God’s host, is a symbol and pledge of this

king’s eternal continuance. And it is a natural step in ad-

vance when in ver. 14 there is more nearly described the

personal connection and relation of life thereby instituted.”

Still a third consideration, which Wellhausen urged and

his successors have echoed, is that “ver. 13b repeats the

closing words of ver. 12b but little altered.”^’’ With Budde’s

pen this becomes: “Ver. 13b contains simply what was in

ver. I2b.”^® What are the facts? Ver. 12b reads, “And I will

establish his kingdom.” Ver. 13b, in the Hebrew text of

Samuel, reads, “And I will establish the throne of his king-

dom for ever.” But in the Septuagint of Samuel and in both

the Hebrew and the Septuagint texts of the parallel passage,

I Chr. xvii. 12, the true reading is preserved, “And I will

establish his throne for ever.” As Klostermann remarks, the

work kingdom probably crept into the Hebrew text of

Samuel from ver. 12, even though the word establish which

In Strack und Zockler’s Kommentar, ad loc., ver. 12.

1® Ibid., ver. 13.

11 Text, p. 172.

1* Op. cit., p. 232.
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there precedes it is in a different conjugation from that of

the same verb in ver. 13.^®

“I will establish his kingdom.” “I will establish his throne

for ever.” There are the two statements side by side. Do they

sound identical? Would David’s ear catch nothing in the

second that is not in the first? We do not refer to the mere

change from kingdom to throne: the two words refer es-

sentially to a single idea. We do not refer to the change of

conjugation in the verb, which is of little significance. We
refer of course to the words “for ever.” Do critics who as-

sert that ver. 13 contains nothing save what was in ver. 12

realize that this is the first time that David’s ear caught the

music of those wonderful words, which are repeated twice

in ver. 16 as the climax of the whole oracle, and which are

echoed and re-echoed in David’s prayer, and thereafter in

poets’ psalms and prophets’ visions down the centuries,

until at last in the “Hallelujah Chorus” of the Apocalypse

they break in waves of glory, “And he shall reign for ever

and ever, for ever and ever. Hallelujah! Hallelujah!” Here

—here in this wretchedly misunderstood and maltreated

verse 13 of 2 Sam. vii.—^we hear for the first time the de-

termination of Almighty God, that as long as He shall have

a human people for His own possession (and that too is “for

ever,” see ver. 24), so long shall the seed of David be the

covenanted bearer of a divinely conferred and divinely

maintained sovereignty over it. Words like this may indeed

have lost their meaning to some modern expositors. But we

may be quite sure that they had not lost their keen edge in

David’s day. For from his first bewildered exclamation,

“Who am I, and what is my house?” down to his climax,

“Now therefore begin and bless the house of thy servant,

that it may continue for ever before thee; for thou, O Lord

Jehovah, hast spoken it: and with thy blessing let the house

of thy servant be blessed for ever,” we can feel the awe of

19 Note also the analogy of ver. 16
,
where throne in the second member

once more takes up the words house and kingdom in the first member.
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this ancient king, as he heard from his God, through His ac-

credited prophet, words which he could not have dared be-

lieve, coming from any other source—words too great for

him fully to take in, yet which, down to his death (see 2 Sam.

xxiii. 1-6), he amazedly cherished, rehearsed, and bequeathed

to his line after him as his greatest treasure : “He hath made

with me an everlasting covenant,^® ordered in all things and

sure.”

II. That critic who has made the most thorough-going

attempt to prove that all the “Messianic” passages in the pre-

exilic prophets are interpolations, and that Ezekiel is really

the first “Messianic prophet,” is Paul Volz, whose book,^^

published in 1897, is still the standard exposition of the

subject from the standpoint of his own school. In a note in

that work, appended to his discussion of the prophet Jere-

miah, Volz points to 2 Sam. vii. as evidence for his assertion,

that by Jeremiah’s time there was already in the air a

“tendency to cling to the historical soil, to the national

organization, and to the system of secular government.

But when Volz speaks of our chapter, it means to him, not

what it now is, but what he conceives it to have been origi-

nally. In that form, he holds, it had nothing whatever to say

about the Temple. Quite without argument he declares^® that

that original form was as follows : “And it came to pass,

when the king dwelt in his own house, that the word of

Jehovah came unto Nathan, saying. Go and tell my servant

David, Thus saith Jehovah, I took thee from the sheepcote,

from following the sheep, that thou shouldst be prince over

my people Israel, and I have been with thee whithersoever

thou wentest, and have cut off all thine enemies before thee

;

and I will make thee a great name, like unto the name of the

2® Literally, “a covenant of eternity,” using the same Hebrew word as

in the phrase “for ever.”

Die vorexilische Jahweprophetic und der Messias, in ihrem Ver-

hiiltniss dargestellt. Gottingen, 1897.

22 Op. cit., p. 75.

23 Ibid., footnote on pages 75 and 76.
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great ones that are in the earth. And, behold, I am telling

thee that Jehovah will make thee a house. When thy days are

fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up

thy seed after thee, that shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I

will establish his kingdom.” With the addition to this merely

of verses 14-16, that is the whole story for Volz. Not a word

about David’s inquiry of Nathan; not a word in Nathan’s

answer about the earlier Tabernacle or about the future

Temple; simply and solely an oracle about the Davidic dy-

nasty as permanently established and blessed by Jehovah.

The presuppositions of such a passage are, according to

this critic, first, a long history already passed over by the

princely house of David; second, the previous fall of the

Northern Kingdom with its government; and third, an ac-

quaintance with the great monarchies. Yet, on the other

hand, Volz argues, this “original” chapter vii. must be pre-

exilic, because it dates from before the downfall of the

dynasty, and also pre-Deuteronomic, or rather, pre-Deu-

teronomistic.^^ Ver. 14, he thinks, “may well refer to Ma-

nasseh,” who sinned and suffered for it. And “the pros-

perous reign of that strong, beloved, devoted servant of

Jehovah and son of David, King Josiah, can most easily

account for the origin of the oracle.”

What then, we may ask, led to the existence of the chapter

as we now have it, with its confusion of the two motifs—
dynasty and Temple? This, Volz holds, was due to an addi-

tion made to the original oracle during the Exile, by some

one who wanted to provide a basis for i Kings viii. iqff

—

that passage in Solomon’s speech at the Dedication, in which

he ascribes to his father David the inception of the Temple-

idea and the commission of its accomplishment to himself.

And this addition was made at the time when 2 Sam. vii. was

placed where it now stands, following chapter vi. with its

account of the erection of a tent for the Ark.

2* That is, earlier than the Deuteronomized histories, not necessarily

prior to the publication of Deuteronomy itself (622 b.c.).
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Volz is thus at one with the Wellhausen school in regard

to the date when the reference to the perpetuity of David’s

line must have originated, viz., towards the close of the yth

century. But he takes a more drastic course than the others,

in order to avoid the difficulty of dating a supposed polemic

against the Jerusalem Temple precisely at the time when

that Temple meant more to the Hebrew than ever before—in

the period of Josiah. He simply severs all of this chapter

that could be so interpreted from the remainder, and then

casts it into that favorite receptacle of modern criticism

—

the Exile. Those who, like Budde and Cornill, keep the

chapter intact (save of course for ver. 13), are driven to the

extreme recourse of supposing that the writer was a man of

the Northern Kingdom (then defunct), living under the pro-

tection of the firm, steady hand of the Davidic dynasty—so

different from his country’s ephemeral dynasties—and

therefore an enthusiastic admirer of it
;
yet at the same time

a man under the influence of the old “Ephraimitic tradition”

of Amos and Hosea, which on principle opposed all public

cultus, sanctuaries, and the rest of the machinery of cere-

monial religion. This unique combination, zeal for the House

of David, and rejection of the Temple which that house had

built and maintained, is responsible for the ingenious hy-

pothesis of a Northerner living in the South after there is no

longer any Northern Kingdom. This amazing Northerner-

sympathizes with that which had separated his old realm

from the Southern Kingdom for centuries—the Davidic

dynasty—yet opposes that which the two nations had always

had in common—public sanctuaries for the worship of

Jehovah

It is astonishing to see the complacence with which this

dictum of the new tradition is accepted by most of its ad-

herents. Yet to others of them it has seemed, as it does to us.

25 This hypothesis just reverses the relation of cause and effect as

stated in i Kings xii. 27 : Jeroboam fears that devotion to the Jerusa-

lem sanctuary will lead his Northerners back to the Davidic dynasty.
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more like a reduction to the absurd. Besides Volz, who, as

we have seen, escapes this absurdity by his more drastic

surgery, H. P. Smith attempts to escape it by a line of argu-

ment for which Budde takes him to task. Smith places the

whole chapter in the Exile, arguing that the expectation which

“pictured the perpetual rule of the House of David was not

fully formulated until the time of the Exile, when the loss

of their dynasty made the pious Israelites value it the

more.”^** “But,” says Budde, “Smith ought to have taken

warning from this not to assign the passage itself to the

Exile. It became later the firmest foundation for the Mes-

sianic hope, for the very reason that the cessation of the

sovereignty of David’s House appears in it as quite im-

possible.”^’^ To which Smith later replies : “It is a question

whether the Exile was ever regarded by believing Israelites

as a destruction of either people or dynasty.”^ He even holds

that some expressions in the chapter “seem at least to hint

at” the capture of Jerusalem.

HI. We turn now to the third of the three attacks on the

integrity of the oracle of Nathan, that of Hugo Gressmann.

This gifted and popular Berlin professor, who has just

passed away while on a lecture-tour in this country, is per-

haps the leading exponent of the newest school of Old Tes-

tament criticism, the school which sets out from the data of

the comparative study of religion. With the same naturalistic

principles that lie at the basis of the Wellhausen school, the

adherents of this younger school arrive often at quite dif-

ferent conclusions as to date and authorship of many Biblical

documents, chiefly because they envisage the evolution of re-

ligion in Israel in the light of the entire ancient Orient which

modern archaeological discovery has opened up.

Whereas one might think, in reading older works from

adherents of all the schools, that the Hebrews lived an

2® Commentary on the Books of Samuel in the International

Critical Commentary, p. 297.
27 Op. cit., p. 233.

2'^ Op. cit., p. 298.
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isolated life among their mountains and valleys, little touched

by the thought of the contemporary world outside, the

reader of Gressmann and his confreres is never allowed to

forget that, throughout the centuries covered by the Old

Testament, the same ideas were fermenting in Palestine as in

the neighboring lands of Egypt, Babylonia, Arabia, and

Syria. As a result of comparison of the data within Israel

with the data outside of Israel they tell us that much of the

evolution currently attributed to Israel in the last millennium

B.c. had already been achieved in Western Asia in the two

millenniums that preceded David’s age. Of that evolution

and all its products David and his successors, therefore,

were the potential heirs. Much that according to the older,

water-tight-compartment criticism simply could not be

dated as early as the Biblical documents dated it, can thus be

accepted by this later school at approximately its traditional

date. This is not at all because of any devotion to tradition

as such, but because this comparative method discovers a

congruity between the Biblical data and the contemporary

stage of general evolution.

These remarks will perhaps suffice to introduce Gress-

mann’s criticism of 2 Sam. vii.,^ by affording the necessary

background for our estimate of it. His agreement with the

Wellhausen critics is limited to the excision of ver. 13. He
differs from them in dividing the chapter into two separate

compositions, by sundering verses 1-7 from the rest of the

chapter.

His first argument is based on literary style. The first of

these two pieces, he says, is in style “a good, terse, almost

laconic prose, in which one must read much between the

lines the latter is a “half-poetic, loquacious, almost tiresome

prose.”

He confirms his right to divide thus, however, by other

To be found in Die dlteste Geschichtsschreibung und Prophctie
Israels, pp. 142-145. This is the first section of the second division of
Die Schriften des Alten Testaments, edited by Gressmann, Gunkel
and others.
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considerations than style. The first section is a question which

demands an immediate answer; the second is a prophecy,

which Jehovah gives “of His own accord,” that is, without

special occasion.

Further, Gressmann asserts, the connection between the

parts is loose. It is based on a paradox : “such connections do

not occur elsewhere in the prose-literature of Israel.” “More

important,” he writes, “is the observation that there is no

inner basis for the divine promise. Why does Jehovah make

His splendid promise when He has just rejected the plan to

erect the Temple? Does He feel obliged to show gratitude

for the king’s good intention? Or will He reward David

only on condition that he gives up his idea? This problem

cannot be solved—a clear evidence that the two parts do

not belong together. Since neither the divine promise

(vs. 8-17) nor David’s prayer (vs. 18-29) in their original

form refers to the erection of the Temple, they are to be

taken as an independent literary unit, which was later in-

serted artificially into this context.”

Upon further examination he declares this whole later addi-

tion to be “an originally poetic psalm in prosaic paraphrase.”

It was at first a Konigslied—a song in praise of the king

—

written by some court poet, similar to such psalms in the

Psalter as Psalm ii., or xx., or cx., in which also, as here,

“we meet the oracular style.” So much, at least, for the first

section of this prose-poem (vs. 8-17). The second section

(vs. 18-29) was a psalm-prayer (comparable to Psalms

xcii., cxvi., &c.), showing “deep humility, warm gratitude,

and joyful confidence,” but withal a naive touch in its appeal

to Deity to buy additional fame in all the world through the

establishment of David’s dynasty! The chapter as we have

it now arose through an “ingenious redactor,” who was

tempted by the pun on the building of the king’s house to

join this psalm with the narrative of David’s plan to build

the House of God.” He thus “produced a connection between

two originally separate pieces, that in spite of the break

seems smooth.”
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What now of the age which produced these separate com-

positions ? We take first Gressmann’s answer to this question

concerning the prose-psalm—the promise to David’s House

and David’s prayer about it. This, he says, must date from

before the erection of Solomon’s Temple, because it is of

course earlier than ver. 13, which alludes to that Temple as

still future, and because “after that time one would hardly

have made so paradoxical a point as the chapter before us

contains. Besides, the division of the kingdom is never men-

tioned,—to say nothing of the Exile.” Ver. 15 shows that

when he speaks of the seed of David going astray and being

chastened, the writer had Saul in mind, “not any evil ex-

periences of the later time.” This composition, coming even

from a court-poet, “pays eloquent tribute to the proud inde-

pendence of the Israelites, who did not approach their rulers

with slavish servility like the Canaanites, Egyptians, As-

syrians, and other Orientals.”

Second, the origin of the oracle of Nathan. This is the

basis of all that tradition (so thoroughly exploited later in

the Books of Chronicles) to the effect that David prepared

for the Temple which Solomon erected. “This legend,” says

Gressmann, “wanting in the older historical books, must

have had some point of attachment in tradition. It attaches

itself to this historical narrative, which tells of David’s sud-

denly conceived and soon abandoned idea of erecting a house

of God, and cannot well be an invention. In spite of its pithy

brevity it throws an interesting light upon the motives that

made for and against the building of a Temple. The king

felt it to be an insult to God that He must content Himself

with a tent, while he (David) dwelt in a house. . . . Civili-

zation had gradually conquered all spheres of life and aimed

now to make its influence felt in the inward and outward

manifestations of religion. Since for the Deity the best is

always scarcely good enough, God also must receive His

share of civilization’s products. ... So at least thought the

friends of civilization. . . . The foes of civilization were of

the opposite opinion, holding fast to the ideals of nomadic life
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and of the Mosaic age. . . . These could not but hate every

innovation in the cultus as an apostasy from the true religion.

At the head of this reaction stood the prophets, who at that

time still resembled the seers; for Nathan is here depicted as

nothing more nor less than a Traumvisionar—a seer of

dream visions—a trustworthy evidence of the high antiquity

of this passage.”

Professor Gressmann then proceeds to compare Samuel

and Nathan in their attitude toward the kings, and concludes

that Nathan, like Samuel, dared here to oppose the king. To
be sure, Nathan is represented as at first favoring the pro-

posed innovation—the Temple—for the prophets “were not

clear about this question, then broached for the first time.”

Nathan arrives at his negative attitude only through an

oracle. “It is simply incomprehensible,” says this critic of

the newer school, “how this touch could be overlooked and

this chapter assigned to the age of Josiah.” His argument is,

that the Temple was all-in-all to the Hebrew of Josiah’s

time, whereas for the prophets of Amos’ period the Deity

wants no Temple nor any cultus, but simply demands love

and righteousness from His people. “Here, on the contrary,

there is no universal basis given for Nathan’s decision.

Enough for him was the thing which the genuine conseiwa-

tive emphasized: Jehovah has always lived in a tent; why

should He not continue to do so?” Of course it proved im-

possible for religion to stand against the advance of civili-

zation. The Temple came in the very next reign. “At the

same time,” Gressmann concedes, “the religious opposition

of later prophets to Temple and cultus was prepared for by

this attitude of Nathan.”

In other words, we have drawn for us here the sketch of

an evolutionary process, which those evolutionists par ex-

cellence of the Wellhausen school have in some way over-

looked. From the simple to the advanced is of course from

the early to the late. From Nathan’s naive conservatism to

Hosea’s reasoned propaganda is a step from the simple to the

advanced
;
why then is it not also a step from the early to the
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late? Nathan’s oracle therefore belongs to David’s time. It is

most interesting thus to observe how, from purely natural-

istic principles and by the methods of literary criticism, this

latest school of Old Testament critics arrives at the conclu-

sion that 2 Sam. vii. belongs to the period to which it pur-

ports to belong—the brief period of the United Monarchy.

Among the sources for this era of the kings Gressmann

includes “Temple-chronicles,” which, he says, “may be im-

agined as resembling the court-journals, only with this

difference, that they were confined to the Temple.” To such

a source he traces, for example, the story of Solomon’s erec-

tion of the Temple, the priests’ revolution under Joash, the

introduction of the new altar by Ahaz, the discovery of the

new Law-book in the Temple under Josiah. “For us,” he

writes, “the chapters mentioned are valuable tO' the extent

that they represent more or less authentic documents.” We
are led to suggest that 2 Sam. vii. might well be included in

this source, as probably constituting the very beginning of

that Temple-history, and therefore as the natural starting-

point of any such Temple-chronicle, unless indeed it began

with the events narrated in the 6th chapter—the erection of

the temporary tent on Zion and the entry of the Ark thereinto.

If Psalm xxiv. has been preserved among the Temple-psalms,

why may not such narratives as those in 2 Sam. vi. and vii.

have been preserved among the historical archives of the

Temple ?

Further to support the view thus defended by Gressmann,

that our chapter is practically contemporaneous with the

events it records, yet without adhering to the particular liter-

ary theory which he has propounded, we take this oppor-

tunity to add certain simple considerations which seem to

make for the credibility of the narrative as it stands.

First, we appeal to the customs of antiquity. It is no un-

paralleled thing which David is here said to have proposed.

His purpose in the capture and fortification of Jerusalem is

plain, and is admitted by all. His zeal for building, so far as

it extended to his own housing, is not challenged : with the
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help of Hiram of Tyre he built his own palace. But further,

David’s devotion to the religion of Jehovah, and his patron-

age of Jehovah’s ministers, are conceded by criticism. When
we look abroad at other kings in whom these facts can be

duplicated under parallel circumstances, what do we find?

They erected splendid temples to their gods. They made
them as costly as they could afford, and regarded themselves

as most honored in the additional honor which thus accrued

to their deities. Why then should not David have purposed

to do the like ? Is it too much to say that the story in 2 Sam.

vii. is entirely in keeping with what ancient history and

archaeology have to tell us of monarchs in Israel’s neighbor-

states ?

Again, the story here is the logical development of the

purpose already revealed in the preceding chapter. David

shows his mind by his bringing up of the Ark to Zion and

his preparation of a tent there to house it temporarily. No
one questions why the author or compiler of the Books of

Samuel put the contents of this 7th chapter after the contents

of the 6th chapter. But if it was a logical sequence in histori-

ography, why was it not also a reasonable and probable se-

quence in history? If the historian thought that this inter-

view of David with Nathan was the next thing for him to

relate after the story which precedes it, why may not the

king of whom he writes so sympathetically have thought

that this interview with Nathan was his next step to take

after having finished the measures described in chapter vi. ?

It is not essential to this argument that no events whatever

(of a different character), and that no period of time, should

have intervened between chapters vi. and vii.
;
but only that

David’s purpose to build the Temple should have been the

next step, and not too long delayed a step, forward along

the same path.

Finally, this entire chapter is couched in language entirely

befitting the age which is supposed to have produced it and
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the man who is the subject of its first half, the speaker of its

second half. David’s previous career in its broad outlines is

here succinctly traced, down to the point in his life when

the oracle is alleged to have been given him. From that point

on, the future which is opened before his wondering gaze is

painted indeed in the brightest colors, yet with no undue

definiteness
;
for principles rather than persons, expectations

rather than events, fill up the canvass of the prophet and the

vision of the king. Admittedly, so far as most of the radical

criticism is concerned to which it has been subjected, the

piece belongs to the “J-E” group of writings. Though per-

haps “worked over by the Deuteronomists,” it has in its

origin to be classed with that “pre-Deuteronomic stratum”

which constitutes the earliest of the three great strata of

Hebrew historical writings. The reasons that have led the

modern critical tradition to assign it to the 7th century

rather than to an earlier age, lie in fact entirely outside of

literary criticism and are drawn from a hard-and-fast scheme

of religious development within Israel. Even within this

scheme, however, critics have, as we have seen, encountered

the utmost difficulty in discovering any age, place, and

person affording the essential “tendencies” which they pro-

fess to find in this chapter. No wonder, therefore, that Volz,

the most thorough-going of these theorists, has been driven

to divide the chapter, so as to find some reasonable proveni-

ence for each half separately.

How simple, on the other hand, does the problem become,

when the whole chapter is kept a unit and is allowed to mean

what it actually says and no more! Nathan was not polem-

izing against cult and sanctuary. He was in sympathy with

both. The first thing he said was, “Do all that is in thine

heart.” If he brought the king an oracle the next morning

which said, in effect, “No Temple now, any more than

hitherto, because the suitable time has not yet come,” why
should the prophet on this account be charged with either
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anti-priestly or anti-progressive sentiments, as he is,—the

fonner by the VVellhausen school, the latter by the history-

of-religion school? Only the forcible ejection of ver. 13

from the oracle (the one point on which they all are agreed),

upon grounds wholly inadequate, as we have seen, can oc-

casion such a complete misunderstanding of what is left

after its excision. Solomon was soon to build what David

was not encouraged to build. But David was at just this time

—and when in his life was there a more suitable time?

—

granted those “mercies” which time was to prove as “sure”

as the covenant-keeping God who gave them.

After all, the fundamental consideration in favor of keep-

ing this chapter where it belongs, at the beginning and not at

the end of the career of David’s dynasty, lies in the sphere of

prophetic development. It is admitted by all that this oracle

of Nathan is the fountain-head of that broad stream of Mes-

sianic prophecy and psalmody, which forms the most signifi-

cant feature of the Old Testament landscape. If it be true

that all the course of that stream belongs to the reaches of

the Exile and of post-exilic Judaism, as Volz and most

Wellhausen critics would have us believe, then the end of the

7th century is not too late a date for the 7th chapter of

2 Samuel.®® But if, as the newer school of Gunkel and

Gressmann, no less than the older schools of Hengstenberg

and Ewald maintain, that stream of Messianic prophecy

flows through the pre-exilic period also, then the chapter we

are discussing must have arisen prior to Isaiah and Micah,

Hosea and Amos—to every writer, in fact, who shows de-

f>endence on the ideas here first formulated, ideas which

center in the eternal duration of David’s House as the di-

vinely appointed ruler over a divinely chosen people of God.

When one listens to these echoes of 2 Samuel vii. in the

30 No wonder, however, that Budde calls it a melancholy passage,

because so soon after it was penned the dynasty’s days were ended

!
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prophets and psalmists of Israel, one not only may, but one

must, locate the original voice of which these are the echoes

just as far back of them as the facts demand. How numerous,

how various, how co-ordinated, and how cumulative these

facts of the Old Testament are, which bear witness to the

priority of 2 Samuel vii., can only be realized by actually

marshalling them, and this will be our next task in this study

of the Davidic Covenant.

Princeton. James Oscar Boyd.



THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST IN

THE THESSALONIAN EPISTLES

In the investigation of all theological subjects we must

first ask, “What do the Scriptures teach?” Not, of course,

“What can they be made to teach?”, but what, considering

the meaning of the words and sentences, and in view of the

historical setting, is a fair and reasonable interpretation of

each passage bearing on the subject, and what is a fair and

reasonable combination of them all. This is merely saying

that theology is based, in the first instance, on the historico-

grammatical exegesis of Scripture. Of course science, philos-

ophy, history and all knowledge come in to help us in our

interpretation of Scripture, and to supply much that the

Scriptures do not teach, or do not teach directly. But the con-

tribution of these different branches varies much with dif-

ferent subjects. In the case of the Second Coming of our

Lord, we are shut up almost entirely to the teaching of the

Scriptures. History alone helps us—especially the history of

the two thousand years since the first coming—and this in

two ways. It shows us how good and evil, faith and unbelief,

have developed since our Lord sent forth his gospel to re-

deem the world. And it shows us how men in different sur-

roundings have interpreted these prophecies of our Lord’s

coming which we ponder today.

In considering the teaching of the Second Coming as it is

found in the New Testament, it will be of advantage if we
follow, as far as possible, the teaching of the various books

in the approximate order in which they were written. The

advantage of so doing is not only that it gives a fresh point

of view, but that it enables us to trace the historical develop-

ment of the doctrine in the New Testament times when, in

regard to this doctrine as in regard to others, the full truth

was not revealed to any one person at any one time. It also

gives the apostolic interpretation of Christ’s utterances be-

fore we attempt to make our own interpretation—and after
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all is not this the only safe way to interpret the New Tes-

tament passages regarding the Second Coming?

In order of time the Epistles to the Thessalonians come

after the Epistle of James. In the latter we are embarrassed

by the scarcity of material concerning the Second Advent.

In the Epistles to the Thessalonians we are almost equally

embarrassed by its abundance. It occupies a large place in

the first Epistle and is the main subject of the second. Both

Epistles were composed,—to quote Findlay in the Cam-

bridge Bible : “during the apostle Paul’s residence of eighteen

months in Corinth (Acts xviii. ii), extending from autumn

53 to spring 55 a.d. (possibly 52-54). They belong, there-

fore, as nearly as we can judge, to the winter of 53-54 a.d.

—

the last year of the emperor Cladius
;
being twenty-three years

after our Lord’s Ascension, two years after the Council at

Jerusalem, four years before the Epistle to the Romans,

thirteen years, probably, before the death of St. Paul and the

outbreak of the Jewish War, and seventeen years before the

Fall of Jerusalem.”

Some of the Thessalonian Christians had died, and their

friends were anxious lest death had deprived them of their

share in the expected return of Christ. The news of their

anxiety had come to the apostle, and he writes for their re-

assurance, “We would not have you ignorant, brethren, con-

cerning them that fall asleep
;
that ye sorrow not, even as the

rest who have no hope.” For the Christian death still remains,

a foe as yet unconquered. But death is no longer death
;

it is

only a sleep. “For if we believe that Jesus died and rose again,

even so them that are fallen asleep in Jesus will God bring

with him.”

As so often happens with St. Paul, he disregards the

formal connection of the sentence that he may hasten on to

its meaning. He “passes from the certainty of conviction in

the first member of the sentence (Tf we believe’) to the cer-

tainty of the fact itself (‘God will bring them’).” “For this

we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we that are

alive, that are left unto the coming of the Lord, shall in no
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wise precede them that are fallen asleep.” The phrase “the

word of the Lord” evidently means the word of Christ and is

best explained as a special revelation to Paul himself, rather

than an unrecorded saying of our Lord’s or an inference

from his recorded sayings. From the fact that the apostle here

says, “We that are alive,” rather than “those that are alive”

at His coming, it is a fair inference that he considered it as

possible that the coming of Christ might take place during

the lifetime of himself or of those whom he addressed. That

he did not consider it as imminent when he wrote, we shall

see later.

For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with

the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in

Christ shall rise first
;
then we which are alive and are left shall together

with them be caught up in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air; and

so shall we ever be with the Lord. Wherefore comfort one another with

these words.

“The dead in Christ shall rise first.” We need to keep in

mind the point of the comparison which is between the dead

in Christ and the living in Christ. The dead shall rise first

and then the living shall be caught up. Nothing is said of the

dead who are not in Christ. The question whether the dead in

Christ and the rest of the dead are raised at the same time or

at different times is not touched upon here, and these words

“the dead in Christ shall rise first” should not be quoted as

proving a double resurrection. They will harmonize with

either a single or a double resurrection.

But concerning the times [stretches of time] and the seasons [par-

ticular times], brethren, ye have no need that aught to be written unto

you. For yourselves know perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh

as a thief in the night. When they are saying peace and safety, then

sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with

child; and they shall in no wise escape. But ye, brethren, are not in

darkness, that that day should overtake you as a thief
;
for ye are all sons

of light and sons of the day; we are not of the night nor of darkness; so

then let us not sleep as do the rest, but let us watch and be sober. For
they that sleep sleep in the night

;
and they that are drunken are drunken

in the night. But let us, since we are of the day, be sober, putting on the

breastplate of faith and love; and for a helmet, the hope of salvation.

For God appointed us not unto wrath, but unto the obtaining of salva-

tion through our Lord Jesus Christ who died for us, that whether we
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wake or sleep, we should live together with him. Wherefore exhort one

another, and build each other up, even as also ye do.

Taking now this entire passage in the fourth and fifth

chapters of First Thessalonians, the natural and unforced

meaning is that the Lord at an unknown time descends from

heaven to earth, that those who are in Christ, both dead and

living, are caught up in the clouds to meet Him as He comes,

and that His coming means blessedness to them and destruc-

tion to others, and that those in Christ should not be taken

unawares as others certainly will be taken. From first to last

there apjiears to be one single subject. The Day of the Lord

in chapter v. 2 is naturally understood as the descent from

heaven described in chapter iv. The idea that the Lord’s

coming is arrested in the clouds while a period of tribula-

tion ensues on the earth which is brought to a sudden end

by the Lord’s descent from the clouds to the earth, is not

suggested here. Chapter iv, according to Mr. Blackstone,

refers to the Rapture when Christ descends to the clouds;

chapter v, to the Revelation when he descends to the earth

;

and these are separated in time from each other. By Rapture

is meant, of course, not the feelings which those may possess

who are taken up, but the fact of their being taken up. But

aside from the fact that these ideas are read into the passage

instead of being taken out of it, the wording of chapter v.

seems to make such an interpretation impossible. If the saints

are to be taken away long before, and are to be safe with the

Lord in the clouds, what point is there in saying to them as

Paul does, “Ye, brethren, are not in darkness, that that day

should overtake you as a thief : for ye are all sons of light

and sons of the day. We are not of the night or of darkness.

So then let us not sleep as do the rest, but let us watch and

be sober.” But if we take the passage in its natural interpreta-

tion as referring from first to last to one event, the descent of

the Lord from heaven to earth, an event which issues in

blessedness for some and destruction for others, the diffi-

culties disappear.

Turning now to the second letter to the Thessalonians

:
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The church was in the midst of persecutions, and Paul en-

courages them as follows

:

We ourselves glory in you in the churches of God, for your patience

and faith in all your persecutions and in the afflictions which ye endure;

which is a manifest token of the righteous judgment of God; to the end

that ye may be accounted worthy of the Kingdom of God for which ye

also suffer
;

if so be that it is a righteous thing with God to recompense

affliction to them that afflict you, and to you that are afflicted rest with

us, at the revelation of the Lord Jesus from heaven with the angels of

his power in flaming fire, rendering vengeance to them that know not

God, and to them that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus : who shall

suffer punishment, even eternal destruction from the face of the Lord
and from the glory of his might, when he shall come to be glorified in

his saints, and to be marvelled at in all them that believed (because our

testimony unto you was believed) in that day.

Here again the natural and unforced interpretation is that

the descent of Christ from heaven brings rest to the afflicted

and punishment to the wicked. Nothing is said about the

“rapture” of the saints. It is the “revelation” of the Lord.

And this revelation which issues in punishment for the

wicked brings rest to the afflicted Christians. But if the

afflicted Christians have already been taken away by the

rapture to dwell for a time with Christ in the clouds, how

is it that they are to receive rest at a later period when the

Lord comes to execute judgment? If, however, we regard the

rapture as an incident in the descent from heaven to earth,

the difficulty disappears, and the passage falls into line with

those already considered. Also, we need lay no stress on the

distinction which is so often made between the Lord’s

coming for His people and His coming with His people. If

His people are caught up to meet Him as He comes. His

coming may be described as being either for His people or

with His people.

Another thing which would be noted is that as the apostle

encourages the Thessalonians in their persecutions by the

prospect of the coming of the Lord, he evidently considered

that coming to be a possibility within the lifetime of his

hearers.

We pass now to the mysterious passage concerning the
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man of sin found in the second chapter of this second epistle

:

Now we beseech you brethren touching the coming of our Lord

Jesus Christ and our gathering together unto him; to the end that ye be

not quickly shaken from your mind, nor yet be troubled, either by

spirit or by word, or by epistle as from us, as that the day of the Lord

is now present (or, is just at hand).

Our Authorized Version has here an unfortunate render-

ing when it says, “We beseech you brethren by the coming”

—

as if it were an adjuration. The Revision renders it better

—

“touching the coming.” The preposition which is the one

usually rendered, “on behalf of,” seems to carry the idea

that he wishes to speak concerning and as it were in the

interest of the Second Advent, and to correct some notions

concerning it which the Thessalonians held. After making

this correction, the natural meaning of the passage is that

the apostle urges his readers not to imagine that the day of the

Lord is imminent—the day, of which he has spoken before,

when the Lord shall come and his people shall be gathered to

meet him.

To this interpretation Mr. Blackstone enters a vigorous

protest. John MacNeil in Some One is Coming does the

same
;
so do others. Mr. Blackstone says

:

•In Second Thessalonians, chapter ii, the apostle, in the first verse,

speaks of the Rapture, to wit : the coming of the Lord and our gathering

together unto Him, of which he had written so fully in the previous

epistle, especially in the fourth chapter.

In the second verse he speaks of the Revelation, or Day of the Lord,

which could not come, except there be a falling away first, and the

“man of sin” and “that wicked,” or the Antichrist, be revealed.

And yet, most commentators have argued that the apostle, in both of

these verses, referred to one and the same event, and thus they have made
Scripture contradict itself.

But we see plainly, that Paul had no intention of contradicting Christ’s

admonitions, unto all, to watch for His coming, as being imminent.

Mark xiii. 35-37 ;
Luke xii. 35-40. He only made the distinction, as above

stated, between the Rapture and the Revelation. The persecuted Thes-

salonians thought that they were in the Tribulation, and that the Day of

the Lord had set in. But Paul corrects them, first by reminding them
that the Lord had not come for them yet, as He had said that He would
(i Thess. iv. 15-17), and then by adding certain other things which must
occur before the Day of the Lord should come. He had told them that

the Day of the Lord should come as a thief in the night (i Thess. v. 2),
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but that they were not of the night, and therefore he exhorts them to

watch and be sober. (See also Luke xxi. 36).

It will be well for us to give careful attention to this ob-

jection, for upon this distinction between the Rapture and the

Revelation hangs much of Mr. Blackstone’s scheme of the

last things. If his distinction between a Rapture which is

always imminent and a Revelation which is to be preceded by

other events fails to justify itself as a genuine distinction

sanctioned by the Scriptures, then his scheme of last things

will have to be made over from the foundations.

“Most commentators,” he says, “have argued that the

apostle, in both of these verses, referred to one and the same

event.” It would be more correct to say that ‘most commen-

tators accept without argument the view that the apostle, in

both these verses, referred to one and the same event.’ Ap-

parently no other view seems to them worthy of discussion.

This does not of course settle the matter, but it ought to make

us cautious about advancing a different view until we feel

quite certain that we have good grounds for so doing. Com-

mentaries are not infallible, nor are they at all of equal

value. It is easy to ridicule them. Henry Ward Beecher is

reported to have said that when angels wanted amusement

they read commentaries. But if Beecher had given more at-

tention to commentaries, he might have been saved from

some of the aberrations of his later years. The man who
attempts to explain the Scriptures without the aid of com-

mentaries does so at his peril. For in the best commentaries

we find, as we find nowhere else, what the Lord has been

teaching His people as to the meaning of the Scriptures during

the last two thousand years. The man who ignores this help

and sits down with his Bible alone is in effect expecting the

Lord to do over again for him individually the work of

revealing the meaning of Scripture which He has done for

all the church in all the ages—and he is likely to be disap-

pointed if he ventures beyond those passages whose meaning

lies on the surface.

The objection which Mr. Blackstone has to the commen-
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tators is that in making verses one and two of the chapter

under discussion refer to the same event “they have made

Scripture contradict itself.”

This leads me to say that the impression which Mr.

Blackstone’s book and others of similar character have made

upon me is that the question of reconciling different pas-

sages of Scripture receives too much emphasis and that of

the exact meaning of individual passages receives too little.

Our first business is to see what each passage means in

itself. When we have done that we are ready to compare it

with other passages of Scripture. By so doing we may be

led to modify our first view, but we need to be on our guard

not to wrest either passage. The important thing is not to

make a reconciliation, but to make a reconciliation which is

consistent with the meaning of both passages. We may be

able to do this and we may not be able. The Spirit of God

has spoken in “many parts and in many ways,” and their

full harmony may not be apparent to us. In the present case,

however, the recognition that verses one and two refer to the

same event instead of creating contradictions, really avoids

creating them. We heartily agree that Paul had no intention

of contradicting Christ’s admonitions unto all to watch for

His coming, but whether Christ taught that His coming was

always imminent is quite a different matter, to be taken up

in the study of the Gospels.

So far as I have been able to discover, the opinion which

refers verse one to the “Rapture” and verse two to the

“Revelation” is a very recent one. It seems to have escaped

the entire church of Christ for about nineteen hundred

years. I have not been able to find a reference to it in the or-

dinary standard commentaries. David Brown, who wrote in

1851 a book on the Second Advent, does not refer to it in his

discussion of the passage although he quotes freely the

opinions of all the leading premillennialists of his day. Its

recent origin does not of course absolutely condemn the

interpretation, but it ought to make us very cautious about

accepting it.
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There is one slight variation in translation between the

English and American Revisions in this passage. The Eng-

lish says “the day of the Lord is (now) present.” The

American Revision has “the day of the Lord is just at hand.”

The Greek will bear either translation. The difference is not

very material but on it the premillennial interpreters build

much.

In the Prophetic Bible Conference held in Chicago in 1914

Rev. R. M. Russell said, “It is a matter of great regret that

the translation ‘just at hand’ should have been used in our

American Revised Version, rather than the ‘now present’ of

the English Revised Version. The fact however simply re-

veals a preponderance of traditional theology among the

American revisers of the New Testament.” Let us see now

what use is made of the translation “now present.” Mr.

Blackstone says; “The persecuted Thessalonians thought

they were in the Tribulation, and that the Day of the Lord

had set in. But Paul corrects them, first by reminding them

that the Lord had not come for them yet, as he had said he

would (I Thess. iv. 15-17), and then by adding certain

other things which must occur before the Day of the Lord

should come.”

Mr. Russell agrees with this but is more explicit. He says

:

The Thessalonians had been comforted by Paul’s message and were

believers in the imminence of our Lord’s return for the resurrection of

the just and rapture of the waiting living. There had come into their

hearts, however, the thought that perhaps the first stage of our Lord’s

second coming had taken place, that the great magnet of His glorious

presence had swept the earth and that they had failed to share in “the

upward calling,” and that “the day of the Lord” had thus arrived without

their sharing in the glorious rapture which belonged to the period of

darkness before the dawn of His day. Paul meets this fear by saying:

“Now we beseech you brethren, touching the presence of our Lord

Jesus Christ and our gathering together unto Him, that there is no oc-

casion for your fear that you have missed the glorious home-going and

are among those who do not share in the first resurrection, for it is

evident that the ‘day of the Lord’ is not ‘now present,’ since its coming

must be preceded by the ‘falling away’ and the manifestation of ‘the

man of sin’,” Paul, by proving that the “day of the Lord is not now
present,” meets their fears as to their own relation to His coming.
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This interpretation shows the difificulties in which we be-

come involved when we depart from the natural interpreta-

tion of the passage. Mr. Russell’s idea is that the Thessalon-

ians have received Paul’s first letter telling them that the

Lord Himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with

the voice of the archangel and with the trump of God. And

yet he supposes them to be imagining that that stupendous

event is past and that they themselves have been left behind.

Could anything be more improbable ? On the contrary, when

we take the “day of the Lord” to mean the “coming of Christ”

and cease trying to separate the one coming into two, we

can easily understand how the Thessalonians should imagine,

as many since their time have done, that the coming of

Christ was at hand, and that Paul should need to remind

them of things which he had told them before, but which

they had either failed to understand or had forgotten, that

before that coming there must be a falling away and the

man of sin must be revealed.

We should not think, however, that this interpretation

demands that we accept the American translation and reject

the English. Either will do. The “day of the Lord” does not

mean merely the time of the descent of the Lord from

heaven, but includes all that immediately precedes and fol-

lows it. Hence, if the day were either “present” or “at hand”

it would follow that the Lord’s coming must be very near.

From the third verse, the chapter under discussion pro-

ceeds as follows

:

Let no man beguile you in any wise : for it will not be, except the

falling away come first, and the man of sin be revealed, the son of per-

dition, he that opposeth and exalteth himself against all that is called

God or that is worshipped; so that he sitteth in the temple of God,

setting himself forth as God. Remember ye not, that, when I was yet

with you, I told you these things? And now ye know that which re-

straineth, to the end that he may be revealed in his own season. For the

mystery of lawlessness doth already work; only there is one that re-

straineth now, until he be taken out of the way. And then shall be re-

vealed the lawless one, whom the Lord Jesus shall slay with the breath

of his mouth, and bring to nought by the manifestation of his coming:
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even he, whose coming is according to the working of Satan with all

power and signs and lying wonders, and with all deceit of unrighteous-

ness for them that are perishing: because they received not the love of

the truth, that they might be saved.

Two things, says the apostle, must precede the coming of

the Lord; an apostasy, or falling away from the truth, and

the coming of the “man of sin” or lawlessness. What the con-

nection of these two with each other may be, he does not say.

But the Man of Sin is to be destroyed by the coming of

Christ. In preparation for the revelation of the man of sin a

mystery of lawlessness was already at work in Paul’s time

but restrained by something or someone—a restraint which

should be ultimately taken away and be followed by the

revelation of the man of sin. The description is brief and

obscure as the apostle is recalling things which had been ex-

plained to the Thessalonians and have not been explained to

us. “Remember ye not that when I was with you I told you

these things? And now ye know that which restraineth.”

This much, however, is clear, that before the coming of

Christ we are to expect an apostasy and the revelation of the

man of sin.

Beside this, a number of questions at once suggest them-

selves, to which only more or less certain reply can be given

:

( I ) What time is to be occupied by the apostasy and by the

man of sin? (2) What is the meaning of the “temple of

God” where the man of sin shall “sit”? (3) What is the

‘restraining power’ here spoken of? (4) Can we identify the

man of sin or the apostasy?

1. As to the time to be occupied by these events, nothing

is said. If the man of sin be a personality, as seems most

probable, and not a personification of evil, then his career

must be limited by the bounds of a single life.

2. The temple of God in which the man of lawlessness

“sitteth” may be the literal temple in Jerusalem or the ex-

pression may be used figuratively of the Christian church as

the apostle uses it in his first letter to the Corinthians. “Know
ye not that ye are a temple of God?” (iii. 16).

3. The restraining power was something well known to
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the Thessalonians. It is spoken of impersonally “that which,’’

and personally “he who.” It is finally to be taken out of the

way. Some have supposed this restraining power to be the

Holy Spirit, but it does not seem likely that Paul would

refer in this veiled manner to the Holy Spirit; and, beside,

what reason have we to suppose that the restraining influence

of the Holy Spirit is to be withdrawn before the coming of

Christ?

Dr. G. Campbell Morgan solves the problem thus 4

Jesus Christ came not only to reveal God and man, but the Devil also,

by dragging him out of darkness into light that man might see him. The
m3Tstery underneath ; the root of all humanity’s maladies and diseases

;

the hidden spring of poison from which the polluting rivers flow
;
is law-

lessness. This, the apostle declared, is already at work.

But he declared also that there is a restraining power opposing it, so

that it cannot come to full manifestation; “there is one that restraineth”

and I believe that he referred to the Church of God, as created by and

indwelt by the Holy Spirit of God. As all these great truths are found

in germ and potentiality in the teaching of Jesus, let us go back to the

Manifesto of the King. He said to His disciples: “Ye are the salt of the

earth ... ye are the light of the world.’’ What is the effect of salt? It is

aseptic. What is the effect of light? It is illuminative. Lawlessness is

corruption
; it is darkness. The Church is salt, to prevent the spread of

corruption
;

it is light flashing upon the darkness, so that lawlessness is

hindered from full victory, and the men of lawlessness cannot accom-

plish all their dastardly works. . . . When will the Spirit be withdrawn?
When the Church of God is withdrawn, and never until then. “I will

pray the Father, and He shall give you another Comforter, that He may
be with you forever.” When will the Church be withdrawn? At “our

gathering together unto Him” at His coming. When He that restraineth

is withdrawn, the man of sin, the son of perdition, the lawless one, will

have his apocalypse, his parousia.

This interpretation seems at first sight plausible, but it is

open to the criticism that it is connected with the interpre-

tation of the “Day of the Lord” as differing in time from

“Our gathering together unto Him,” which we have already

discussed.

Much more probably the reference is to the Roman law,

represented by the Roman emperor, which stood and still

stands, embodied in modern codes, as the great bulwark

'‘Living Messages of the Books of the Bible. 2 Thess. pp. 39, 40, 41.
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against lawlessness. And we of this generation, before whose

eyes the greatest war of history has been fought, with all its

accompanying and succeeding lawlessness, are in a better

position than were our fathers to imagine what the world

would be like under the sway of a “lawless one.”

4. As to the identifications of the man of sin which strew

the pages of history, from Nero to William II, while many

of them are correct in certain features, they all fail to em-

body all the characteristics of the picture which Paul has

drawn; and all, have been falsified by the progress of events.

The man of sin seems yet to come.

5. Of the apostasy which apparently is to precede and

accompany the revelation of the man of sin, no features are

given by which it can certainly be recognized. Apostasy has

always been present in the church. The Galatian defection

occurred very near to the time when Paul wrote to the Thes-

salonians. The golden age when a pure church was the salt

of the earth exists only in imagination. It is not found in the

New Testament.

Apostasy is with us today. But it may be that the apostasy

which is to precede the second advent is something more pro-

found than the partial apostasies which have preceded it.

Time will tell.

Before leaving these epistles to the Thessalonians, let us

note that in them Paul says nothing about a millennium either

before or after the Second Advent. Also, that altho’ :gh

nothing is said about the resurrection of the wicked, the

judgment of the wicked at the coming of Christ is described

in terms which may well include everyone, both living and

dead.

Los Angeles, Calif. Edgar M. Wilson.



NOTES AND NOTICES

The Founding of the Second Temple

The consensus of opinion among Biblical students is that the

foundation of the Second Temple was not laid under Cyrus as

stated in Ezra v. i6, but in the second year, ninth month, twenty-

fourth day of Darius, or at least during the period of the proph-

ecies of Haggai. To arrive at such a conclusion, i Esdras has

been taken as superior to the Biblical Ezra. Yet these critics

forget that i Esdras has the same positive statement that the

foundation was laid under Cyrus, (vi. 20). The fact of the mat-

ter is, the error of judgment is due to a wrong translation of

Ezra V. 2, and a wrong interpretation of the situation as pic-

tured in Haggai.

The critical school has been unscholarly in its dealing with the

literature of the period, in assuming that these writings are the

product of the imagination of the “Chronicler.” They are not

willing to recognize authentic “sources” in these writings. They
have not the least hesitation in changing dates to meet their

views. Thus, “second year, second month of their coming”

(Ezr. iii. 8 and i Esd. v. 57), is changed to read “second year,

sixth month of Darius.” The claim is that while Cyrus gave

permission for a return and a rebuilding of the temple, the

people did not avail themselves of the permission until the time

of Darius (i Esd. iv. 43 ff.). But the passage referred to is

fanciful and has in no sense the value of the documents of Ezra,

which are also retained in other parts of i Esdras.

The starting point of criticism has been in the translation of

Ezr. V. 2. Every writer we have consulted has translated it,

“Then rose up Zerubbabel and Jeshua and began to build”

Some of them apparently without adequate

exegetical study of the passage declare that this statement pre-

cludes the possibility of any previous work, or that there had
been any previous attempt to rebuild the temple. With such a

translation, to what point of time shall we attach this “begin-

ning”? The vast majority of critics say, to the ninth month,

twenty-fourth day of the second year of Darius (Hag. ii. 18),

holding that on that day the foundation of the Second Temple
was laid. A careful exegesis of Hag. i. 14 shows this to be im-
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possible. The phrase rendered, “and did work”

in Hag. i. 14 has not received due consideration. “Work”
when used with the verb “do” (n^J?) is concretely

real and not an abstract idea. Something has been made and

stands out before the speaker. Note the expression used of the

potter in Jer. xviii. 3, “making (or fashioning) a work”

ntyy) ;
also Gen. ii. 2, 3, and elsewhere. On the twentieth day of

the second month considerable of a construction is before the

prophet,—so much so, that he can compare “this house” with

the temple of Solomon, not in size, as some, perhaps following

Josephus, have held, but in its grandeur and richness. Haggai

makes no appeal for a larger temple and no reference to size. He
does, however, promise that Jehovah will bring the wealth of the

nations, their precious things, to beautify it and make its glory

superior to the glory of Solomon’s temple; for the gold and

silver are His. Thus we are forced to conclude from the plain

language used by the prophet and from the plain inference that

some considerable part of a new building stands before him, that

Hag. ii. 18 is wrongly interpreted when it is taken to mean the

foundation was laid on that day.

When we translate used in many places in these sources,

by “laid the foundations,” do we mean that the great stones

said to have been placed by Solomon (i K. v. 17) had been

entirely removed? Study of ancient foundations of temples

that have been destroyed, would scarcely make this necessary.

Nor is there any indication that the general outline had been

materially altered. We accept the conclusions of many lexi-

cographers that this word means “found,” “restore,” sometimes

“begin” and that it does not necessarily refer to a completely

new work. Compare the expressions : “from the day that the

temple of the Lord was founded {Pud), consider it” (Hag.

ii. 18) ;
“the hands of Zerubbabel have founded (Piel) this

house” (Zech. iv. 9). Let any one try to translate Ezra hi. 6

otherwise than “the temple of Jehovah was not yet founded or

restored (Pual).” The emphatic word is “temple” (^2\"|). To
translate as commonly done, “the foundation of the temple was

not yet laid,” meaning the lower stones, does violence not only

to the text but to what was evidently in the mind of the writer.

He has in mind not merely a beginning but the building itself.

Again in Isa. xliv. 28, we should render: “To say to Jerusalem,
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thou shall be built and to the temple, thou shalt be restored”

(Niphal). 2 Chr. xxiv. 27 uses this word in reference to Joash’s

“restoration” (yesodh) of the temple. There is consequently no

way to discover from Haggai just when the actual first begin-

ning of work on the temple area as left by the destroyers was

made. The entire passage, Hag. ii. 10-19, has in mind a time

long past when “stone was not laid on stone”
;
but the expres-

sions “from before”(D*lua) ii. 15) and ’’from the day”(DT'n"]0 ^)

ii. 18) leave it very indefinite, and cannot possibly exclude even

a great amount of work in preparation that would have had to

be done under Cyrus before actual erection could take place. It

is especially important to note that when Haggai tells the people

to consider past lack of prosperity (ii. I5f.), and reminds them

of their own present comfort (i. 14), he is not speaking to men

who have only lately come from Babylon as many critics hold.

They have been in the land for some time, i Esdras is wrong

in attributing the return of these men to the reign of Darius,

for they would then have attributed their permit to build to

Darius instead of Cyrus
;
and in addition, Darius would not

have needed to make an investigation.

Three sources, taken in order, give us the Biblical account of

the building of the Second Temple (Ezra ii-iii, Haggai, and

Ezra V. 2-vi. 15). Ezra iii. 8 ff. gives a very definite account of

an attempt to restore the temple. It must be evident to any fair

minded critic and exegete that this passage cannot be regarded

as referring to the same events as are described in Haggai. All

of our sources, including Josephus, attribute the statements of

the passage to the time of Cyrus. This is true also of its context

and of plain statements in Ezra iv. To bring it into harmony
with Haggai the date is changed and the context discarded. Not
only must this be discarded, but much of the historical back-

ground of Ezra v. i-vi. 5 must go with it. All that is claimed for

the Cyrus dating is that enough was done that the people could

see the outline of the building. The picture in the second source,

Haggai, is not that of Ezra iii. 8 ff. Three weeks only have

elapsed since work began yet there stands enough of a house to

be seen and compared and be made the basis of an appeal by

Haggai. With this before us, the critic asks us to believe “the

foundation” was not laid for more than two months afterwards

!

This, to satisfy his own interpretation of a text that is ambigu-
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ous at best! Any possible exegesis of Hag. ii. 18 can settle

nothing.

The third source, Ezr. v. 2 f¥., has given the critic his starting

point in denial of a Cyrus beginning, even though the passage

itself claims it very definitely. So far as we have found, Ezra

V. 2 is the real starting point of doubt. “Then rose up Zerubbabel

and Jeshua and began to build ( the house of

God” seems to be the universally accepted translation of the

verse. Many go so far as to claim that this verse precludes the

possibility of any previous work having been done. Is the trans-

lation “began to build” correct? Does (Pael) designate

the first actual work to be done on construction or even in

preparation to build? We have searched in vain for a compre-

hensive exegesis of this expression. The root of this word ( NllJi)

is found in many Semitic languages, with the meaning of

“loose” or “make loose.” “Very often with a following infini-

tive,—exactly to break away from a former state or attitude or

condition.” It is used quite often to translate the Heb. hbr\ but

in a very colorless sense, as in Gen. vi. i, “When men began to

multiply ;” Gen. x. 8, “Cush began to be a hero.” Both are trans-

lated by {Pael) in Onkelos and in the LXX by apx«> as here

in Ezr. v. 2. But we do not find this word meaning “begin”

when followed by an infinitive of purpose with b. That

is an infinitive of purpose is proved by “arose” and the object,

“house of God.” The two verbs are coordinate.

In Deuteronomy i. 5 of our English translation, we read

“Moses began ) to declare the law.” The Targum and

LXX translate this original by ''1^ {Pad) and apx" respec-

tively
;
but the original does not mean “begin” as is pointed out

by Driver and others. Nor can 'Ity meaning “begin” translate

the original bi^'' is used in Scripture only in the Hiphil,

and means “be willing,” “determine,” “take upon one’s self.”

When used with an infinitive, this verb is strong and indicates

the thing is actually done. Did the Aramaic translator recog-

nize the force of the expression? Evidently! He uses the Peal

of *'“1^ and it cannot mean the colorless “begin” of incipient

action. We find the translators of the LXX using apxta for this

same translation. Classic Greek from Homer down gives ample

proof that apx«> when used with an infinitive has the very

meaning of the original Hebrew word here translated, “took
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upon himself,” “took his stand.” Perhaps the predominating

use of this word in the classics has to do with commanding and

ruling. New Testament translators find that “begin” cannot

convey the true meaning of the original apxo>. Thus, “Jesus

began to do and to say” does not convey enough meaning.

Coming back to Ezra v. 2, the translators of the LXX used

apxo) to translate of this verse. We have not found

meaning “begin” in Biblical Aramaic unless here. The root

meaning is always carried. Why should we in translating take

the weakest possible meaning of the verb and assume it as a

basis for the reconstruction of a whole period of activity ? This

verse should never have been translated “rose up . . . and

began to build.” Nor do we believe the LXX intends such a

meaning. Take it in its true original meaning! “Then rose up

Zerubbabel—and Jeshua—and ‘took upon themselves’ or ‘took

command’ to build.” “Then” ( ) indicates that this action

was due to the activities of Haggai and Zechariah. The appeal

of these prophets has been strongly to these two leaders to be-

come active leaders in the building. Haggai’s last message was

directly to Zerubbabel. The people needed a leader and subse-

quent activities indicate a new enthusiasm. What better word
could be used to express a “break away” from the condition of

inactivity, even of laziness and disinterestedness, indicated in

the beginning of Haggai than the Pael of “to break away
from a previous state, attitude, or condition” ?

Thus, in conclusion, we deny that Ezra v. 2 either “precludes

the possibility of a beginning of the temple under Cyrus” or has

anything to do with any particular “beginning” under Darius.

We deny that it in any way compels us to accept as fictitious the

statement in Ezra v. 16 that work was done under Cyrus and

those in chaps, iii and iv that activities had been going on.

Geneseo, Illinois. W. E. Hogg.
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Baron Friedrich von Hugel, LL.D., D.D. New York: E. P. Dutton

and Co. Pp. 287. $5.00.

Baron von Hiigel was, as his name implies, the son of a German
father; but his mother was Scotch, he married an Englishwoman, and

lived all his life in England. In his early life he passed through a period

of intense religious crisis, later became a devout Catholic and remained

thereafter in full communion with that Church. He was profoundly

impressed with the Modernist movement in that Church, was himself

well acquainted with its literature, but declined to go so far as to come
into disfavor with the ecclesiastical authorities. When Papal authority

and Modernism began to clash, he devoted much of his energies to pre-

venting his modernist friends from going to extremes, and in seeking to

reconcile, for his and their sincere thinking, the two apparently wholly

irreconcilable viewpoints. The reviewer says “sincere,” for von Hiigel

impresses one with that personal quality. He was himself evidently a

man of profoundest piety, personally experiencing a genuine religious

life of great depth and power. The present volume is a series of Essays,

and Addresses belonging to the years 1904 to 1922, collected and pub-

lished after his death, dealing mainly with that insistent and never-ended

problem,—the reconciliation of the old doctrine and the new knowledge.

The first essay, “Official Authority and Living Religion,” well illus-

trates his general position. Asking the question “Does the average

educated man who truly lives the life of the spirit, apprehend, discover,

feel, think, will and act: suffer, love, rejoice and produce in the same
manner, with the same forms and categories, as officialism seems to

direct him to do?”, he replies, “There is no kind of similarity here, be-

tween these two series of activities, in any single respect. It is at once

a problem how they, the life of a growing, religiously-minded soul and

the fixed faith of officialism are to be reconciled.” He declares that a

living religion manifests seven characteristics:— i. All its acts of

growth are new and original ;
officialism represents that which is past.

2. In such acts the soul is lonely and isolated; officialism is that which

is common. 3. The soul in these acts is overflowingly itself, true activity

;

officialism is passivity, rather than self-activity. 4. In such acts, the soul

risks much
;
officialism represents external safety. 5. In these acts, the

soul finds its security in its interior truthfulness; officialism places it in

external formulas. 6. The soul finds God only by suffering and self-

dedication; officialism finds Him in phenomenality. 7. The soul will

experience pessimism along with optimism as it realizes how imperfect

is its grasp of truth, as compared with God; but officialism must, to
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speak with authority, regard its word as complete,—it is purely optimis-

tic as regards itself and its declarations. These two are, consequently, at

a deadlock, which seems to be complete. Von Hiigel’s study of the situa-

tion is not really a practical solution. It is doubtful if one can ever be

found. No rule can be formulated which will deal with all these cases.

His analysis is fine and profound, but in the end, he simply declares

that no individual soul can afford to throw away that which is pre-

served from the past, that it cannot possibly dispense with it, but must

always turn to it for guidance and wisdom. Yet, official authority must

also be patient, must carefully adjust all new truth to the old formulas

and recognize that it is but the servant of that ever-growing experience

which represents those sacred realities from which authority derives all

her own rights.

“The Place and Function of the Historical Element in Religion” is a

study of the problem created, ever liable to arise, when faith rests her-

self on a positive historical occurrence, which later historical criticism

may declare unhistorical. It is, in short, the problem of the attitude of

an orthodox believer in historical Christianity, (be he Catholic or

Protestant) as against the destructive criticism of recent days. Von
Hiigel’s study is in large part along metaphysical lines, dealing with the

question w'hether that which is essentially timeless in its nature, that is,

God and His essential religion, must and will have an historical, tem-

poral manifestation. Von Hiigel argues that this temporal manifestation

must take place, in other words, that religion must contain an element

of the historical. The argument is learned, keen and helpful. Naturally,

the author cannot undertake to enumerate these historical events,—here,

he merely argues that they must occur. “The Place and Function within

Religion, of the Body, History and Institutions” is of much the same

general trend. How can that which is essentially timeless, God, the Soul,

and Religion, have as any necessary part of its existence, that which is

purely material, formal and temporal? Again his argument is keenly

metaphysical, concluding that all the essentially non-temporal must have

its temporal manifestation which is therefore of supremest importance

and must be carefully guarded and preserved in Religion. Here, he

argues for the Roman Sacraments, especially.

In the essay “On Central Needs of Religion and the Difficulties of

Liberal Movements in Face of the Needs : as experienced within the

Catholic Church in the last forty years,” von Hiigel argues strongly for

the absolute necessity of a definite organization, for the self-sacrifice of

celibacy, for the value of Sacraments, and definite belief in the “hap-

penedness” of certain events. As against the assaults of criticism, he

declares that Faith will know that certain things must have happened no

matter w'hat criticism may assert.

“The Idea of God” is a criticism of some positions in Professor Prin-

gle-Pattison’s The Idea of God which seem to von Hiigel to have a

pantheistic tendency. His discussion of the difference between Theism

and Pantheism is helpful and able. “Morals and Religion” argues with

the author’s usual metaphysical methods for the existence of timeless
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standards of “isness” in Religion, as against the “oughtness” of Morals.

“Suffering and God” discusses the old Patripassian problem, with great

learning, acuteness and breadth. He argues for the presence of

“Passio” in Christ and of “Compassio” in the Father,—an old solution,

but handled with rare ability. “The Life of Prayer” is a most beautiful

and acute analysis of the truths concerning God and the attitude of the

Soul which are essential to any real and powerful prayer life. It would

be of greatest value for any student of religion. The reviewer had rarely

seen its study of Prayer, equaled,—never surpassed.

“The Catholic Contribution to Religion” is very briefly stated, being

concerned more with explaining why, in view of her great contributions

“many men of good faith are bitterly hostile to the Catholic Church and

why many inside are more or less sullen, nominal adherents,” than in

enumerating these contributions. His reply, stated very briefly, is
:

( i

)

that there has been too much seeking for temporal power on the part of

the Church; (2) that in the face of the new sciences, “the average

official theology lags, angry or suspicious, behind these rich increases of

knowledge which men at large can not forego”; and (3) “Hobbes pic-

tures the Papacy as ‘no other than the Ghost of the deceased Roman
Empire, sitting crowned on the grave thereof.’ Assuredly, the substance

of the Papacy is no such thing. But a certain survival of that Pagan
Empire cannot be denied in the temper of the average church official.”

This, he declares, “demands prompt, visible conformity, with too little

patience.” All are surprisingly bold assertions on the part of a good
Catholic. But, he insists that the true spirit of the Catholic faith is still

genuinely existent, maintaining authority along with patience and rich

inclusiveness. “The Difficulties and Dangers of Nationality” is a study

of national hatreds and the work of the Church in alleviating them,

—

a study well worth while for any student of politics and history.

Von Hiigel had an acute and profoundly analytical mind. He was
deeply acquainted with the inner life of the spirit, and while himself

having but little of the mystic, was tolerant of mysticism. He was im-

mensely learned and very thoughtful, fair, in general, to an opposing

side,—and well worth reading by any student of the Philosophy of Re-

ligion. His style shows something of the cumbrous verbosity of the

German. Yet in the main, it enriches and completes his thought.

Fulton, Mo. D. S. Gage.

APOLOGETIC THEOLOGY
The Origin and Evolution of Religion. By Albert Churchward. New

York. E. P. Dutton & Co. 1924. Pp. XV, 422. Price $15.00.

Dr. Churchward believes that religion can be studied and followed in

its evolution from the lowest pygmy, in whose mind the first religious

ideas dawned millions of years ago, to the present Christian, whose re-

ligion represents the highest point as yet attained. Inasmuch as history

does not extend beyond a few thousand years before Christ, most
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writers on the origin and evolution of religion would be somewhat hesi-

tant in endorsing our author’s belief. But Dr. Churchward has the

courage of his convictions. Where history is impossible because of the

lack of the special evidences on which it relies, he employs other instru-

ments of research—philological, anthropological, sociological—and when

these are unavailing, he leaves the solid ground of scientific method and

sails boldly into the unknown on the wings of his vivid and never failing

imagination.

After their origin in the little pygmy mind of millions of years ago

religious ideas developed through the Totemic and Hero-Cult Nilotic

Negroes, the Stellar, Lunar, and Solar Cults to the Final Eschatology,

where they received their first check to a progressive form of evolution.

Each of these cults developed during thousands and hundreds of thou-

sands of years pari passu with the development of the brain and body of

those who held it. Every living religion on earth, according to Dr.

Churchward, originated from ancient Egypt, and everything distinctive

of the Christian religion in belief, worship, or custom, is traced by him

to some doctrine or usage of the Nilotic pygmies or their successors.

Disregarding entirely the influence of similar structure physical and

mental, the effect of similar environment and the same great heavenly

bodies, our author whenever he finds real or fancied similarities in re-

ligion, at once concludes that some actual social contact must have taken

place between the people of Egypt and the people in question. Let us

select one instance from many that might be cited. The Egyptian word
Kheper is identified with the Australian word Chepara, and the Egyptian

word Ka is identified with the Arunta word Kanana by supposing that if

the former be lengthened in pronounciation, Ka-a-a, it will become the

latter.

Dr. Churchward has read widely, and has an astonishing amount of

information at his command. The book is beautifully printed and em-
bellished with a multitude of excellent engravings which really illustrate

the text. But its scientific and religious value is in inverse ratio to the

high degree in which it exemplifies the art of the printer and binder. The
material is presented in many short paragraphs, most of which are

loosely composed when their sentence structure is examined, and in many
cases in no obvious relation to the paragraphs that precede and follow.

The style is that of too many of the writers on religion and anthropol-

ogy—a mass of exemplary details jumbled together like the exhibits in

a badly arranged museum. Many of the alleged facts are doubtful to say

the least, and many of the assertions made are unsupported either by the

writer himself or by others. The point of view is wholly evolutional and
naturalistic. From the Christian view point the book is not to be com-
mended because it reduces the documents of Christianity to cunningly

devised fables, and teaches that every doctrine, miracle, usage, and belief

of our religion originated in the unholy and obscene life of savagery, and
developed from it by a process of natural evolution that has no place for

what the Christian calls God.

Lincoln University, Pa. George Johnson.
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The Pathway to Reality. Being the Gifford Lectures delivered in the

University of St. Andrews, 1902-1904. By Viscount Haldane. New
York: E. P. Dutton and Company. [1926]

This is a new edition and exact reprint of Viscount Haldane’s Gifford

lectures first published in 1903 and 1904. The two volumes now appear in

one. The spirit of Aristotle, Goethe, and, especially, Hegel, speaks to us

from these pages. The photographs of these master minds very fittingly

adorn the work. Hegel appears in two poses among the illustrations and

he may be said to appear in every possible pose in the argument of the

work. In fact, the whole argument is a restatement of the Hegelian

position with all its majesty and sweep; and with its usual and somewhat

tiring, not to say effete, terminology; with its well-known ‘sublimation’

of Christian theology into the Hegelian dialectic; and with its disguised

but unmistakable pantheism.

The work falls into four parts. Six lectures are devoted to “The
Meaning of Reality,’’ and then four to “The Criticism of Categories.’’

This constitutes the first half of the work. In the second half the dis-

cussion is focussed around “Absolute Mind” (Book HI) and “Finite

Mind” (Book IV). Both author and publisher characterize the work as

an introduction to the study of Idealism. This it is and it serves the

purposes of an introduction in an admirable way. The work possesses

the qualities of lucidity and freshness in a degree not often attained in

writings of the Absolute Idealistic fraternity.

In his preface to the new edition the distinguished author writes a

few nice sentences about Lotze, but it is quite apparent that the

real contribution of Lotze to the development of German Idealism,

especially in its bearing on religious thought, has not been accepted or

assimilated by him. Lotze’s essential theism and Haldane’s essential

pantheism do not mix, even though both be idealistic philosophers.

Christian theology surely has more affinity with the former than with the

latter. The core of Haldane’s argument is stated in these two sentences,

the one from the preface, the other from the closing chapter of the book:

“If I were to try to put in a sentence the result of this book it would be to

describe it as the justification for reason of the passionate faith in an

immanent God impressed on the world in the ‘Last Lines’ of Emily

Bronte” (p. viii) ; “We have found, as the result of our journey of

discovery, that the pathway to reality leads us to look at the nature of

what is ultimate as mind completely comprehending itself, and that

finite mind is this same mind in imperfect forms of self-comprehension,

self-determinations on the part of the Absolute Mind that are but phases

of the activity in which it creates and gathers up the full riches of its

concrete self-comprehension” (pp. 577f.).

This God, who is Absolute Mind and is identified with Reality, surely

is not the God of the Christian Scriptures nor of Christian Theology.

Professor Taylor is right : “Most of us mean by ‘God’ something we can

worship with whole-hearted self-devotion” (Hibbert Journal, Vol. I, p.

825). Divine transcendence has more ultimate significance for God, for
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religion, worship, and theology, than this type of Absolute Idealism is

willing to concede.

Grand Rapids, Mich. Clarence Bouma.

The Nature of Religion. Gifford Lectures delivered in the University

of Glasgow in the years 1924 and 1925. By W. P. Paterson, D.D.,

Professor of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh. New York;

George H. Doran Co. Pp. 508. $4-50'

These five hundred pages of Gifford lectures constitute a comprehen-

sive and solid discussion of the problems raised by the present day

study of religion, especially in its psychological bearings. Ten of the

thirteen chapters are devoted to the specifically psychological aspect of

religion. The author has diverged only “on occasion from the empirical

standpoint” (p. 457). One may be somewhat disappointed that a scholar

of Professor Paterson’s antecedents did not devote relatively more

space to the ontology of religion than he has, yet one is deeply grateful

for this splendid treatment of religion in its psychological phases from

the hand of a systematic theologian of Professor Paterson’s standing.

A wealth of material has here been handled in such a fashion that no

impression of chaos is left in the mind of the reader, as is so often the case

in the discussions of modern psychologists of religion. Professor Pater-

son is a sane and trusted guide in the labyrinthine field of present day

religious phenomenology. As a true systematician he ever goes to the

root of the matter. He never gets lost in purely empirical description.

The element of interpretation and evaluation is happily blended with all

his empirical discussions, yet never in such wise as to jeopardize the

objectivity of his attitude toward the facts of the religious life. Through-

out his discussions Christianity is maintained as the final religion, yet

one at no time receives the impression that this prepossession does the

least violence to the truly scientific character of the methods employed

and the results attained.

Two sentences from the introductory chapter may be cited as a true

characterization of the entire work. “To possess a satisfying view of

existence as a whole, and of its first and final Cause, to make a spiritual

valuation of human life, to be haunted by a vision of the divinely beau-

tiful, to revere a moral ideal which towers above custom and convention

and to aim at living up to it, to believe in the realization of the summum
bonum—these things, which seem to be a high cultural achievement when
stated in scholastic language, have been attained by multitudes of com-

monplace people in every land upon whom an ethical religion, and

notably the Christian religion, has laid its spell.” “The present course

of lectures will be largely concerned with sustaining and developing the

thesis, that religion had made a many-sided appeal to man, and has laid

hold of human nature in the multiplicity and manifoldness of its interests

and principles of action.” Throughout the author maintains in a happy

blending the multiplicity of the empirical and the unity of the meta-

physical or theological standpoint and approach.

Chapter II deals with the types of the religious subject. Dwelling by

way of introduction on the difference between the older theological and
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the present-day psychological standpoint, the author indulges in no

undue eulogies of the latter. Deeply appreciative and thoroughly con-

versant though he is with the principles, methods, and results of the

modern psychological study of religion, the author has not lost his

theological equilibrium. He is not of the opinion that all psychological

insight slumbered until the rise of modern religious empiricism. “St.

Paul gives a somewhat elaborate scheme of religious Psychology.”

“Jonathan Edwards was no mean psychological observer” (p. 34). The

author’s relative appreciation of the theological and the purely empirical

attitude is effectively illustrated in this striking sentence : “The theo-

logical attitude was like that of a farmer who should give a rough

classification of the creatures on his holding as valuable, worthless and

noxius, and perhaps proceed to declare that his cattle were his real

wealth, and to complain of vermin and pests ;
while the empirical

standpoint would be represented by the biologist who found the sheep

as interesting as the cattle, the vermin perhaps more interesting than

either, and the garden all the richer because the bushes and the fruit-

trees were infested by many species of injurious insects” (p. 35).

In discussing the religious subject, the distinction between the indi-

vidual and the social subject is made and three types of each are offered.

The three types of the individual subject are “the human being as such,

to whom religion has been something, the convert, to whom it has been

much, and the saint to whom it has been everything” (pp. 37 f.). The
crowd, the nation, and the church are the three collective subjects of

which the author treats. The religious experience of the convert, es-

pecially of the prophet and the saint, is held to be superior to that of

any other type of subject. In discussing the convert and the divine

agency operative in the initiation of the new life, the author writes a few

fine sentences on Pelagianism and Augustinianism. “The theory of sal-

vation by self-effort was represented by Buddhism, and by those philo-

sophical schools in which Pantheism passed over into Atheism. In the

Christian Church the same three theories have been in frequent conflict

under the names of Augustinianism, Semi-Pelagianism, and Pelagianism.

There has also been an observable uniformity in the matter of their suc-

cession and ascendency, the doctrine of the exclusive efficacy of grace

being congenial to the ages that were supported by elemental religious

fervour, the doctrine of co-operation being favoured in the secondary

periods, while the theory that man saves himself has prevailed in de-

cadent periods in which there has been least evidence that he was ac-

complishing the task. This cycle of thought has been traversed four times

—first from Paul by way of the Greek fathers to Pelagius
;
a second

time from Augustine by way of the Scholastics to the Humanists of the

Renaissance; a third time from the Reformers by way of Arminianism

and Socianism [should be: Socinianism] to the Deists of the eighteenth

century
;
and lastly from the Evangelical Revival, with its re-assertion of

the Augustinian doctrines of grace, by way of the Synergism of modern

Theology, to the confident Pelagianism of the many voices which have

been raised in Philosophy and Psychology against the religious hypothesis
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of the ‘psychological miracle.’ It may also be observed that the Christian

society has not only felt a renewed assurance of the reality of the sub-

jective miracle whenever its spiritual life has been revived, but that

whenever its judgment has been expressly challenged it has repudiated

the Pelagian explanation, and has demanded that the Semi-Pelagian type

of thought should be kept within narrow limits” (pp. 50 f.).

Religion and the Instincts—this is the subject of Chapter III. There

are four instincts determining four fundamental types of religious ex-

perience, viz., the instinct of self-affirmation (including self-perservation,

self-expansion, and self-elevation)
;
the instinct of self-subjection, ex-

pressing itself in self-abnegation, humility, devotion, resignation, obedi-

ence
;
the instinct of tender emotion, expressing itself in affection, kind-

ness, devotion, love; the instinct of curiosity, expressing itself in wonder,

desire for knowledge, enlightenment, revelation. With such ordinary in-

stincts religion is intimately bound up. But does not man possess a

specifically religious instinct? The author so seems to hold. This religious

instinct has affinity with physical hunger and thirst
;
also with the longing

for “home.” Apparently man has an “experience of the attraction and of

the pervading influence of a Divine Spirit” (p. 104). The religious in-

stinct is “an elemental fact of the spiritual constitution of man” (p. 109).

As to the metaphysical implications of this religious instinct the author

says pointedly : “For the existence of an instinct is naturally thought to

be the indication and the pledge of the existence of an objective reality

in which its craving will find satisfaction. It would in fact be a manifesta-

tion of a sardonic irony of which it would be unjust and ungrateful to

suspect the world-order if it should prove to be the case that while

hunger can depend on its sop, and thirst on its draught, there is nothing

answering to the craving of the soul that has hungered and thirsted for

the living God” (p. 109).

An interesting discussion of the Subconscious is offered in Chapter IV.

The author pays his respects to Freud and Coue. Freudianism contains

some elements long recognized by Christian Theology, though expressed

in other ways and utilized in a widely different context. “The same
class of facts were recognized in the doctrine of total depravity, but

with the difference that Theology, remembering that man still bears the

image of God, has seldom painted the picture in quite so dark colours.”

“Theology has given a description of man’s sinful condition which bears

a general resemblance to the account of the unconscious as a storehouse

of suppressed memories which are at the same time the unsuspected

source of afflicting and desolating influences. For it has taught that the

misery of man is due in the last resort to his sins, at the same time that

he is commonly unaware of the fact
; and also that the beginning and the

condition of the new life which has the promise of repose of soul is

that a man shall remember his transgressions, recognise them in their

character of sins against God, and make confession of them to (iod

—

and on fit occasion also, as St. James counselled, confess them to others

(v. 16)” (pp. 127 f.).

There is more than the usual grain of Scottish sanity in the author’s
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comment on “the system of M. Cone” when he remarks : “But when the

psychological doctrine is hailed as a gospel, it may well be asked if those

who put this value on it are aware how much more has been offered

them in the Christian religion which they probably profess. If a person

every night and every morning offers up prayer in which mention is

made with thankfulness of the goodness and mercy that have followed

him all the days of his life, and in which further blessings of time and

eternity are claimed by faith and hope, he may be assured of having the

full benefit of the newer psychological wisdom along with such addition

of blessings spiritual and temporal, as the Father in Heaven is able and

willing to bestow” (p. 130).

As for the origination of the phenomena of the subconscious realm,

this has been explained as either immanent or transcendent, the latter

differing from the former “in that it explains extraordinary events of

the inner life by the intervention of other spiritual beings akin to man”

(P- 137)- The author holds the transcendent theory to be plausible. “And
if there exists an Infinite Being who is also the living God, it seems ab-

surd to deny [read: hold] that He is prevented from holding gracious

communion with finite spirits because this would disarrange the scientific

scheme of thought. Such intervention is certainly possible : the only

question is whether there is evidence which proves it, or at least makes
it credible” (pp. 141 f.).

The question whether the human soul is also accessible to the influence

of a devil is disposed of by a brief statement of the psychological fact

that belief in the devil has fairly well fallen into desuetude in modern
Christian thought. Psychic research receives cold comfort at the hands

of Dr. Paterson. His one page discussion of the subject informs us that

he has little knowledge of and even less respect for any “reliance on sub-

terranean traffic with the dead” (p. 147).

Chapter V, entitled The Religious Mind, is devoted to religious epis-

temology, though the psychological point of view is maintained through-

out. The author entertains no hopes as to the competency of epistemology

to solve the deeper problems of religion. He deems it “a fortunate cir-

cumstance that in earlier times it was the practice of philosophers, as

well as of prophets and apostles, to ignore the question of what the mind
is fitted to achieve, and rather to make trial of what could be accom-

plished by attempting to use it.” “The world,” he continues, “is cer-

tainly much richer, and doubtless also wiser, because the ancients culti-

vated Ontology rather than the Theory of Knowledge, and proceeded on

the footing that if they proclaimed doctrines which could in some way
be recognized and commended as truths, it was unnecessary to make

trouble about the competency of the instrument” (pp. 151 f.). In this

connection the Kantian critique comes in for some adverse criticism.

That absolute Voraussetzungslosigkeit is neither possible nor desirable

in matters of religion and theology the author firmly holds. “That re-

ligious reasoning is essentially apologetic is the necessary implication of

the fact that it is conducted by persons who have faith. ... A faith

which was unlimitedly inquiring, and for which everything was an open
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question, would be as much of a contradiction as a circle which had the

properties of a square” (p. 158).

In a discussion of the extraordinary intellectual experiences of the re-

ligious mind, the subject of visions and inspirations is taken up. Speak-

ing in this connection of the Corinthian phenomenon of glossolalia and

the Pentecostal speaking with tongues, the author opines ; “But it is not

so certain as is commonly assumed that the account in Acts of the

speaking with tongues at Pentecost, in which it is made to appear that

men spoke in foreign languages, is shown to be mistaken by St. Paul’s

report of the phenomenon in the Corinthian Church. There are examples

from other fields of persons who made use in highly emotional moments

of languages which they were unaware that they knew, and also of an

apparent language which it was found impossible to identify” (p. 179) •

The chief end of religion (Chapter VI) is salvation. Viewing the

world’s religions from the angle of their theory of salvation, there are

three main types. First, the mundane theory of salvation, which “esti-

mates life and religion in terms of temporal well-being.” This is the

position of animistic and polytheistic religions. Secondly, the fugitive

ideal of salvation, chiefly developed in Indian Pantheism, which viewed

salvation as consisting in “the detachment of the soul from the things of

sense and time.” And thirdly, the doctrine of a plenary salvation. “For

this type of doctrine the chief sources are the Old Testament and New
Testament Scriptures.” Here deliverance from sin is conceived as the

chief part of salvation. Every type of New Testament doctrine “puts

in the forefront the announcement of a mighty deliverance.” This Chris-

tian view of salvation, however, does not only concern the individual but

also society.

The following three chapters deal with the essential nature of religion,

one each being devoted to the ethical, the emotional, and the intellectual

aspects of religion. The first, entitled Religion as Duty to God, contains

this splendid eulogy to Calvinism : “It is an honourable distinction of the

Reformed Church strictly so called, that it has given impressive utter-

ance to the conviction that duty to God is an essential part, if not even

the most distinctive part, of religion. For Calvin as for Luther there was

a gospel whose core was the doctrine of the Justification by Faith, but

Calvin laid still more emphasis on the doctrine of the Sovereignty of

God. It may be said to be the keynote of his system that all created

things, visible and invisible, the whole furniture of earth and the choir

of Heaven, angels fallen and unfallen, unregenerate and regenerate

sinners of mankind, have existed and exist to the end that, wittingly or

unwittingly, voluntarily or involuntarily, by their obedience or by their

rebellion, their salvation or their doom, they may contribute to the exhibi-

tion of the divine perfections and to the fulfilment of the divine purposes.

This theocentric idea is put in the forefront of the Shorter Catechism

:

man’s chief end is to glorify God and to enjoy Him for ever. And in

summing up the end as the glory of God it certainly was not meant, as

Heine has mockingly said, that God had created man and other intelli-

gent beings so that there might be a circle of readers to study the works
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of the divine author and to applaud them. The essence of the conception

was that finite beings were created that they might reproduce the excel-

lencies of the all-perfect Being according to their several capacities, and

also further His beneficient and holy plans according to the measure of

their powers. In the Calvinistic Confessions, which seem to have been

little consulted by critics of theological ethics, it is emphatically denied

that the hope of Heaven and the fear of Hell are the proper motives of

good works. The chief stress was laid on the claims of God and the

motive of gratitude” (pp. 244 f.).

In Chapter VIII, the emotional or ecstatic view of religion is dealt

with. The chapter contains some fine passages on religion as love of God.

The next chapter, entitled Religion as Light, discusses religion in its cog-

nitive aspect. This chapter is a mild tirade against a one-sided intellec-

tualism. The author here boldly condemns the excrescences of the scho-

lastic movement, whether in its Roman Catholic or in its Protestant

form, but he does not for a moment surrender to the anti-intellectual

bias of the Ritschlian. Professor Paterson is upholding the best tradi-

tions of Scottish thinking in his plea for a genuine theology. “It is a very

serious fact that the knowledge of which the Christian Church is the

custodian is so little esteemed as knowledge in the world of modern
culture. It is still more serious that the Protestant Church has been in-

creasingly identified with the view that knowledge is an excrescence of

religion, and that if there be religious knowledge it is only knowledge of

a sort. The waning self-confidence of modern Theology is indeed intel-

ligible and to some extent justifiable. It is the penalty which it pays for

having been as confidently dogmatic about unimportant things which it

did not know as about other things which were of vital importance, and

of which it could be absolutely sure. But it is a lesson of history that the

life and the power of the Church are dependent on its possession of

knowledge about the greatest things, and on its being persuaded that it

is real knowledge. A religion cannot be expected to influence the world,

or even to hold up its head in it, if it can only touch the feelings and ad-

vise people to be good, and does not also teach a set of doctrines which

make up a veritable religious Philosophy that lights up the universe, and

gives definite answers to the persistent questions as to the nature of

God, the relation of the world to God, and the chief end of man and the

way of salvation” (pp. 334 f.).

Chapter X. is devoted to a discussion of the various conceptions of

God as held by the historic religions and philosophies. In this connection

the author distinguishes “four main types of theological thought—the

realistic, which conceives the thing as such to be divine, or identifies the

sensible object with the Divine Being [Fetishism; Nature-worship; Ma-
terialism; Plant-worship; Animal-worship; Organic Pantheism]; the

dynamistic, which construes the divine as an impersonal energy [Mana;

Naturistic Polytheism; Dynamistic Pantheism; Spiritual Pantheism];

the pneumatistic, which ascribes to it the personal mode of existence

[Polydaemonism ; Animism; Humanistic Polytheism; Dualism; Mono-
theism]

;
and the agnostic, which denies the likeness of the divine to any
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other known kind of being [Agnosticism].” After a discussion of these

various types, the author proceeds to an evaluation of these views of

God. The conclusion of this part of the argument, in which the prag-

matic test is chiefly applied, is that the theistic conception of God, es-

pecially in its Christian expression, is held to satisfy the religious needs

of man best.

Chapter XI. treats of the various conceptions of salvation. Magician,

priest, prophet, and sage have all played a part in various religions

as agents for the impartation of salvation. As to the methods of

procuring salvation, there are at least four, viz., (i) the way of Coercion

(Magic)
; (2) the way of Ingratiation (Sacrifice and Gifts) ; (3) the

way of Obedience (Morality, especially as opposed to Ceremonialism)

;

(4) the way of Faith (Trust: Acceptance of a Gift). In this connection

the author writes some fine pages in support of the doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith, though it is quite apparent that the emphasis is upon faith

rather than justification. “The doctrine of justification by faith as

formulated by St. Paul was the core of the evangelical tradition which

passed into the keeping of Ambrose and Augustine, and which was re-

published with power at the Reformation. The distinctive positions of

the Reformers were that the cardinal religious boon is justification in

the sense of acceptance with God and the remission of sins, that the con-

dition of acceptance is a faith which, while involving assent to revealed

truth, is essentially an act of self-renouncing trust in the mercy of God
in Christ, and that it is through this faith alone that the sinner is

justified.” After quoting a statement from Bosanquet and from Bradley,

both of which seem to be favorable to the doctrine under discussion, the

author concludes : “There are, in truth, strong reasons for holding that

the doctrine of justification by faith is the ideal solution of the religious

problem of the reconciliation of sinful man with God” (p. 412). The
bearing of this position on the moral life is convincingly discussed, but

the fact that justification does not mean to Professor Paterson what it

meant to the Reformers is brought home forcibly to the reader in his

brief discussion of sacrifice. Here the author presents his view of the

atonement. “Modern Theology has tended to magnify the quickening

power of the great sacrifice, rather than its expiatory virtue, and it has

had good reason for the change of emphasis. It was no doubt made
easier for the repentant sinner to trust God for the forgiveness of sins

when he believed that Christ had suffered a merited punishment in his

room
;
but the assumption on which the doctrine of penal substitution

was based, viz., that the nature of God makes it impossible for Him to

forgive sins without a satisfaction of vindicative justice, is an unproved

and unprovable hypothesis. On the other hand, it is incontestably true

that sinful man needs to be renewed in heart and mind; and it is an in-

dubitable fact of history that the Christ who was lifted up on the Cross

has drawn all men to Him, and that a virtue has gone forth from His
sacrifice for the quickening of dead souls, and for the healing of the

nations” (p. 421).

The two closing chapters are devoted to the distinctly apologetic phase
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of the author’s subject. Here the problems of the origin and the ultimate

validity of religion are looked into. As to the origin of religion, there

are two main positions, the theological and the evolutionary. The old and

the new theories have, however, “been found capable of adjustment at

some points.” The author holds that “the theological interpretation can be

harmonised to a certain extent with the scientific interpretation” (p. 453).

Adopting the position of theistic evolution, he gives the following ac-

count of the origin of man and of his religious instincts. “The human
race, I must think, was a gradual creation. It has passed through stages

similar to those of the individual who in the womb gradually developed

human features, and thereafter was born into the world as an infant

weighted with a mass of animal propensities, and who went on to attain

the status of a rational and moral being with the promise and potency of

perfection. And as in the development of the individual there is a point

at which a member of our race, though his body evolved after the manner

of the animals, came into possession of the higher qualities that stamp

him as a human being, so was there a point at which the human species,

whatever the extent of its debt to animal progenitors, found itself on

the human plane, equipped with reason and conscience, and bearing the

image of the Highest. . . . The problem, then, is how a species which

had become human through the possession of the spiritual mode of being

came to form religious ideas, and to practise religious observances. The
determining factor, it seems to me, must have been the tendency, trace-

able throughout the history of the race, which is manifested in a yearning

for God and an impulsion toward God.” This explanation is rather dis-

appointing. The precise problem on the evolutionary basis is to account

for the emergence of the religious instinct in a being which in the earlier

stages of its existence was absolutely devoid of all such instinct. To
advance the solution that “the determining factor . . . must have been

the tendency, traceable throughout the history of the race, which is mani-

fested in a yearning for God and an impulsion towards God” is clearly to

argue in a circle. The fact advanced in explanation is precisely the fact

that requires to be explained.

But Professor Paterson is not to be understood as eliminating the su-

pernatural. If in his discussion of the origin of religion it is apparent that

he courts the current scientific standpoint as far as he possibly can, in

the ensuing discussion of the development of religion he shifts the em-
phasis and the burden of his plea is distinctly supernaturalistic in its

tone and tenor. The scientific school, which has resolutely denied the

operation of supernatural factors in the historical process is sharply

criticized. “The Science of Religion breaks in a most vital particular

with the movement which it undertakes to explain. For the scientific as-

sumption is that at no stage of history has the power that is operative

in the universe done anything for man except to guarantee him the use

of his natural endowment of spiritual capacity, and of rational and

moral powers, while it is the most deep-seated of religious convictions

that man as we know him, in his natural condition, is dependent on the

help of God for the attainment of his true well-being, and that this
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includes the possession of enlightenment and of moral power. In re-

ligion man has sought victory over the world through union with the

God who is mightier than the world, while at the scientific standpoint

the world may be thought to be given the lordship over God. When this

doctrine arose within the Church under the name of Pelagianism it was

cast out as a pestilent heresy which would rob a distressful world of the

sorely-needed gospel of divine initiative and saving grace
;
and it cannot

be expected that it should be acceptable in the still more drastic form in

which it is now pressed upon it from without, even though this be done

in the august name of Science” (pp. 447 f.).

Professor Paterson holds it ‘‘quite unwarranted to assume that no

factors have entered into the relations of man with God other than those

found in his relations with the world and his finite fellow-creatures.

. . . Rather might it be taken for granted by all who believe religion to

be a reality that God is the all-important member of the sacred associa-

tion.” Attempts to explain the spiritual history of mankind solely in terms

of human aspiration and endeavor ‘‘must be on the whole a travesty and

not an explanation” (pp. 448 f.). ‘‘It is no casual impression, but has been

the deep-seated conviction of the Christian Church in all ages, that the

mind and the arm of God were revealed in sacred history.” The chapter

is concluded with the statement that ‘‘it may be believed that Paul was not

mistaken when he traced the doings of a purposing and acting God in

the history of a race of beings bearing the divine image, and when he

taught—in this following his Master—that even the individual is the

object of the providential dispensations as well as of the grace of a

Heavenly Father” (p. 456).

It must not be concluded that the author is not aware of his dissent

from Paul on the subject under discussion. If he knows how to defend

that much-maligned and much-misunderstood apostle, he also knows how
to differ sharply with him. ‘‘.

. . it seems clear that Theology ought not

to have been fettered by the Pauline account of the plight of our sin-

bound and sin-stained race that was reached in the darkest hour, but

should have remem'bered the more sympathetic estimate which he gave on
Mars Hill, of the aspiration and striving of the religious spirit, and
above all should have made an application of the Johannine conception

of the Logos which lighteth every man that cometh into the world”

(p. 441). The whole conception of a fall, in which the original deposit of

truth was held to be corrupted and lost, is apparently distasteful to

Professor Paterson. He speaks of it as a “pessimistic prologue” [i.e. to

the Pauline philosophy of revelation] which “did injustice to the spiritual

aspirations and achievements of pre-Christian heathendom” (p. 440).

How tenuous Professor Paterson’s supernaturalism is becomes ap-

parent in the last chapter. From the standpoint of the adherent of the

supernatural view of Christianity as set forth by the New Testament,

this chapter, dealing with the core of the apologetic problem for the

student of the ethnic religions, is extremely disappointing. Insisting

upon the unity of the religious history of mankind, the argument does

not get beyond the position of a plea for Christian Theism as “the ideal
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outcome of the historical process.” This argument contains two ele-

ments, insofar as in some parts of the discussion it offers a plea for the

theistic conception of the universe and in another a defense of Christian-

ity as the final religion. The author’s argument for theism is brief but

cogent. He agrees with Hegel ‘‘that man only attains to self-realization,

or becomes what he is capable of becoming, by self-surrender to God,”

but does not hesitate to call it a perversion of history ‘‘to make it appear

that Christ and the apostles, or any considerable section of the Church,

have been responsible for the tenet which I take to be the other half of

the Hegelian position—viz., that the Infinite God is also dependent on

finite beings like man, and that not merely for a temple in which to

dwell, but also for the opportunity and the means of becoming a con-

scious and ethical Spirit” (p. 470).

This is clear-cut theological reasoning based on the unassailable

foundations of New Testament truth. The reviewer cannot suppress the

wish that the author might have been more true to the New Testament

than to Hegel in his view of the uniqueness and the finality of the

Christian religion. In this entire chapter there is not a word of a divine

Christ nor of that unique revelation of God which culminated in His

life and death. Anyone who takes the position that Christianity is only

relatively different from the ethnic religions will not find a word of

dissent in this entire discussion.

No one can find fault with the apparent coordination of Christianity

with the ethnic faiths in the psychological and predominantly empirical

sections of the work, but one cannot suppress a feeling of disappoint-

ment at the mild, equivocal, and glaringly general statements made in

reference to the uniqueness of Christianity in the supposedly construc-

tive and apologetic chapter of the book. The gist of the author’s argu-

ment for the finality of the Christian religion is contained in these two

statements: “Religion, then, has advanced towards a goal, and the goal

has been a many-sided fulfilment of the spiritual aspirations of mankind.

And it is because Christianity is the meeting-place of the fourfold aspira-

tions, and has undertaken to satisfy them fully, that it rises high above

all rival modes of faith, and has taken its place in history as the absolute

religion” (p. 463). “Christianity . . . ranks as the goal of the develop-

ment and the perfect religion, not merely because of the fulness and

splendour of its vision of God, but also because it promised the plenary

salvation, and opened up the new and living way of access to God” (p.

468). This being the view of the author, it is not surprising that the

distinction drawn by him in Chapter WII between the natural, the re-

generate, and the saintly levels is described as a purely psychological one,

in no sense implying any distinction between Christianity as the religion

of supernatural regeneration and the ethnic religions with their human
aspiration and human effort. “The regenerate level of experience” is

made to apply to Buddhism and Brahmanism as well as to Christianity.

All in all, the work appears to be stronger and more valuable in its

psychological interpretation than in its apologetic validation.

Grand Rapids, Mich. Clarence Bouma.
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West-Ostliche Mystik. Vergleich und Unterscheidung zur Wesensdeu-

tung. By Rudolf Otto, D.Or., Prof. a.d. Universitat Marburg. Pp.

xiv, 398. 1926. Leopold Klotz Verlag Gotha. M.9.— ,
geb.M.12.

In the autumn of 1924 Dr. Rudolf Otto, Professor of Theology in the

University of Marburg, delivered the Haskell Lectures in Oberlin Col-

lege on Western mysticism compared with Eastern. These lectures en-

larged and annotated form the volume before us.

Professor Otto’s general position has been discussed in this Review,

October, 1924, pp. 520-543, and his most famous and widely read book.

Das Heilige, was noticed in the same number, pp. 674!!., and also in the

number for July, 1926, pp. 5i3ff. A description of Fries’s doctrine of

Ahndung and the role it plays in religion, which should also be kept in

mind in understanding Otto’s view, will be found in this Review, Jan-

uary, 1915, pp. 96f. One interest of the present book is that it illustrates

Otto’s philosophy of religion applied to the elucidation of mysticism,

and, therefore, those who wish to understand this foremost representative

of the Marburg School of Religion should read the articles referred to.

Shankara, who flourished in the 8th or 9th century, a.d., and who
moulded the Vedanta philosophy into its final form and made of it a

national religion, is selected as a typical Oriental mystic, and Meister

Eckhart, who was born about 1260 and died in 1326, is taken as a fitting

example of the mysticism of the West. The discussion divides into three

parts—the similarities of the types, their differences, and the relation of

their thought to the following thinkers (naming them in the order of

treatment) : Fichte, Schleiermacher, Kant, Fries, Luther, Plotinus,

Erigena, and Bohme. The appendix contains 29 pages of explanatory

notes, and there is also a picture by the Japanese painter and priest of

the Dhyana School, Sesshu, which Professor Otto is kind enough to

explain in a note on p. 396, as an attempt to represent pictorially the

motif of mysticism.

Mysticism may be described as a striving more or less active to be es-

sentially united with God the Supreme Being, and Otto holds that since

it is the product of certain primitive psychic energies it is in all parts of

the world and through all the centuries fundamentally one. But unity of

genus is not incompatible with variety of species. This makes possible the

similarity and the difference of Shankara and Eckhart. The similarities

are so exact that many passages in Eckhart seem to be literal Latin

translations of the Sanskrit of Shankara .Both are monists in holding

that the basal reality is One Being, infinite, eternal, and unchangeable, of

which the manifold things that environ us are but appearances without

permanence. Our souls are akin not to the manifold, but to the one,

whom to know is to experience salvation. This knowledge is not con-

ceptual (i.e. rational as Otto uses the term), but something deeper and
more fundamental, viz. the apprehension of the One Being as “Numin-
ous,” a term used by Otto to denote that aspect of things which forms
the basic element in religious experience of them. The ability to “feel”

the “Numinous” (using the term feeling not as emotion, but as intuitus

mysticus) was possessed both by Shankara and Eckhart, and is neces-
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sary to all religion. Shankara and Eckhart are also alike in refusing to

emphasize any particular method of producing this feeling, and in this

they differentiate themselves decisively from mystics who may be de-

noted as emotional, symbolic, lyric, cult, or silent. Nevertheless both are

aware of a two-fold way of union with God—the way of withdrawal

into the depths of the soul there to find God, and the way of the vision of

unity in the manifold of experience. Both oppose Sensational Mysticism,

that form which depends on the emotional color of experience, and both

are against Nature Mysticism, that which identifies God and the mani-

fold. They might be called Soul Mystics in that they find God in the

depths of the soul which as they hold is identical with God. This soul is

for Shankara the “inner self” and for Eckhart the homo nobilis. Both

teach that the creature in itself lacks being and is worthless, and there-

fore that its salvation must consist in achieving being in some way or

other. Both are theists (if pantheism is to be called a species of theism),

as is evidenced by their use of certain of the classic theistic proofs.

Their differences are just as numerous and striking as their agree-

ments. The God of Shankara is static, that of Eckhart is dynamic, i.e. a

living process of self-unfolding ideas. Therefore Eckhart’s effort after

salvation is a “soaring” flight to rest in God as ever-living personality,

similar to the upward stretching impulse that created the Gothic cathe-

drals and the music of Bach that so appropriately fills them with har-

monies. For Shankara salvation reduces to self-love in everlasting

motionlessness
;
for Eckhart it consists in achieving the righteousness of

God which is other-love. Thus Eckhart can speak of justification by

grace alone, but Shankara knows neither, nor has he any system of

ethics. Eckhart on the contrary teaches that all we have received in con-

templation, we must give forth in love—not the Greek Eros conceived as

enjoyment of sensuously embodied beauty, but the Christian Agape de-

fined as trustful service of God. Eckhart is thus enabled to become what

Shankara never thought of being, a physician and a shepherd of souls.

The relationship of the thought of Shankara and Eckhart to the

later thinkers mentioned in the third part of the book is interesting, but

does not add to the fully documented discussion of the first two parts.

On the contrary it somewhat distracts from it. Otto’s treatment of

Mysticism is more pleasing than Eeuba’s in his work. The Psychology of

Religious MysHcistn, 1925, which is filled with all sorts of details of the

various diseases with which the mystics described were afflicted, and

which Leuba believes gave rise in large part to their religion. At the same

time the reflective reader may find a certain inadequacy in Otto’s view of

the apprehension of the Numinous in an “irrational” (or more exactly

“non-rational”) way as accounting for what seems to the ordinary student

the intensely rational mysticism of the two men chosen for analysis.

What is needed is a renewed study of the facts in an empirical way free

from the hampering influence of a system that necessitates the construc-

tion of truth in place of its discovery.

Lincoln University, Pa. George Johnson.
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EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY
Pentateuchal Criticism. By D. C. Simpson, D.D. Tutor of Keble College,

Oxford, Hon. Canon of Southwell, Examining Chaplain to the

Bishop of Southwell. With an Introduction by the Right Rev. H. E.

Ryle, C.V.O., D.D., Dean of Westminster. London : Oxford Uni-

versity Press. Pp. xvi, ^ii.

This is the second impression of a book published in 1914 >
^nd it has

been reprinted without change except for the addition of one footnote

and a bibliography. It is dedicated to the memory of the late Dr. Driver

and we are told that it was at his suggestion that the volume was pre-

pared and that Dr. Driver had he lived would have written the intro-

duction.

Since this work has been already before the public for a dozen years

a detailed statement of its position is not needed and would be out of

place. It will suffice to say that the author shares in general the views

held by Driver and stated in his widely used Introduction. On the other

hand the fact that the author more than a decade after its first appear-

ance has republished his volume practically without change, may be

regarded as a clear indication of his conviction that the positions which

he has taken have stood the test of criticism and are not in any serious

need of modification or retraction. Consequently it will not be amiss to

call attention to several of the outstanding features of the book, despite,

or rather just because of the fact that they are so characteristic of the

methods of the critics and have been so often pointed out with no ap-

parent result.

In his introduction to this volume. Dr. Ryle tells us that the methods

which Dr. Simpson has followed are those of “scientific literary investi-

gation” and he continues

:

That is to say, it has had to examine the bearing of the evidence fur-

nished by (i) the varying use of particular words or groups of words,
the Sacred Names being only one example of a large class, (2) the

marked variety of style, method of writing, selection and treatment of
literary material, in different parts of the Pentateuch, (3) the instances of
discrepancy, repetition, and inconsistency, inexplicable upon the theory
of a homogeneous narrative, and (4) the differing representations of
Israelite religion and worship corresponding with different periods
in the history of the people. These lines of argument, dealing with
language, style, subject-matter, and historical development, have been
shown to converge in a measure and degree that carry conviction to

the student (p. viii).

It will be noted that all these points emphasize the idea of difference as

an indication of diversity of authorship. We meet the words “varying,”

“variety,” “discrepancy, repetition, and inconsistency,” “differing” and

“different.” We have here a frank avowal of the fact that the critic is

constantly in search of differences and discrepancies. It is largely be-

cause of this that the term “destructive” is so often applied to the

“higher criticism.” But this epithet is resented by the critic. He insists

that the discovery of these conflicting sources should be of great assist-

ance to the Bible student. Thus Dr. Simpson tells us that “Pentateuchal
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criticism should commend itself to all Christians by the fact that in its

light the difficulties which so embarrassed the older exegetes to a great

extent disappear” (p. 82). Then the story of Balaam is cited as an in-

stance of this, and it is argued that the alleged inconsistencies which the

record is thought to contain are avoided when the story is analyzed

into two narratives which give each a different account of the event.

Were it not that this argument is so often advanced by the critics as a

proof of the superiority of their method of dealing with the Old Testa-

ment over the “harmonistic” methods of the older exegetes, we would be

inclined to regard such a statement as indicating a decidedly naive failure

on the part of our author to recognize the real difficulty with which the

exegete is concerned. The aim of the Biblical expositor is, of course, to

find out the exact meaning of a passage, just what happened if it is a

narrative section, just what it teaches if it is doctrinal. Let us suppose

that such a passage contains statements of fact or doctrine which do not

accord the one with the other. Is anything really gained by the discovery

that these conflicting statements belong to or constitute conflicting docu-

ments? To dignify the conflicting statements, to give them academic stand-

ing as it were, by calling them “documents” does not remove the conflict

between them. And since two conflicting statements, if we assume the con-

flict to be real and vital and not merely apparent or superficial, in which

case it is really no conflict at all, cannot both be true, it would seem to fol-

low that only one of these conflicting accounts can be regarded as reliable,

that, in other words, the narrative which has been analyzed by the critics

contains at least one statement or document, perhaps several, which can-

not be regarded as reliable. Further, if the combined text was edited by a

man, name unknown, who had so little literary and critical discrimina-

tion that he combined two conflicting and mutually exclusive accounts of

the same event in a single, presumably homogeneous narrative, what

reason have we for supposing that any one of the sources which he used

was reliable? If he was not able to test the accuracy of his sources or

if he was so careless or indifferent to the question as to their truth that

he combined two or more contradictory accounts, is not the value of the

whole seriously affected? And since it is by seeking for and exploiting

all the variations in a given manuscript that the critics determine their

sources, is it not clear that the inevitable tendency of criticism of this

nature will be to discredit all of the sources which the critic finds in any

given document?

It is significant, therefore, that in the volume which we are discussing

the patriarchs are scarcely mentioned. Some forty chapters of Genesis

(approximately one-fifth of the Pentateuch) are concerned with them.

Yet the tendency of the critics, as Dr. J. E. McFayden has recently re-

minded us, is to turn to the Book of Judges for light upon the early

history of Israel, because there “social and religious life is, so to speak,

in the raw.” The Pentateuch purports to describe the beginnings of

Israel’s history and two very important chapters in that history, the

covenant with Abraham and the covenant at Sinai. Judges purports to

deal with a much later period in Israel’s history. Yet the critics prefer
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to begin with Judges! This shows clearly that notwithstanding the

frequent and confident assertions of the critics that their source analysis

based on differences, discrepancies, etc., removes difficulties, it does not

remove them by giving us a reliable Biblical account from which false

and misleading statements have been eliminated; but tends instead to

discredit all the data and leave us in a state of utter ignorance.

But of course none but the most destructive of the critics will for a

moment admit that their conclusions are purely negative. They claim to

be constructive. How is this accomplished? The following is Dr. Simp-

son’s statement of the means by which the conclusions of the critics are

arrived. It differs from that of Bishop Ryle and has an important bearing

on this question

:

These results follow from the discriminating examination of (a) the

various literary, stylistic, and other characteristics of the several

different sources which appear in the Pentateuch; (b) the different re-

ligious standpoints reflected in the various sources; e.g. one simple and
primitive, another considerably more developed, and a third the climax
of the whole; (c) the historical background which each of these sources
pre-supposes and demands, and their coincidence with certain great
epochs in the religious development of the Hebrew nation; and (d) the
light shed by the Old Testament, on ‘the critical hypothesis,’ upon the
manner in which the purpose of God in His choice of the Hebrew
people to be the channel of His preparation for the Incarnation was
progressively worked out.

A careful reading of the above paragraph will show the reader what is

not nearly so apparent in the paragraph previously quoted, that as has

frequently been pointed out the critical theory regarding the Pentateuch

is very largely dominated by the theory of evolution. Thus in (b) we
read of “primitive,” “developed,” “climax”; in (c) of the religious “de-

velopment” and in (d) of the manner in which the purpose of God was

“progressively worked out.” In other words, it is the theory of develop-

ment of ideas, customs, laws, beliefs, etc., which is to determine the

analysis of the documents and also their relative order and position in

the course of Old Testament history. It follows, of course, from this that

the value and reliability of statements will be determined by their cor-

respondence with the theory of development which is adopted by the

critics. Thus, the story of the sacrifice of Isaac though pretty thoroughly

discredited as an incident in the life of a more or less hypothetical

Patriarch, Abraham, is used by Dr. Simpson as an illustration of the “pro-

phetic” revolt against human sacrifice which gathered momentum in the

days of Hosea. As historic fact it does not fit into the theory of the

development of religious ideas and customs in Israel; as “prophetic”

homily it reflects “the progress of the religious consciousness of the

Hebrew religion up to about 740 b.c.”

Dr. Simpson begins his first chapter with the following quotation from

Walter Pater: “To see an object as in itself it really is has been justly

said to be the aim of all true criticism.” If this definition correctly repre-

sented as the author apparenty believes that it does the aim of the move-

ment commonly called “higher criticism,” no valid objection could be

made to it. But unfortunately there is too much to indicate that as a
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matter of fact the aim of the critics is to see things as they think they

were or must have been, and to try to persuade themselves and their

readers that the facts support them in their contention, even when to do

this it is necessary to reject much, if not all, of the relevant evidence.

This is well illustrated bv Dr. Simpson’s treatment of Deuteronomy. Thus

he tells us

:

The compiler of Deuteronomy goes to some pains to make it clear

to his readers that his book was not written by Moses. If his intentions

had been of the fraudulent nature ascribed to him by certain anti-critics

he might easily have put it forward as a work written throughout by
Moses in the first person.

In this statement the important words are “written by Moses,” for he at

once goes on to tell us that the author, whoever he was, believed that

practically everything in the book was uttered or done by Moses. Thus

he tells us “after specifying where and when he believes Moses to have

uttered the opening discourse, the author proceeds in i. 6-iv. 40 to give

the discourse itself.” This he calls “the First Mosaic Discourse.” The
long discourse contained in chapters v-xxvi he calls “Moses’ Second, and

so far as this book is concerned, main Discourse.” And he refers to iv.

44-49 and xxix. i as telling us where the author “believes” it to have

been delivered. The latter passage, which he quotes, reads as follows

:

“These are the words of the covenant which the Lord commanded Moses

to make with the children of Israel in the land of Moab beside the

covenant which he made with them in Horeb.” And so on through the

remainder of the book. The name of Moses is, as he points out, attached

to practically everything with the exception, of course, of the account of

his death. Then Dr. Simpson proceeds to show at considerable length why
he believes that the book of Deuteronomy is non-Mosaic and dates from

a period centuries later than that of Moses. Yet he assures us that “the

dilemma ‘either Mosaic or a forgery’ is shown to be unreal by Dr.

McNeile” in his comraentarv.

It should be clear, we think, to anyone who will examine Dr. Simpson’s

argument that there is here a verbal quibble which is in the nature of an

evasion. If the word “Mosaic” means that Moses wrote every line of

Deuteronomy with his own hand then it would be correct to say that

Deuteronomy does not claim to be Mosaic. But “Mosaic" may also mean
that the source of the contents of the book, whoever may have written

it down, was Moses. It is so used by conservative scholars; and Dr.

Simpson himself states, as has been pointed out, and at considerable

length the evidence which shows that Deuteronomy purports to be es-

sentially Mosaic in this latter sense. When he says in speaking of these

discourses that the author tells us where and when he “believes” the

discourse or discourses to have been written, he is simply preparing the

way for his argument that they could not possibly have been uttered

under the circumstances described. But the book of Deuteronomy tells

us nothing about what its author believed Moses to have done or said.

It purports to tell us what Moses actually did do and say. Besides this it

is by no means clear that the use of the third person should be interpreted
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as meaning that the language itself is not that of Moses. Moses may very

well have availed himself of that literary form. Consequently unless the

critic is permitted to define the word “Mosaic” in a very rigid manner

and a very narrow sense, it cannot be maintained that he has succeeded

in avoiding the dilemma “either Mosaic or a forgery.” The very fact that

the critics find themselves obliged to resort to such verbal quibbles, to

set up straw men, in order to avoid the real issue which is, as far as

Deuteronomy is concerned, whether Moses actually did and said the

things which it is definitely asserted that he did and said, shows how ex-

ceedingly difficult it is for them to escape admitting that their con-

clusions with regard to the authorship, date and trustworthiness of the

documents of the Old Testament are radically different from the claims

which they make for themselves. If the critic is assured that he is

showing us the book of Deuteronomy “as in itself it really is” he should

at least be willing to admit that the difference between the realiay as he

sees it and what appears to be the plain meaning of the documents them-

selves is great enough to make the phrase “either Mosaic or a forgery” a

very suitable one to express the real issue. To put it even more plainly,

we may say : If the claims which Deuteronomy makes for itself are not

true, they are false. There is no tertium quid.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.

Arabic Grammar. Paradigms, Literature, Exercises and Glossary. By
Dr. A. SociN, Professor Ordinarius in the University of Leipzig.

Unaltered Copy of the Second Edition, Translated in 1895 by Pro-

fessor Arch. R. S. Kennedy. Published as Third Edition. Berlin

1927: Reuther & Reichard; Edinburgh: James Thin. [Porta Lin-

guarum Orientalium. Pars IV.] Pp. xvi, 160.

For more than half a century the Porta linguarum Orientalium has

sought to supply the demand for brief yet adequate grammars of the

principal oriental (mainly Semitic) languages and dialects. This series

which has grown to be a small library of more than a score of volumes

is too well known to require any special commendation. It has been the

aim of the editors to secure for the preparation of the volumes the

services of men conspicuous for their attainments in the languages

which they treat. One of the best known of these scholars was Albert

Socin, professor of Arabic in Leipzig University. His Grammar appeared

first in 1885, and passed through two revisions during his lifetime. Two
of these editions, the first and third, were translated into English. After

the early death of Professor Socin the task of editing subsequent German
editions of the Grammar was entrusted to Professor Brockelmann; and

it is now in its ninth edition. These subsequent editions have not ap-

peared in English translation. So persistent, however, has been the de-

mand for Socin’s Grammar that a couple of years ago the First English

edition was republished in this country. This edition suffers from the

serious handicap of lacking the “exercises” which form such a valuable

part of the Second English edition. Furthermore being based on the
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First German edition the changes made by Socin in his Second and

Third editions do not appear in it. It will consequently be a matter of

great satisfaction to Semitic scholars who have used the Socin Gram-

mars, to learn that the publishers have finally consented to reprint the

Second English edition. There is no elementary Arabic grammar known

to the reviewer which is better suited to meet the needs of the student

of Arabic.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.

Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the Hebrew Character. Collected and

Bequeathed to Trinity College Library by the Late William Aldis

Wright, Vice-Master of Trinity College. By Herbert Loewe, M.A.

Cambridge: University Press; New York; The Macmillan Co.

1926. Pp. XX, 165.

Most of the 159 volumes and rolls w*hich make up this collection were

at one time the property of Dr. C. D. Ginsberg. They are of a decidedly

miscellaneous character ranging from Old Testament Texts and Com-
mentaries, Midrash, Talmud and Halakhah, Liturgy, Grammar and Lex-

icography, Qabbala, Philosophy and Ethics to Poetry, Biography, Ro-

mance. A description of each manuscript is given. The descriptions, like

the manuscripts described, vary very much in length. In some instances

they are quite elaborate and show that Mr. Loewe has made a thorough

and painstaking study of the material. There are also elaborate indices.

This Catalogue is well calculated, we believe, to give the reader in con-

venient form the essential facts with regard to this valuable collection

of manuscripts. While the volume will be of especial value to the

student of Rabbinics, there is also much which should be of interest to

the Christian theologian, though he will be disappointed to find that most

of the material is relatively late, comparatively few being earlier than the

sixteenth century.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.

The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments—A New
Translation. By James Moffatt, D.D., D.Litt., M.A. (Oxon).

New York: George H. Doran Co.

In this volume Dr. Moffatt has brought together his “New Transla-

tion” of the Old Testament (1924) and his “New Translation” of the

New Testament (1913), and added a rather elaborate introduction which

covers nearly forty pages. This final step was of course to be expected

;

and those who admire and wish to make frequent use of the Moffatt

“translations” will find it advantageous to have them printed together.

But it is also to be noted that this obvious and we may say inevitable

step has also a decided disadvantage. It brings together two translations

which are separated in time by more than a decade and which were pre-

pared apparently with little reference one to the other. Eor while some
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changes have been made in the 1913 edition (we have noted the bracket-

ing of the word “Jesus” in Matt. i. 18 and the change in Acts ii. 35) and

it might be more accurate to call it the 1922 edition, it seems clear that

tlie version of the New Testament which we have before us is substan-

tially that of 1913. Consequently the inconsistencies of the translations,

and the failure of the translator to make any adequate effort to bring

them into substantial harmony must be apparent to even the most

ardent admirer of Dr. Moffatt’s work.

The disharmony between the 1913 and 1924 versions of which we have

been speaking will appear most clearly if we compare Dr. Moffatt’s

rendering of some of the Old Testament passages which are cited in the

New. Thus in the AV, and RV, the words of Ps. ii. 7: “Thou art my
Son; this day have I begotten thee” are cited in identical form in Acts

xiii. 33, Heb. i. 5, v. 5, except that the word “art” is italicized in the

Old Testament passage, because in it the copula is not expressed, the

sentence being nominal and not verbal. In Dr. Moffatt’s version, on the

other hand, these words read as follows

;

Ps. ii. 7 Acts xiii. 33, Heb. i. 5, v. 5

You are now my son, this day am Thou are my son, today have I

I your father. become thy father.

Since the New Testament Greek is exactly the same as the LXX which

is itself an accurate rendering of the Hebrew, it cannot be argued that the

difference in rendering is due to any difference in text. It may mean that

Dr. Moffatt did not care to be consistent, and did not consider it neces-

sary, perhaps preferred not, to pay any special attention to the New
Testament of 1913 in preparing the Old Testament of 1924. The marked

difference which, as we shall see presently, often exists between the same

passages in the Old Testament and the New would seem to indicate that

the one version was made quite independently of the other. But it should

be noted that the differences may at times be deliberate on the part of

the translator. Thus in the instance which we have just cited, the strik-

ing change from the true singular “thou” (Ps. ii. 7) to the colloquial

singular “you” (Acts xiii. 33 etc.) may be due to the fact that since

Dr. Moffatt uses the former where the Deity is addressed (e.g. Ps.

Ixxxix, John xvii, but not where Jesus is addressed either before [Mk.

viii. 29] or after [John xxi. 15] His resurrection), he avoided the

“thou” in Ps. ii, because he did not regard the psalm as Messianic and

consequently as referring here to the Divine Son, but did use it in the

New Testament because there the passage is clearly treated as Messianic.

Yet if this explanation is correct, how are we to account for the “you”

of Acts ii. 34, 35, iii. 22 (see below) as opposed to the “thou” of Heb.
i. 8, 9, V. 6?

That the inconsistency to which we have just referred is not merely a

minor blemish will be clear, we believe, from the following examples

:
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Isa. vii. 14

There is a young woman with
child, who shall bear a son and
call his name ‘Immanuel’ (God is

with us) ;

Hosea xi. I

(I loved Israel when he was
young)

ever since Egypt I called him my
son.

Gen. ii. 24

(This is why a man leaves his

father and mother and cleaves to

his wife, till they become one
flesh.)

Ps. cxviii. 22, 23

The stone the builders cast aside

is now the building’s strength
and pride

;

this is the doing of the Eternal

—

we can but watch and wonder.

Isaiah Ixi. i, 2
The Lord Eternal, he inspires me,
for the Eternal has consecrated me,
and sent me with good news for

wretched men,
to heal the broken-hearted,

to tell prisoners they are free,

to tell captives they are released,

to proclaim a year of the Eternal’s

favour,

Ps. cx. I

The Eternal has this oracle for

my lord:

“Sit throned at my right hand,
until I make your foes your

footstool.’’

Deut. xviii. IS
The Eternal your God will raise

up for you prophet after prophet
like myself from among your-
selves

;
and to the prophet you

must listen

—

Ps. xxxii. I

Oh the bliss of him whose guilt is

pardoned,
and his sin forgiven

!

Matt. i. 23

The maiden will conceive and bear
a son,

and his name will be called Im-
manuel

(which may be translated, God is

with us).

Matt. ii. 15

I called my Son from Egypt.

Matt. xix. 5

Hence a man shall leave his father

and mother,
and cleave to his wife,

and the pair shall be one flesh.

Matt. xxi. 42

The stone that the builders re-

jected

is the chief stone now of the

corner

:

this is the doing of the Lord,
and a wonder to our eyes?

Luke iv. 18

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me;
for he has consecrated me to preach

the gospel to the poor,

he has sent me to proclaim release

for captives

and recovery of sight for the
blind,

to set free the oppressed,
to proclaim the Lord’s year of

favour.

Acts ii. 34, 35
The Lord said to my Lord,

“Sit at my right hand,
till I make your enemies a

footstool for your feet.”

Acts iii. 22
The Lord our God will raise up a

prophet for you from among
your brotherhood, as he raised
me

:

you must listen to whatever he
may tell you.

Rom. iv. 7
Blessed are they whose breaches of

the Law are forgiven,

whose sins are covered 1
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Ps. xlv. 6, 7
Your throne shall stand for ever-

more :

for, since your sceptre is a
sceptre just,

since right you love and evil you
abhor,

so God, your God, crowns you
with bliss

above your fellow-kings.

Ps. cx. iv.

“You are to be a priest for life”

—

so swears the Eternal, his oath
will not change

—

“a priest as once Melkizedek
was.”

A careful examination of these passages will show the reader the main

characteristics and defects of the Moffatt versions. One of the most

marked of these is the striving after variety and novelty : the passages in

the left hand column are all different from those in the right. Whether

better or worse, they are different. Furthermore the Old Testament pas-

sages are farther from the familiar form of the AV than is the case with

the New Testament citations. This may be due in part to the fact that in

the decade which elapsed between the two versions Dr. Moffatt became

more radical as a translator, and bolder in his radicalism. Between, “The

stone that the builders rejected is the chief stone now of the corner,” a

rendering which differs only slightly from the AV, and the miserable

doggerel of “The stone the builders cast aside is now the building’s

strength and pride,” there is a most significant difference. The one is a

translation. The other is a paraphrase which comes perilously near to

parody. Yet here again the New Testament Greek is identical with the

LXX version, which is a good rendering of the Hebrew.
But this is not the principal reason for the marked discrepancies which

we have observed between the O.T. and N.T. appearance of identical

passages. The basic reason is that Dr. Moffatt has allowed himself much
more liberty in dealing with the Old Testament than with the New Testa-

ment. For the work of the New Testament textual critics of the last two
hundred years Dr. Moffatt has very great respect. He criticizes the AV
on the ground that “So far as the writers of the 1611 version used a Greek
text for their New Testament work, it was an extremely imperfect one”

(p. xl)—an extreme statement as we believe most careful scholars will

admit. But he holds that “With any good modern edition of the Greek
text in his hands . . . the reader need have little hesitation in believing

that he is as near as can be, or need be, to the position of those who first

read these documents in their original form” (A New Standard Bible

Dictionary, p. 9). This does not mean that Dr. Moffatt is prepared to ac-

cept the authority of the New Testament text even when well attested.

Thus he tells us in speaking of the majority of Paul’s epistles that “when
they were eventually collected, possibly by the beginning of the second

‘God is thy throne for ever and
ever

thy royal sceptre is the sceptre of

equity:
thou hast loved justice and hated

lawlessness,

therefore God, thy God, has con-
secrated thee

with the oil of rejoicing beyond
thy comrades’

—

Heb. V. 6
Just as elsewhere he says.

Thou are a priest for ever, with
the rank of Melchizedek.
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century at Ephesus, some editorial work was done upon them” (p. xxiii).

He also believes that it is the duty of the translator to restate the truths

of the Bible in modern terms, in other words, to bring it up to date, a

conception of the duties of the translator which can be very vaguely

stated and very widely construed. His acceptance of the poorly attested

(von Soden) reading of Matt. i. i6, which makes Jesus the son of Joseph,

and his rendering “God is thy throne for ever and ever” (No. 8 above)

show the liberties which for dogmatic reasons he is prepared to take with

passages the correctness of whose text is not open to question.

But when it comes to the Old Testament Dr. Moffatt feels free to do

very much as he pleases. He holds that “the traditional or ‘Massoretic’

text of the Old Testament, though of primary value, is often desperately

corrupt” (p. xvii). He regards the documents as late and reliable: “None
of the books in this collection, in its present form, is earlier than the

seventh or eighth century b.c, whilst some items, like the oracles in Zech-

ariah ix-xiv, several psalms, and the book of Daniel, were not composed

until the second century b.c." (p. vii). He holds that it is far from certain

that the third division of the conventional canon “was what it now is,

during the first century, when Jesus and His followers used the Old

Testament” (p. xvii). He declares: “The exodus from Egypt produced

no literature. The exodus from Babylonia was rich in literature, reflect-

ing various points of view, sometimes noble, sometimes particularistic”

(p. xii)—a statement which, it would be hard to surpass for dogmatism,

for utter disregard of the prima facie claims of Scripture to the con-

trary and of all the evidence which has been produced in their support

by scholars who do not accept the “assured results” of the Wellhausen

school of criticism. Consequently we are not surprised when Dr. Moffatt

tells us of the Old Testament: “Here there are no new manuscripts for

us; the better text is to be gained partly by the use of the versions,

partly by means of conjectural emendations” (p. xl).

Partly by means of conjectural emendation! Here we have the expla-

nation of many of the novelties of Dr. Moffatt’s “new translation” of the

Old Testament—conjectural emendation. The present writer has called

attention elsewhere (cf. this Review for April, 1925, espec. pp. 298 ff.

;

also the “tract” published by The Bible Institute Colportage Ass’n.,

Chicago) to the disastrous role which conjectural emendation has played

in Dr. Moffatt’s Old Testament. A single instance will suffice for the

present purpose : Isaiah xlv. 5, 6

—

A.V.
I am the Lord, and there is none

else, there is no God beside me : 1

girded thee, though thou hast not
known me

:

That they may know from the

rising of the sun, and from the
west, that there is none beside me.
I am the Lord, and there is none
else.

Moffatt
I am the Eternal

;
there is no one

else,

no God besides me.
Kings I disarm,

but you I arm,
that, east and west,
men may confess

I the Eternal stand alone

—

no god besides me

—
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We are primarily concerned with the words “Kings I disarm, but you I

arm,” which seem to be intended to form a rhyme with “that, east and

west, men may confess.” “But you I arm,” represents the “I girded thee”

of the AV ;
while “east” is condensed from “from the rising of the sun.”

But where are we to get “kings I disarm”? To answer this question we

must turn back to the first verse of the chapter. This verse reads as fol-

lows in the two versions :

A.V.
Thus saith the Lord to his anoint-

ed, to Cyrus, whose right hand I

have holden, to subdue nations be-

fore him
;
and I will loose the loins

of kings, to open before him the

two leaved gates
;
and the gates

shall not be shut

;

Moffatt
Thus the Eternal, the true God,

hails Cyrus, whom he conse-

crates

—

whose right hand I have grasped,

to terrify nations,

to open doors before him,

to keep gates from being closed.

In the AV rendering the words “and I will loose the loins of kings”

have been italicized to call attention to the fact that they are wanting

in Dr. Moffatt’s version and that there is no indication of the omission.

These words clearly represent the “kings I disarm” of vs. 5 in the Moffatt

rendering. In other words Dr. Moffatt has transferred this clause from

the first verse to the fifth verse. Why has he done this? There is no

indication that the text of this passage is “desperately corrupt.” The

versions support the Hebrew text which is correctly rendered in the AV.

In view of the liberties taken by Dr. Moffatt with the Massoretic Text,

of which this is only one of many instances which might be given, it is

interesting to read the following statement with regard to them

:

Since nearly every page contains some emendation of the traditional

text in the interest of accuracy and point, it has been impossible to an-

notate them. Scholars and students will recognize them readily, and I

must ask the general reader to believe that none has been admitted except
upon what the translator regards as sufficient evidence. This may seem to

involve a large act of faith. But very few, apart from those who have
done some first-hand work upon the subject, realize how uncertain and
precarious is the traditional text of some books in the Old Testament. It

would have swollen the book inordinately to have justified either the

readings or, for the matter of that, the renderings one after another.
Besides, to do this would be, in the words used by the translators of the
Authorized Version, “to weary the unlearned, who need not know so
much, and trouble the learned, who know it already” (p. xviii).

Applying these words to the present instance, we observe that “scholars

and students” will recognize that Dr. Moffatt has here adopted the emen-
dation proposed by Duhm (1892) and since accepted by Marti, Box,

Glazebrook and others. “Scholars and students” will also know that

Duhm’s emendation has no real objective basis. Duhm felt that the

words “unloose the loins of kings” did not fit well in vs. i. So he

suggested that they might have stood originally in vs. 5b. His account of

the matter is that in process of transmission a copyist may have omitted

these words from vs. 5b and then added them in the margin, and that

later they were inserted in vs. i. Why or how this took place we are not
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told. “Scholars and students” will be aware of the conjectural nature of

this chain of evidence. The “general reader” must trust to Dr. Moffatt’s

statement that in adopting this reading which is admittedly conjectural

the translator believed that there was “sufficient evidence” for it even

though that evidence should prove to be as in the present instance purely

conjectural. This does indeed seem to involve as Dr. Moffatt suggests “a

large act of faith.” But only with such faith can one read the Moffatt

Bible with any degree of pleasure or satisfaction, provided, of course,

that he is really concerned to know what the Bible says and does not read

“new translations” as many persons today work at cross-word puzzles,

simply for the mental diversion of dealing with a new and novel com-

bination.

In view of the statements which we have already quoted from Dr.

Moffatt’s introduction and the examples of his methods which we have

given, his closing paragraph is especially noteworthy:

My last word to the reader is this. Do not rest content with curiously

noting the differences between this version of the Bible and its prede-

cessors, especially the Authorized English version, but try to understand

and to appreciate their common aim. The object of any translation ought

to resemble the object of its original, and in this case it is not mere
curiosity, not even intellectual interest. Our English Bibles always reprint

the dedication of the i6ii version to King James; it is a somewhat ful-

some piece of writing, nearly as fulsome as some of Bacon’s references

to that monarch. Why does nobody reprint the preface of “the translators

to the reader,” which breathes an ampler air? Here are the concluding

sentences of that neglected preface. “It is a fearful thing to fall into the

hands of the living God, but a blessed thing it is, and will bring us to

everlasting blessedness in the end, when God speaketh unto us, to heark-

en; when he setteth his word before us, to read it; when he stretches out

his hand and calleth to answer. Here am I, here we are to do thy will, O
God. The Lord work a care and conscience in us to know him, and
serve him, that we may be acknowledged of him at the appearing of our

Lord Jesus Christ, to whom with the Holy Ghost be all praise and thanks-

giving.” These words put nobly the chief end of reading the Bible, and

the object of any version; it is to stir and sustain present faith in a

living God who spoke and speaks. Three hundred years lie between the

Authorized Version and the version printed in these pages, but I hope

there is nothing in the execution, certainly there is nothing in the aim, of

the modern translation which would be out of keeping with the tone of

these searching words which preface its great predecessor (p. xliii).

When it is remembered that one of the most marked characteristics of

the Authorized Version is its fidelity to the text of Scripture while the

most marked characteristic of Dr. Moffatt’s translation considered as a

whole is lofty disregard of the high claims of Scripture, the closing

words of his introduction constitute a psychological problem of more than

ordinary difficulty.

Princeton. Oswald T. Allis.
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HISTORICAL THEOLOGY
George Hodges. A Biography. By Julia Shelley Hodges. The Century

Co. New York & London. 1926. Narrow 8vo. Pp. xi, 242. Price $2.00.

For twenty-five years the Reverend Dr. George Hodges was Dean of

the Episcopal Theological School at Cambridge, Mass. This biography,

written by his widow, follows the natural line of his early life, college

and theological education, pastorate and professional labors, the greater

part of his work centering in Pittsburgh and Cambridge.

Mrs. Hodges has gathered together a set of most interesting details in

the busy career of her husband. His letters, especially those during his

student days to his friend, Louis Boisot, are exceedingly sane and bear

the unmistakable marks of a finely-developing mind. Much in these

chapters will be of great value to the clergy. For example, the rigid dis-

tribution of his time while Rector of Calvary Church, Pittsburg; also

his severe application to all forms of pastoral work and his aggressive

and practical methods of enlisting the zeal and cooperation of the parish.

He always had a “program.” It is clear that he had a way with people

that took; and this, with due recognition of his special gifts as scholar

and preacher, doubtless accounts for his success and even popularity.

He was essentially a teacher. “In teaching the Bible, make the past

present,” one of his dicta, is worth serious consideration. He strikes a

truth squarely when he says : “The great problem is how to make the

indifferent different” (pp. 158, 183). He was a busy writer: thirty-four

books within thirty-five years, besides essays, magazine articles, etc.

Attention is called to his habit of pacing to and fro in the room while

thinking out a subject. “He walked miles during the writing of a book”

(p. 199). He regretted that more temper than truth had been involved in

theological controversies. Hear him, again, advising his theological stu-

dents so to preach that the wife of the Sexton will understand as well

as the wife of the Senior Warden. “The test of a sermon is the

amount taken home by the congregation” (p. 164). And when he says

that the true test of a church is “its actual result in character,” he is

getting near the heights of the best churchmanship. And it is inspiring to

hear him say, in his closing days : “I believe in the love of God, in spite

of the fact of pain” (p. 236).

Dean Hodges was what his fellow-ecclesiastics call “a Broad Church-

man” (p. 125). He had a passion for church unity, and believed that

Christian unity must begin with Christian friendships, adjustment of

theologies and reconcilement of polities to come later (pp. 104-105, 134).

Unable to enthuse over the Reformed Episcopal Church (p. 30), and

ever loyal to his own, he nevertheless had decided views on the non-

episcopal ministry. His last public utterance, the Dudleian lecture at

Harvard in April, 1919, was on “The Validity of Non-Episcopal Ordina-

tion.” He held that non-episcopal ordination was not invalid but irregular.

He felt that most religious types could better live together under a con-

stitutional episcopacy. Surely, there is no bigotry in this soul 1 And it is

hopeful news to read from his pen : “Our refusal to exchange pulpits is
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an aspersion on the validity of other ministers” (pp. 188-189). All

through, his accent was first sociological, and second theological. Wit-

ness his founding of the settlement work in Kingsley House in Pitts-

burg’h. He was not a High Churchman, but he was ecclesiastical and

adhered to the church rubrics, a special example of which is seen in the

changes which he made in the service during his first years at Cam-

bridge in the face of the “Stole Petition” (pp. 130-133) against them.

Five good illustrations are given, and at the close almost four pages of

the Dean’s bibliography. There is in this book the sort of biography to

which a reader, especially if he be a pastor, will find himself returning.

This is but to say that it is more than a book : it is a friend.

Lancaster, Ohio. Benjamin F. Paist.

Jean Calvin. Les homines et les choses de son temps. Par E. Doumergue,

Doyen Honoraire de la Faculte de Theologie de Montauban. Qua-

trieme Partie. L’CEuvre. Tome Sixi^e : La Lutte. Neuilly-sur-

Seine, 1926. 4to, pp. viii, 585.

With this sixth volume Dean Doumergue begins the publication of the

last of the four main divisions of his monumental biography of Calvin.

It was almost thirty years ago (1899) that the first volume appeared, a

quarto of 634 pages devoted exclusively to the youth of Calvin. Accord-

ing to the original plan there were to be four additional volumes; but as

the work progressed, this scale of treatment, elaborate as it was, was set

aside in favor of an even more comprehensive one. Doubtless, the author,

like many of his readers, must in these intervening years often have

wondered whether he would be spared long enough to complete this

immense task; and misgivings on their part, if not on his, were multiplied

when it became apparent that the later volumes had a less rapid conse-

cution than did the earlier ones. But now the gratifying information is

given by the publishers that the seventh and concluding volume is al-

ready in the press. We congratulate the author on the success of his

achievement, a success that has more than fulfilled the expectations of

those who hailed his first volume as the beginning of a really adequate

biography of the great Reformer.

According to the disposition of the material in the now virtually com-
pleted work, there are, then, four main parts in this encyclopaedic life of

Calvin, the last two forming each a unit in itself and being almost in-

dependent of the others. It may be well, by way of indicating the general

nature of the volume before us, to locate it as a member of the series.

Part One deals with Calvin’s Preparation, i.e., vol. i (1899, PP- 634 )

with his “Youth,” and vol. ii (1902, pp. xii, 815) with his “First En-

deavors”; Part Two presents The Environment, vol. iii (1905, pp. ix,

722) bearing the subtitle “The Town, the House, and the Street of

Calvin,” while as a supplementary volume, forming an integral member
of the series, but not so enumerated, there is the author’s special con-

tribution to the celebration of the 400th anniversary of the Reformer’s

birth—the sumptuous and splendidly illustrated L’iconographie calvienne

(1909, pp. viii, 280) ;
Part Three is entitled The Thought {or the Pro-
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gram), and embraces vol. iv (iQio, pp. viii, 485) on Calvin’s “Religious

Thought,” and vol. v (1917, pp. viii, 712) on his “Ecclesiastical and

Political Thought”; and Part Four discusses The Work of Calvin, our

present volume bearing, as we have seen, the subtitle “The Conflict,

while the last volume will present “The Triumph.”

It is indeed a noble monument that the author has in these stately

tomes erected to the memory of the celebrated Genevan; a worthy pre-

sentation of a truly great but much misunderstood man—perhaps the

most extravagantly praised and the most bitterly calumniated man in

all the history of the Church. And we can bestow no higher praise on the

volume before us than to say that it unquestionably maintains the lofty

standards of press work, scholarship, and literary excellence that have

from the first marked this notable publication, and that are destined to

make it for years to come the definitive treatise on this subject. We
find the same fine quality of paper and type; the same orderly method

of procedure, lucid analysis of materials, and helpful topical arrange-

ments in the development of each main rubric
;
the same thoroughness in

research, accuracy in citations from, and references to, authorities
;
the

same keenness and sobriety of judgment; the same sympathy with the

personality depicted and with the principles and convictions that moulded

the man and his work; the same intimate knowledge of the vast litera-

ture on Calvin and his fellow Reformers ; the same masterful acquaint-

ance with the thought-currents and the other formative influences that

helped shape the course of the Reformation
;
and—most characteristic

and impressive of all—the same vigor and charm of style, often rising to

heights of dramatic power, never obscure or dull, abounding in concrete

elements that give many a vivid color and lively touch to this sparkling,

swiftly moving, yet everywhere carefully guarded stream of biographical

narrative. There is not a tedious paragraph in the whole volume, and as

we are carried along from page to page and note to note, by the sheer

force and attractiveness of the story so magnificently told, we are often

lost in wonder—now at the wealth of the author’s historical knowledge,

now at the skill with which he makes his vast resources interesting as

well as instructive, and now at the extent to which the great and good

man whom he sets before us in unmistakable lifelikeness has been mis-

represented and maligned.

Doubtless, the subtitle
—“The Conflict”—is not specially prepossessing;

certainly it is not the most attractive that might have been chosen
;
as

a matter of fact, it hardly gives a fair indication of that genuine

nobility of character that Calvin reveals nowhere more clearly and
fully than in the eventful years here reviewed, 1541 to 1555. But the

designation has its own propriety, and those who are in any measure
acquainted with the nature of Calvin’s epochal achievement as the or-

ganizer of ecumenical Protestantism will not be surprised at the amount
of space given to the controversies and contests in which he bore so

conspicuous a part
;
and it goes without saying that those who have read

the earlier volumes of this biography will find no falling off in the

author’s ability and willingness to correct erroneous and misleading
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statements made by many earlier writers. One gets the impression, in-

deed, that Dean Doumergue is often a special pleader for his beloved

hero, but no open-minded reader can fail to appreciate the industry and

skill with which traditional misconceptions are set aside and a more

thorough justice is done to the highly controverted theme.

Following his customary method, the author divides his material into

a number of “Books,” which are so organized that while the narrative

follows in the main the chronological order, the interest is made to

center in a single comprehensive theme. Thus the First Book bears the

caption “The Libertines,” and after a few preliminary chapters on the

ecclesiastical and political situation in Geneva when Calvin returned

from his ministry in Strassburg in 1541, and on his literary work in the

years immediately following, we have detailed accounts of the troubles

with Pierre Ameaux, the Favres, Berthelier, Gruet, Bolsec, and Trolliet,

not to mention numerous less influential heretics. The political aims, the

religious views, and the morals of these “ultra-Protestants” are clearly

indicated, and Calvin’s opposition to these extremists is stated and amply

justified. The author follows Janet against Buisson’s defence of Castel-

lio’s plea for toleration, and (p. 26 f.) acquits Calvin of the charge of

falsehood brought against him by Roget and the Strassburg editors of

the Opera, who insist, contrary to Calvin’s own statement, that he was
responsible for the abolition by the Council of some of the church holi-

days. (For similar vindications of Calvin, see pp. 155 f. andc/. p. 165 n. 2).

The author is equally successful in showing that Calvin cannot be justly

blamed for the transformation of the civil government from a more

democratic to a more aristocratic form, inasmuch as this change had

taken place before his arrival. Attention is called to a specially flagrant

misrepresentation by Roget (p. 89), who charges Calvin with cruelty

toward Ameaux : the error is due to a failure to see the negative in the

very statement of Calvin that is cited to prove the indictment. As to

Perrin, Doumergue admits (following Roget and Cornelius as against

Gautier) that Perrin was not really a traitor, but only a vain and facti-

ous Libertine, opposed, like most of his party, to all Frenchmen, espe-

cially to the French pastors, and most of all to Calvin himself. With
respect to Gruet, the author shows that there is not a single fact to

justify H. Fazy in charging Calvin with fanaticism against this agitator,

whose execution, however deplorable from our viewpoint, was quite in

keeping with the prevalent ideas of the sixteenth century in regard to

the proper treatment to be given by Church and State to such a blas-

phemer. And as for Bolsec, he is convincingly shown to have been more
“Caesaro-papistic” than Calvin himself.

The Second Book, considerably the longest of the five, deals with the

cause celebre of Servetus (pp. 173-369). After an introductory chapter,

in which emphasis is laid upon the growing opposition to Calvin, we
have a quite exhaustive account, in twelve chapters, of the checkered

career of this precocious, brilliant, erudite, but ill-balanced savant, whose

attainments in geographical and medical science seem to have been as

remarkable as his theological aberrations were unquestionably subver-
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sive—beyond any that had appeared since the Arian controversy—of

historic Christianity. The author’s treatment of this pathetic case, which

marks the culmination and turning point in the life-and-death struggle

of Calvin at Geneva and indeed of Protestantism as a whole in the

Europe of the Reformation period, is thorough, candid, and satisfactory.

The tragic interest of the story is heightened by the skill with which the

narrator sets forth the details of the conflict between the two chief pro-

tagonists, both men of genius, but utterly at variance in their basal

views of revealed truth. The character of each, as reflected especially in

the trial at Geneva, is made to stand out in bold relief
;
and whatever

sympathy one may cherish for the accused, one cannot but feel, in the

light of the evidence, that not only theologically but also morally Servetus

was altogether inferior to Calvin ; that he publicly professed to retract

views which at the very same time he was secretly preparing to republish

in more effective form
;
that for twenty years he played a deceptive role

as an orthodox Catholic; that he was not, as he claimed, a graduate in

medicine of the University of Paris ; that he repeatedly contradicted

himself and even committed perjury; that he unscrupulously claimed a

knowledge of the Greek church Fathers which he did not possess; and

that, in collusion with the Libertines, he sought the death of Calvin as an

alleged false accuser. Among the outstanding features in the author’s

presentation of the facts are his critical analysis of the doctrinal views

of Servetus,—Gnostic, Sabellian, pantheistic; his close scrutiny of the

correspondence of Servetus and Calvin
;

his defence of the Reformer

against the charge, brought by Roget and Schneider, that he dictated to

his friend de Trie the letters that led to the arrest of Servetus at Vienne,

and the charge that he betrayed confidential documents (which in reality

were published dissertations aimed against Calvin), and the further

charge that he was responsible for not letting Servetus have a lawyer to

defend himself
;
and his convincing account of the connection between

the aims of the Libertines and the hopes of the prisoner at the bar. The
final condemnation of Servetus by a Council thoroughly opposed to

Calvin was due, not so much to Calvin’s personal hostility to the heretic,

as to the Council’s determination to try to save itself by sacrificing the

man whose shocking blasphemies had aroused wide-spread horror and

indignation. Nor can the silence of the official minutes be construed as a

proof that Calvin did not wish, in the matter of the execution of the

capital sentence, to have the sword used instead of the stake; twice at

least he expressed his desires in writing; and if his statements are to be

rejected, Farel no less than Calvin must be incriminated. As evidence of

the author’s fairness to the notorious heretic we may cite his unwilling-

ness to give credence to the oft-repeated representation that Servetus

was a licentious man, and his frank acknowledgment of the heroism

with which he endured his death-throes. All in all, this account of Ser-

vetus offers little that is new—the researches of our author still leave

many gaps in our knowledge of this celebrated case, particularly in re-

gard to the early life of Servetus, the exact time and circumstances of

his last coming to Geneva, and the nature of some of the legal points
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involved in the trial
;
but no more discriminating and illuminating dis-

cussion of this important event in the early history of Protestantism has

yet appeared.

The quite anomalous and utterly unhistorical character of the judg-

ment that makes Calvin, for his share in the burning of Servetus, a

sinner above all his contemporaries gives the author occasion, in his

Third Book, to deal at length with what he calls “The Error of the

Time or the Intolerance and the Tolerance of Calvin” (pp. 373-442).

Odious as the case is to us of the twentieth century, there can be no

doubt that the settlement of it strictly conformed to the moral ideas and

the laws of that age. Not only the “orthodox” leaders, whether Catholic

or Protestant, but even the freethinkers of the time advocated the death

penalty for notorious and incorrigible blasphemers : Pierre de Saint-

Julien and Du Moulin, Luther and Melanchthon, Zwingli and Bullinger

were here of one mind with Bolsec, Castellio, and Servetus. Nikalaus

Zurkinden, the chief representative of a more enlightened view, was

opposed, not to capital punishment on principle, but only to the too

frequent use of it; but even he explicitly favored the death penalty for

Servetus. Calvin himself made an important distinction between the

fundamental and the secondary truths of the Bible, and likewise be-

tween minor theological errors and downright blasphemy. As a matter

of fact, he was exceptionally patient and considerate toward those in-

volved in doctrinal difficulties, and advocated extreme measures only

for the heretic guilty of blasphemy. The author quotes with approval

what Dr. Kuyper has so convincingly set forth in his Stone Lectures on

Calvinism, that the case of Servetus has historically revealed the real

logic of Calvinism (as distinguished even from Lutheranism) in behalf

of religious toleration, by showing how, after the unity of the papacy

with its identification of the visible and the invisible Church was broken

up, a new order of religious communities was bound to arise in which

Church and State would have their distinct spheres of autonomy, with

simple excommunication—this after all was Calvin’s main contention

in his fight for the spiritual freedom of the society of believers—as the

extreme penalty that could be inflicted by the Church. Logically the very

intolerance of Calvin, as our author makes plain, made his ecclesiological

principles lead to ultimate religious toleration.

In Book Four (pp. 445-449) the author gives a succinct history of

“Socinianism and the Origins of the Modern Theology,” the aim being

to bring into still clearer relief “the critical situation of the Reformation

and the tragic and decisive role which the Reformers had to play, the

role of Calvin.” “Against the Reformation, which is evangelical and

Christian, Anabaptist Antitrinitarianism is Catholic and modern in the

naturalistic sense; Anabaptist Antitrinitarianism is anti-evangelical like

Pelagianism; it is pagan” (p. 449). This thesis is illustrated with con-

siderable fulness, and here, as in his sympathetic treatment of Calvin’s

theology and ecclesiology (vols. iv and v), the author shows his thorough

grasp not only of the evangelicalism of Calvin and his fellow Reformers

but also of the naturalism of “ultra-Protestant” and “modernistic” theo-
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logians. This whole discussion in what we may not inappropriately call a

domain of comparative religions, will be specially instructive with re-

spect to some of the theological problems of our day.

The last Book is entitled “For Union; Calvin’s Effort and His De-

feat” (pp. 503-579). We have found these pages the most attractive in

the whole volume. No admirer of Calvin, indeed no lover of the truth

of history, can read them without a new sense of his transcendent great-

ness as a theological genius and ecclesiastical statesman,—of his sin-

cerity, his courage, his patience, his magnanimity, his tact, his loyalty to

the evangelical faith, and his wisdom in counsel, as year after year he

strove to realize his dream of the organic union of Protestantism. As the

author modestly intimates, “It is one of the most beautiful and the least

known pages of the history of Calvinism.” And how different the issues

of evangelicalism in the modern world might have been, had Zwinglians

and 'Lutherans, with respect to the one and only important question on

which they were divided, accepted Calvin’s mediating doctrine of the

Lord’s Supper, a doctrine which, as the author clearly shows, really-

organized the opposing views into a vital and harmonious unity. Doubt-

less, even among Reformed readers, not many will be disposed to go as

far as Dean Doumergue does in excusing the “violent” style in Calvin’s

controversial treatises on this subject; but few will challenge the con-

clusion that the ultimate failure in securing a united Protestantism upon

the basis proposed by Calvin and Melanchthon and their followers—the

modified Augsburg Confession of 1540—was due primarily to Brenz,

Westphal, and the Flaccians, who out-Luthered Luther in their insist-

ence on the ubiquity of Christ’s body in the sacrament, and secondarily

to Bullinger of Zurich and Haller of Bern, who obstinately but quite

erroneously maintained that Calvin never quite understood Luther’s

opposition to Zwingli, and that no conference could compose what they

regarded as irreconcilable differences between the two original Re-

formers. With his indefatigable zeal, his readiness to make concessions

on any minor point in dispute, his skill in convincing his readers of the

validity of his distinction between fundamental and secondary elements

in the question at issue, Calvin secured the support not only of his own
followers, almost to a man, but likewise of that host of German Protes-

tants who after the death of Luther acknowledged Melanchthon’s

leadership. Indeed the author gives an impressive and convincing array

of evidence in behalf of the thesis of Stahelin and Heppe, that Calvin,

the organizing genius of Protestantism as a whole, was in reality making
himself par excellence the Reformer of Germany itself, and this for the

very reason that he so thoroughly conserved and so ably advocated the

essential principles of primitive Lutheranism. Here at least, Calvin

emerges as a figure whose character ought to command the admiration

of all, and whose ideas still make him a world-moving force second to

no thinker of modern times. “Such are the facts we must consider”

—

these are the closing words of the volume—“if we would judge the atti-

tude of Calvin and the services he would have rendered modern Protes-

tantism, if he had not been checked by the blind timidity of the Zwingli-
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ans and above all by the fanatical zealotry of the Lutherans, upon whom
the whole responsibility of the events really falls. Had it not been for

them, Calvin would have realized the union of all evangelical Protes-

tantism ; the fate of Germany, of Catholicism, of Europe, would have

been changed.”

A few typographical errors, chiefly in the titles of English books, have

been noted; but the main thing the perusal of the volume leaves us

wishing is that its treasures might have been made more readily acces-

sible by the addition of a good index.

Princeton. Frederick W. Loetscher.

SYSTEMATICAL THEOLOGY
What Is a Christian? By James E. Clarke, D.D. Editor, The Presby-

terian Advance, Author, “The Coming of the King,” “Education

for Successful Living,” etc. New York, Chicago, London, and

Edinburgh : Fleming H. Revell Company. 1927. Pp. 123.

Some years ago Dr. Clarke prepared a series of editorials for The

Presbyterian Advance under the above title. They were republished in a

small book which, being out of print now, is republished. In this new
edition the author has revised the chapters, enlarging some, omitting

others, and has added five brief chapters grouped in Part II under the

general heading “Who is this Son of Man?”
The little book is intended to be a simple description of the Christian

life and so to answer the question—What is a Christian?

The simplicity of the book is to be commended. Simple, clear books

on religious subjects are needed. But in order to be simple, one does not

need to avoid the profound truths involved in the subject discussed.

Indeed one cannot do so without making either a misleading or even a

false statement of his subject. We feel bound to say that Dr. Clarke’s

little book fails to reach the core of his subject and that, while simple

in style and language, he is not free from ambiguity and errors. And
this is just because his standpoint is not oriented in the New Testament

teaching. This is unfortunate because Dr. Clarke says many true things

in his attempt to “describe” a Christian. Thus, for example, a Christian

is “not full grown but growing”; a Christian is “not a saint, but a

sinner,” the word saint being used, however, not in its New Testament

sense here, as Dr. Clarke realizes. He is rightly combatting Perfection-

ism. Again, he says a Christian is a combatant rather than a conqueror.

Christian life is always a struggle against sin. All this is true, and the

chapters which treat of each of these subjects will doubtless serve to

help many and to remove misconceptions and doubts from their minds.

But the question remains whether the author’s “description” of a

Christian does not fall short of being an adequate description. We think

it does, and we think that the reason it does is just because of the

author’s erroneous conception of the relation of doctrine and life. He
has accepted uncritically the notion so dear to modern romanticism and
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psychologism that life precedes doctrine. And in doing this he also makes

false inferences and states some non sequiturs. Thus on p. 30 he says

quite truly, “One may accept in every detail the most perfect creed—if

he can find it, one may be as punctilious as the Pharisees of old in the

observance of ceremonial law and ecclesiastical custom, and yet, to the

Master’s eye, be only what those Pharisees were, ‘whited sepulchres,

which outwardly appear beautiful, but inwardly are full of dead men’s

bones’.” This is absolutely true. But it does not follow that, because one

may accept a creed intellectually and at the same time be spiritually

dead, that therefore one can be a true Christian and possess true Chris-

tian life without acceptance of any beliefs. Still less does it follow, be-

cause the Christian is one “who has been born again,” that therefore the

“essence of Christianity” is “a way of life.” Yet this strange erroneous

inference is drawn by Dr. Clarke. On p. 30, just following the above quo-

tation, he makes the astounding statement that the reason why one may
accept a Christian creed and not be a true Christian is “just because the

essence of Christianity is in life.” This does not follow at all. Dr. Clarke

has confused two different questions—What is a Christian? and What
is Christianity? It is true that a Christian must be born again and pos-

sess the true Christian life, but it is not true and it does not follow that

the “essence of Christianity is a life.” Christianity is an historical and

redemptive religion consisting in certain great facts, such as the incarna-

tion, death, and resurrection of Christ, and in the authoritative New
Testament interpretation of these facts. All this lies at the basis of the

Christian life. Consequently Christian life, from God’s side, beginning

in the new birth, from man’s side begins in faith, and faith, though in its

essence trust, involves knowledge and assent to truth.

This fundamental error of Dr. Clarke leads him also into an inade-

quate and incomplete description of what a Christian is. Certainly it is

true, as Dr. Clarke states, that a Christian tries to follow Christ, “to be

conformed inwardly” to the Christian ideal, to make this his “ruling

purpose,” but that is not all that is involved in being a Christian. A
Christian in the New Testament sense is one who is a believer in Christ,

who trusts in Christ as his divine Saviour from sin. This raises the

question—What is faith? And once that question is raised, we cannot

dispense with doctrine about Christ. A Christian, again, is one who is

saved by Christ, and this again raises the question of faith and fact and
truth. The word of faith, Paul tells us (Romans x. 9), says “that if

thou shak confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in

thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be

saved.” The Christian is one saved by Christ; the saved man is a be-

liever in Christ; faith involves fact and doctrine, and this in no way
conflicts with its being “with the heart” that man believes. Nothing
could show more clearly the inadequacy of Dr. Qarke’s “description”

of a Christian, nor how this inadequacy arises from his modern point of

view which is diametrically opposite to that of Paul. And when, on p. 87,

Dr. Clarke sums up his description of a Christian in three propositions.
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we find that each, though applicable to a Christian, could also apply to

non-Christians. This summary reads
—“The Christian is one whose

ruling purpose is to realize a divine ideal
;
the Christijui is one who is

actually making progress toward the realization of that divine ideal
;
the

Christian is one who still has far to go before realizing the divine ideal.”

Thus does the fatal anti-doctrinal position of the author sublimate a

Christian into a modern ethical idealist.

But he should go further, because if doctrine springs from life, if

theology is the “explanation of experience,” then logically no doctrine

can be absolutely and permanently true; it can only have symbolical

value, and scepticism results.

But of course Dr. Clark, like many another who accepts his funda-

mental principle, does not at all follow the logic of his principles. And
many a thoughtless person may read his book without harm and perhaps

even be helped by his main contention that one does not need to be per-

fect in order to be a Christian.

Before saying a few words in regard to the second part of this book,

we would remark in passing that, in our judgment, the author’s quota-

tions from Moffat’s translation of the New Testament in which some

of Paul’s great sayings are modernized and rendered perfectly flat, yes

even misinterpreted, add to the defects of this book. Also we would be

compelled to dissent to the author’s exegesis in many cases, were there

space to enter into details. One example of Dr. Clarke’s exegesis will

suffice to illustrate how he fails to understand Paul, and how far re-

moved his thought is from that of the Apostle. On p. 89 we read “the

flesh (by which Paul means our human nature) lusteth against the

Spirit (the new ruling purpose) and the Spirit against the flesh; for

these are contrary the one to the other.” Here the great struggle which

Paul depicts between our sinful human nature and the Holy Spirit who
is our great Adversary against the power of indwelling sin, is reduced

from a great soteriological and metaphysical truth and flattened and

psychologised into a struggle between our human nature and our “new

ruling purpose.” What a travesty is this of Paul’s thought. To be sure

he uses the term flesh sometimes to denote human nature, but here it

clearly denotes indwelling sin. And the reduction of the term Trvevfw. by

which Paul here certainly means the Holy Spirit, is simply astounding,

and would leave the Christian in despair. One may differ from Paul if

he so elects, but the attempt to modernize Paul is wholly without any

scientific warrant, and contrary to all the laws of modern historic-

grammatical exegesis. To the present writer it would be far preferable

to let Paul speak for himself and then to say frankly that one could

not agree with him.

In Part II Dr. Clarke seeks an answer to the question—Who is Christ?

The ideal of the Christian is manifested in Christ. It presents itself as

a ‘‘diinne ideal.” Hence the question as to who Christ is, he thinks is a

pressing one. Just why this is so upon the author’s fundamental premises

is not quite evident. But we pass that by. He thinks Christ was God
manifest in the flesh. He apparently believes in the Deity of Christ, and
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that not in the sense of neo-romanticism, but in the sense of the Christian

Church. But he very properly raises the question how we are to answer

this great question and ground our belief. Dr. Clarke first states “the

answer of authority,’’ i.e. the Bible teaches the Deity of Christ. His ob-

jection to this answer is that many earnest people question the authority

of the Bible. He says that such people should be helped in a satisfactory

way to overcome their difficulties. We quite agree with the author on

this point. But how is this to be done for the plain man? We should say,

by a clear and simple statement of the reasons for belief in the historical

trustworthiness of the Gospels and of the historicity of those sayings

of Christ in which He makes claim to be one wdth God in the highest

sense; then by a clear and simple statement of the impossibility of ac-

counting for these claims on any other supposition than their truth
;
then

by a clear and simple exhibition of the grounds of belief in the authority

of Scripture. In this way the plain man can be really helped. But Dr.

Clarke makes no such attempt. He abandons this “first answer” and

proceeds to set forth “the answer of history” i.e. to show how Christ

cannot be explained from His environment. This is well enough but it

should not be separated from the primary considerations above outlined.

Then comes “the answer of observation” i.e. that Christ was not only

ahead of His times but of all times. This method too may supplement

the more fundamental considerations. Lastly comes “the answer of ex-

perience.” This too is valid for the man who has a Christian experience.

But it cannot be made valid for the man who has not this experience,

in the way in which Dr. Clarke attempts it. He asks such a man “to

make the venture of faith” and then he will gain the experience. Now
certainly Christian experience springs from Christian faith. In that

point we can agree with Dr. Clarke. But what is faith and how can one

“make the venture of faith”? The phrase “to make the venture of faith”

we should say is just a rhetorical way of saying to exercise faith, to be-

lieve in Christ, to trust oneself to Him. But two things should be noticed.

First faith in a person involves knowledge about a person. We cannot

venture to trust Christ until we already know who Christ is. Secondly,

faith is a religious act. It terminates and can terminate on Deity alone.

We cannot have a truly religious and Christian faith in Christ unless we
know that He is God. How then can we make this venture of faith in

Christ in order to come to the experience which will give us a knowl-
edge of His Deity? We cannot do so at all. This is only another ex-

ample of the fatal inversion of the relation between knowledge and doc-

trine on the one hand, and experience and life on the other. It is

an illustration at the very core of Christian faith of the one great error

which vitiates the whole of this little volume. Had the author not adopted
this fundamental epistemological error uncritically, he might have
written a very useful little book because he says many true and helpful

things for the Christian and seeks to encourage those who are very im-

perfect in knowledge, faith, and conduct, by showing them that a Chris-

tian may be a “babe in Christ,” and that he need not doubt that he is a

Christian because he is not perfect. Simple, practical books like this are
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needed. Only let them not be injured and even rendered harmful by the

errors and vagaries of the so-called “modern mind.” Let them be theo-

logical, though simple, and not fall into the error of trying to “psychol-

ogize” the Gospel.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.

A System of Natural Theism. By Leander S. Keyser, D.D. Professor

of Systematic Theology in Hamma Divinity School, Wittenberg

College, Springfield, Ohio. Second Edition, Revised. Burlington,

Iowa: The Lutheran Literary Board. 1927. Pp. 159.

This is a concise outline of Theism; a rational defense of the theistic

view of God and the world. It consists of four Parts. The first discusses

the idea of God—its nature and origin; the second states the theistic ar-

guments; the third outlines and criticises the several anti-theistic

theories; the fourth expounds the Divine attributes and relations in so

far as they may be apprehended by reason.

In the Foreword the author states that his book is intended as a text

book for colleges and theological seminaries. It should prove useful as a

syllabus in connection with courses of lectures on theism or as a sum-

mary statement of the theistic position over against anti-theistic theories

in connection with the reading of such a classic work as that of Flint,

and the books on theism by Diman, Fraser, Harris and others which we
will not stop to mention.

The argument is clear and readily comprehensible by those who are

not thoroughly acquainted with the history of philosophic thought. We
commend the book to beginners in the study of this great subject.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.

The Faith of an English Catholic. By Harwell Stone, D.D. Principal

of Pusey House; Honorary Canon of Christ Church. London, New
York: Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd. 1926. Pp. 112.

The author seeks to show what Anglo-Catholics have in common, and

wherein they differ amongst themselves
;
how far they have inherited the

position of the Tractarians, from whom they sprang, and how far they

have altered or supplemented it; what their relation is to the Church of

England as a whole, and to the “Catholic Church throughout the

world.”

The book is a concise presentation of the position of the Anglo-

Catholic party in the Chuirch of England. It gives a fair statement,

coupled with a convinced advocacy, of the principles of the Sacerdotal

and Sacramentarian view of the Plan of Salvation.

Of course the reader gets the impression that for the Anglo-Catholic

the Reformation was a great mistake. This book, however, may teach

a lesson to the evangelical Christian who has failed to understand what

true evangelicalism means. Too often that great word has been robbed

of its full meaning by so-called Fundamentalists in their defense of the

supernatural facts of Christianity against Modernism. But here is a

book written to expound and defend an avowedly unevangelical position
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over against evangelicalism in the Church of England. The Trinity, the

Incarnation, the Virgin Birth, the Two-Natures of Christ, the Atone-

ment, are all asserted, hut the way of salvation here described differs

but little from the view of the Roman Catholic Church. The Socinians

should have taught us that supernaturalism is not identical with evan-

gelical Christianity. And here we have a view which far transcends

Socinianism, and asserts the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Virgin Birth

and other great doctrines of supernatural Christianity but is unevangelical

because it does not accept the great truths of the Reformation Theology.

In the Reformation Theology we find the principle of evangelicalism

fully expressed.

When, however, we turn to the theology of the Reformation, we
must remember that it assumed two great types—the Lutheran and the

Reformed. To describe the Lutheran type we think that the late Profes-

sor Krauth hit upon a happy phrase when he called it “the Conservative

Reformation.” What was needed for pure evangelicalism to come to its

rights was a radical reformation, and that found expression in the

Reformed Faith which expresses more truly than Lutheranism the

direct opposition of evangelicalism not only to rationalism and natural-

ism, but to Romanism and Anglo-Catholicism.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.

What May I Believe? By Edmund Davison Soper. New York, Cin-

cinnati: The Abingdon Press. 1927. Pp. 282.

This book contains a series of studies in Christian doctrine from the

point of view which may be characterized in general as modern liberal-

ism, using that term in a broad and more or less general sense. The
author’s position is an eclectic one. There are some views which re-

semble Ritschlianism, yet the author could scarcely be termed a Ritschli-

an ; for he begins with a natural theology, even though it be a more or

less attenuated one. Also he leans toward a kenotic theory of the

Person of Christ, and Ritschl Characterized the idea of kenosis as myth-

ology.

Again, the author writes from an evolutionary standpoint, but he

does not clearly indicate what kind of an evolutionist he is. He would
probably claim to be a supernaturalist, yet the chapter on miracles in-

dicates that it is a very attenuated supernaturalism to Which he gives

adherence. He claims to be a Trinitarian, yet it is not the Christian doc-

trine of the Trinity which he defends, because he does not think that the

doctrine can be expressed in the terms of Nature and Personality. The
same thing is true of his doctrine of the Person of Christ. He affirms

his belief in the Deity of Christ and in a real Incarnation, and yet will

have nothing to do with the doctrine of the Two-Natures. But if one
rejects the doctrine of the Two-Natures, how can he believe that Christ

was both God and man? Dr. B. B. Warfield said in his article, “The
Two-Natures and Recent Christological Speculation”—“No Two Na-
tures, no Incarnation, no Incarnation no Christianity.” We agree with
Dr. Warfield’s statement. If one rejects the doctrine of ffie Two-
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Natures, and at the same time tries to maintain the Deity of Christ, he is

sure to be led to speak of Christ as being not only one Person, buit “one

human-divine nature” (p. 128). The idea of a nature which is at once

human and divine is self-contradictory. A Nature reveals itself in at-

tributes, and where the attributes are incompatible, so also are the

Natures or Substances. Accordingly the author seeks to find the Deity

of Christ in his “human qualities,” and asserts that Christ differs from

us men in degree not in kind. He states the impossible idea that “a dif-

ference of degree if carried far enough is as significant as a difference

in kind.” This is equivalent to wiping out the essential difference between

God and man. Hence he tells us that the Deity of Christ consists in the

fact that he spake with authority, that his practice went beyond his

precept, that his communion with God was unique. But if this is all

Christ is only a man after all. Professor Soper seems to feel this be-

cause he goes on to say that these statements are only affirmations of the

Christian consciousness. We must seek some “theory” and enter the

field of “speculation.” In doing this, he speaks of the “one human-divine

nature” of Christ and says that he cannot help feeling that some sort of

kenosis was necessary to a real Incarnation. Here we have two quite

different views of Christ. First a purely humanitarian view, and then

the quite different view known as the kenotic theory. Both views are un-

scriptural, and the latter totally inconceivable, especially in the form

which speaks of only one Nature in Christ which is both human and

divine. No wonder Ritschl called this mythology, and no wonder that it

has practically passed out of existence in theology.

The view of the Atonement expressed on p. 189 is really nothing more
than the Moral Influence theory which is totally at variance with the

view of the Biblical writers.

But all this need not surprise us because the author seems to regard

theology as an attempt to speculate about the intellectual and doctrinal

implications of Christian experience, and having thus reversed the true

relation of revelation and doctrine to experience and life, theology can

be only speculative at best or symbolic at worst.

One of the most unsatisfactory chapters is the one on the Inspiration

of the Bible. Following the lead of very many writers. Professor Soper

confounds the Church’s doctrine of plenary Inspiration with the mechan-

ical or dictation theory, and all his criticisms are valid only against this

latter view. Also in defining Inspiration he falls into the mistake of for-

getting that this is an exegetical question and uses Inspiration as a term

to describe what kind of a book we find the Bible to be. This, of course,

is just to substitute our idea of the Bible for the Bible’s own idea about

itself. Of course the Biblical doctrine must be tested, and our grounds

of belief in its truth set forth. But we must always keep separate the

two questions—What is the Biblical teaching about what is called its

“Inspiration”? and, Is that teaching true? Professor Soper has not done

this and so the whole discussion is most confused and unscientific. He
reduces the idea of Inspiration of Scripture to “a heightening of the

human faculties so that God and duty are seen more clearly” (p. 76).
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This, it need scarcely be said, is not the idea of Jesus or the Apostles or

of the Christian Church. It is the view known as “Personal Inspiration”

which speaks of “inspired men” but refuses to speak of an inspired

Book.

There are many other doctrines briefly discussed, but enough has been

said to show what is the author’s point of view and the general char-

acter of his theological thinking.

Princeton. C. W. Hodge.

The Nature and Right of Religion. By W. Morgan, D.D., Professor of

Systematic Theology and Apologetics in Queen’s College, Kingston,

Canada. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark.

Twenty years ago the term “value” had no wide currency in religious

or philosophic thought. Fifty years ago it did not have philosophical

existence. Today it is the one word, if there is any, that expresses the

attitude of “progressive” religious thought, as that thought courses

from psychology of religion up through the philosophy of religion

and the “Queen of Sciences,” Systematic Theology. The spirit of

the attitude expressed in this new but potent designation might be

said to have originated in the Romantic movement. Philosophically

Kant laid the foundations for the meaning of the term when he critically

overhauled all knowledge. Carrying the same critical methods from

secular into religious epistemology he drove a sharp wedge of analysis

between intellectual judgments and practical judgments. By the use of

intellectual judgments, or theoretic reason, Kant declared that the idea

of God was unattainable and indefensible. By use of the practical rea-

son, as he termed it, that is, by the attention to the moral sense or the

dictates of conscience, the reality of God’s nature could be apprehended.

The distinction became epoch-making. Hand in hand with this distinc-

tion went the natural agnosticism concerning the reality of the meta-

physical (noumenal) world itself. If reason leads us to antinomies and

“paralogisms” in regard to the nature and existence of God and the Self,

it naturally would do the same with regard to the world.

It was now but a natural logical and historical step from this philos-

ophy to that of Ritschl. Recognizing his debt to Kant and to Lotze,

Ritschl took up the former’s anti-intellectualism and metaphysical

agnosticism and focussed them both in that term “value-judgment.”

Ritschl’s “value-judgment” corresponded to Kant’s appeal to the “prac-

tical reason” for the verification of the God-idea. For Ritschl the value-

judgment was the essential “religious judgment.” This implied of course

that the intellectual judgment, which dealt with the metaphysical cate-

gories like substance and self, was essentially neutral in religious quale,

if not anti-religious at least non-religious. It now remains to say that

the psychological analysis of the value-judgment according to Ritschl

was ultimately the feeling of pleasure or pain. Our present author
denominates it the “feeling of satisfaction.” In constituting the value-

judgment the criterion of truth, be it therefore well observed, history

has returned by a sort of Einstein curve, back to the point where it

began in the early Sophist’s avdpamo^ earl fiirpov tS>v irdvroiv-
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Our present author apparently agrees with F. C. S. Schiller that the

discovery of the value-judgment method was the greatest achievement

of philosophic thought in the nineteenth century, and accordingly places

himself in direct lineal connection with Kant, Ritschl, Lotze, and the

wide-ranging Ritschlian School in Europe and America. The justifica-

tion for this present work is stated in the preface as resulting from the

fact that “the value theory has so far failed to find either a satisfactory

formulation or a systematic working out : and it is the writer’s hope that

he may have contributed something in both of these directions.” Many
a Ritschlian fantasia has been composed on the dominant chord of the

value-judgment, ranging from Bender and Herrmann and Harnack up

to Ritschl himself. So many are the Debussy dissonances and harmonic

conflicts with historic Christianity that a satisfactory critique can only

be made by summarily bidding the composer to change his tonic chord

from the value-judgment key back to the original key of objective

Revelation. It is this fundamental key in which the author is playing

that renders the lilting music of subjective value so unacceptable

to the audience of conservative Christians. The work is well written,

and the analyses of religion are well stated at many points, but

the fundamental chord is always heard under these beautiful overtones,

namely, “The key to interpretation is found in values and our feeling

for them, such fundamental religious ideas as faith, revelation and the

supernatural, as well as the historic religions, including Christianity,

being redefined in terms of this conception” (Preface).

The main criticisms of this work then, resolve themselves into criti-

cisms of the familiar Ritschlian positions. Christian doctrine is made

by the author to “yield” to Christian “values.” While doctrine “may
embody values, the values are independent of, and prior to it. It is not

the ultimate object of faith, but only its product” (p. 260). The two
great realities at the bottom of religion are faith and revelation. Faith,

however, is defined in much the fashion of Schleiermacher, as “such a

feeling for the ideal values—rationality, beauty, and goodness—as leads

us to affirm for them an absolute significance not only for our human
life but for the universe.” It must be pointed out that religious faith is

more than feeling, and the objects of faith other than such colorless

abstractions as these.

Like Ritschl himself, the author makes the primary values of Chris-

tianity to be ethical. But if the logical prius of even ethical values is

not truth, historic fact, and revelation in the traditional sense, what can

constitute even the ethics of Christianity normative and absolute? He
must presuppose that there is a uniformity and stability to generic

human valuating activities, according to which all mankind everywhere

will infallibly pick out the same moral principles from the Bible and

interpret them in the same way. But everyone of course knows that

vicious relativism prevails in the moral judgments of human beings as

such. It is only upon the absoluteness of the historically revealed ethics

that unity can be found, and an infallible norm can be struck. And that

objectively revealed ethics is grounded in turn upon truth, by which is
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meant doctrine. The rich young ruler’s “what shall I do?” is only an-

swered by first replying to Pilate’s “What is truth?”

When rightly defined there is no theological objection to the term

“value.” It expresses the fact that there are realities in sacred history in

which preciousness is enshrined, and around which profound sacred

sentiment gathers. Who can contemplate the beauty of holiness in Him
who was chief among ten thousand and not breathe forth a sursum

corda? Who can count the innumerable promises to believers, or read the

descriptions of future bliss or, with less of the jenseitig perspective,

experience the intimacies of present union and communion with the

spiritual Head of the Church, and not acclaim the “values” and solid

worth resident there in these verities. Better than much fine gold, and

sweeter also than the honeycomb are they. No, it is not “values” that the

Christian rejects. It is the transposition of value with veritas that he

eschews. Valor is the consequent, veritas is the antecedent, and not con-

versely. Valor is the product, veritas is the source. Valuating does not

make veritas, it is veritas that stimulates, determines and nourishes with

food celestial our valuating. It is the inevitable tendency of this “pa-

thetic fallacy,” as Mill dubbed the Berkeleian subjectivism, to reason from
the feeling of value to the objective existence of that value. The two
definitions of “value” therefore, are diameters apart from each other.

Perhaps the most significant work on the theory of values is Professor

Ralph Barton Perry’s General Theory of Value, just published. He
here exhaustively shows that this new philosophical discipline which has

so freshly arisen and taken its place in the Encyclopedia of Sciences as

a specialized and selfstanding pursuit terminates upon a vast range of

subjects. Almost everything that can be called human knowledge has be-

come the object of analysis for the science of value-theory; economics,

art, culture, sociology, ethics, and psychology. Professor Perry signalizes

the philosophy of religion as a peculiarly fertile soil for the Theory of

Value. For him value is defined as “interest,” a term intentionally

expressing considerable detachment. What is the purport of all this?

It simply means the secularization of revelation. The high mysteries,

the transcendency of the supernatural, the miraculous, and all that

is inaccessible to human reason as a principium cognoscendi, in the

Bible, is subjected to the searchings of this unhallowed instinct for

“satisfaction” (Morgan), “interest” (Perry), or as Ritschl explains

it, the feeling of pleasure or pain. The God over all blessed for ever

is “evaluated” in the same naturalistic way as a canon of art or a

principle of economics. And even the Last Judgment is now revealed

anew as a value-judgment. Theology no longer stands out as a unique

science, unique because it accepts on authority the rd So'y/zara or data

upon which it trains its scientific method of classification and induction.

If the general philosophical method of value—theory is to become the

method of Theology, it is high time that the theologians awake and get

down to the humbler business of finding canons, criteria and categories

of value in much the same secular spirit, perhaps, as Bentham who erected

his seven magnitudes of pleasure-value, “intensity, duration, certainty.
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propinquity, fecundity, purity, and extent.” Forgetting their “dignitude”

should not theologians now look with more sympathy upon the strug-

gling forms of Bentham and Mill in their contention for the truth as

to whether it is quantity or quality of pleasure that constitutes the

summuni bonum? Indeed, already leading Ritschlian theologians like

Wendt have set up a scale of values by which they are choosing that

which is permanent in the teachings of Jesus and rejecting that which

is supposedly not, and the K^pvyfia is becoming a tradition to be rifled

rather than received.

And now, of course, the inevitable has happened. Bertrand Russell,

representing others, has in the twinkling of an eye arisen and taken

advantage of the logical tendency of the value-judgment method by

charging it with relativism : “Human ethical notions,” (viz., as value-

notions), “are essentially anthropocentric, and involve, when used in

metaphysics, an attempt, however veiled, to legislate for the universe on

the basis of the present desire of man. In this way they interfere with that

receptivity to fact which is the essence of the scientific attitude to the

universe” (Mysticism and Logic, p. 107). Though Professor Perry

strenuously inveighs against this common charge of relativism, neither

he, nor Professor Morgan, our present author, can convincingly plead

their case for the universality, objectivity and stability or permanence

of values merely as values, when it comes to the Christian religion.

Nietzsche has already made a superhuman effort toward his visionary

end of the “transvaluation of all values.” May not some not far distant

Nietzsche arise and actually secure the thing which he has envisaged.

May not Hoeffding be absolutely correct when as a more scientific

philosopher he predicts that the future may reveal such a change in the

ordinary standard of present categories of value that they will be

beyond recognition? Professor Morgan insists—we hope that as a dog-

matic assertion the statement is correct—that “Values have an immense

stability, as human nature has also” (p. 81). But what outside of Revela-

tion can go bail for such a belief? The solemn fact remains that if the

theologian forsakes the authority and objective permanence of the

Scriptural verities, historically interpreted and received, the value-

method borrowed from secular philosophy will lead into that deceptive

relativism that Bertrand Russell portrays, and into that ephemerality

that Hoeffding and perhaps Nietzsche predict. He who would go the

way of the Value-theologian must be prepared to go the whole way. He
must prepare to company with an H. G. Wells who penned “The Dis-

covery of the Future” and whose doctrine of God has recently changed

over night. So long as value is a matter of “feeling” why is it not

apropos to apply Josiah Royce’s characterization of the Romantic Philos-

ophy to Value-theology: “Trust your genius, follow your noble heart:

change your doctrine whenever your heart changes, and change your

heart often.”

Our author has not vindicated either the right or the finality of the

Christian religion. The work is only another cumulative sign of the

fact that the whole of Christian Theology is coming more and more to
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gravitate into an issue which did not exist 150 years ago, namely,

whether Christianity shall be objectively or subjectively conceived, or,

more precisely, whether Christianity shall be objectively received or

subjectively preconceived in the future.

Princeton. F. D. Jenkins.

Eschatologie en Historic, in verband met enkele Godsdienstphilosophieen

in Duitschland sedert Kant, By Dr. N. A. C. Slotemaker de Bruine.

Wageningen: H. Veenman & Zonen. 1926. Pp. 112.

This little work partakes much of the nature of a monograph. Its out-

standing value consists in the fact that it is a very definite and limited

investigation. The author undertakes what he terms a purely “historic-

systematic” research. From this is excluded the exegetical and biblical

approach to Eschatology. Also such questions as Immortality, Apokatas-

tasis, Adventism, the relation of prophecy and sacred history are waived.

The actual discussion then ranges around the questions of (i) the need

of eschatology today, as evinced by contemporary, particularly post-war

movements, (2), the nature of eschatology, under which is discussed the

speculative “Historicism” of Troeltsch, the “Endgeschichte” of Brunner,

and other views, and (3), eschatology in relation to religious philosophy,

where the conceptions of thinkers such as Kant, Hegel, Windelband,

Nietzsche, and Troeltsch are expounded and criticised.

Under the conviction that both history and eschatology are the ques-

tions of the day, the author aims to set forth the varying conceptions of

both history and eschatology. This is done in a very objective and, in

form, scientific manner. The Christian eschatology is given a very fair

and correct exposition (p. 49) in relation to the various scientific, philo-

sophical and speculative tendencies.

Critically speaking, it might be said that the treatise partakes too much
of the nature of a compendium of views. But since the investigation was
intended to be historical in nature there is nothing inconsistent with the

purpose of the author. Its pages are replete with information and the

scientific philosopher and theologian will greatly enrich his fund of

knowledge from this thesaurus of current thought.

The author believes that eschatology is, as opposed to current concep-

tions, distinctively a religious conception, is soteriological as opposed to

the naturalistic and ethical evolutionary view of Troeltsch, is cosmic as

opposed to being purely individual, and is definitely Christian. But the

exposition of what he regards as the Christian eschatology (p. 112) may
be criticised as somewhat too abstract to be satisfactory. And this

failing is not at all improved upon by the lengthy quotation from Wob-
bermin’s psychological definition of the same.

In short, so long as the author keeps the discussion upon the general

philosophical plane, his abstract mode of characterizing Christian eschat-

ology may suffice. But Theology requires a more definite and detailed

picture. It would have been therefore more satisfactory to have included

a biblical account, if not an exegetical account, of the same.

Princeton. F. D. Jenkins.
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PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
The Revolt of Asia: The End of the White Man’s World Dominance.

By Upton Close. New York and London: G. P. Putman’s Sons.

1927.

This book by J. W. Hall (Upton Close), lecturer in University of

Washington and widely traveled student, consists of 15 Chapters, 325

pages, and deals with the present political unrest of the Eastern World

;

the movement in commercial, industrial, and political circles to secure

self-determination, and therefore to eliminate foreign influence as far

as possible.

Beginning with Japan, the author discusses the present situation in

India, Egypt, China and Russia, Turkey, and Persia, and traces the

causes which led to it, indicating China as “the Spear head,” the entering

wedge of the White Man’s elimination. The book is interesting, and

contains a large amount of information relating to the politics, com-

merce, and international relations of the various countries. The author

has evidently been a diligent reader and close observer ;
the style is good,

and whether his conclusions are right or wrong, he produces the impres-

sion that he is trying to get at the truth. Just how far under the surface

he has been able to get, and whether he was able to speak or read the

language of the peoples among whom he sought information, or simply

depended on the opinions and impressions of others, is not clear. Like

most writers he has his predilections, and his prejudices. Who, that

knows Japan since her awakening, would hesitate to say she has had

strong imperialistic ambitions? Her seizure of Korea, of Formosa, her

encroachments on Manchuria, her occupation of Port Arthur, her “21

demands” on China, her acquisition of coal and iron mines on the

Yangtze River, especially the Tayeh mines, and the establishment of an

armed force in the heart of China to guard them and overawe opposi-

tion—all prove her imperialistic designs beyond doubt. How then could

the author say,
—“Yet some unhistorical persons represent the Japanese

as imperialistic!” (p. 136). Occasional slips or obscure statements mar an

otherwise excellent historical narrative. He speaks of the Manchu
statesman Li Hung Chang (p. 136) : he probably means a prominent

statesman under the Manchu regime, for Li, though a favorite of the

Empress Dowager who heaped every honor upon him, was a Chinese of

the Chinese, and worked for the aggrandisement of his family and

clan in his native province of Anhui. With amusing naivete the author

states that Li “complacently acquiesced in the aggressions of the Rus-

sians, evidencing an entirely different feeling toward Russia than towards

the nations that come from the West.” If the opinion of intelligent

Chinese everywhere at the time of the transaction referred to is to be

taken into account, Li’s complacent acquiescence was due to substantial

considerations. The Chinese do not hesitate to say that he “sold out” to

Russia, and that all their subsequent troubles in Manchuria were due to

his allowing the “camel’s nose” of the wily Slav to enter. The bronze

monument of the merchant Kabaroff near the Amur River inscribed

“Love is more mighty than arms,” should really read Diplomacy is more
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mighty than arms,” for Russia’s successful mediation in the Allies’ war

of i860 secured for her her coveted outlet on the Pacific Ocean, a 600 mile

coastline being ceded to her by China as a reward for her friendly (?)

services

!

This book brings out indisputably an important fact, which it is neces-

sary to know in order to understand the present upheaval in China, a

fact which Chinese Nationalist propaganda in America had diligently

attempted to obscure, viz ; that the driving force behind this whole

movement in China is the artful Slav. Undoubtedly the Chinese them-

selves have for a long time earnestly desired political and financial inde-

pendence and the abrogation of those features in the old treaties which

prevented their taking a place of absolute equality with other nations

;

but how to accomplish this result was beyond their power of achieve-

ment. With these desires and just aspirations all missionaries so far as

we know have heartily sympathized. It is an unwelcome fact, not flatter-

ing to Chinese pride and intelligence, but still an undoubted fact, that

China alone could never have inaugurated the movement: it is Russian

gold and Russian skill in organizing propaganda that has been the motive

power in recent events—Sun Yat Sen’s “3 planks,” of the nation united,

the abolition of foreign privilege, and the people’s livelihood secured by

the development of industry were unavailing. Radek “hit the nail on

the head” when he said, “A dozen trained propagandists are often

worth a whole division of troops !” Upton Close is correct in remarking

—

“Undoubtedly Russia has had a hand in every malcontent movement in

Asia
!”

The conspicuous point of failure of the book is when the author

leaves the political and commercial sphere, and attempts to speak of

Religion and its propagation in China. This topic is an “unknown
quantity”

;
here he is beyond his depth. A quotation or two will suffice to

show how slapdash and crude are his judgments, and how inaccurate

his knowledge. These favor of the opinions of worthy sea captains, who,
with faces suffused with the essence of Sherry, love at “tiffin” to dis-

course on missionaries and their palaces, built as they tell the Boards of

“the few remaining bricks” after the completion of a modest chapel

;

how they live lives of ease and affluence, forcing their teachings on the

natives who already have noble religions, etc. These hoary imagina-

tions are poured forth on the unsuspecting “glcube trotter” “who seizes

the bait and fancies he has happened on a wonderful “find” which will

electrify the Western public! One cannot but feel that the author has
been thus victimized, his utterances bear the “earmarks” of the bibulous

but well meaning sea-captain! He says, “The great Manchu Emperor
Kang Hsi had to take special precautions to keep Jesuits and Francis-

cans apart in China for fear of their doing bodily harm to one another.

The 49 sects of Protestantism working in China continued to “jar” until

Chinese feeling drove them during the past century into a semblance of
cooperation." Does the author mean to imply that it was during the reign

of Kang Hsi that “the 49 sects of Protestantism continued to jar?” Does
he know that there has uniformly been, not the semblance of cooperation.
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but real warm hearted comradeship and cooperation among the great

Evangelical bodies of Protestantism ever since the work began with

Robert Morrison? Again, “the missionary became the advance agent of

his government’s expansion. He really felt that he was advancing Christ

by advancing Christendom (his particular national brand), just as his

modern successor usually feels that sanitary plumbing. Ford cars, and

linen collars are integral parts of his gospel.”

How foolish for a writer to waste the reader’s time with such twaddle

!

Only thus can a man write who has never really studied Missions nor

attended services in Chinese Chapels. One can only say, “Ne sutor,—let

the cobbler stick to his last!”

Ventnor, N.J. Henry M. Woods.

The New Soul in China. By George Richmond Grose, one of the

Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church. New York; The

Abingdon Press.

This brief sketch of present conditions in China is rather disappoint-

ing, and need not long occupy our attention. It contains seven short

chapters which were originally written for religious publications that

sympathize with the Modern erratic views of the Gospel. The brochure

reads like an amplification of circulars and statements issued by the

now discredited “National Christian Council,” which no longer repre-

sents the larger and better part of Christian opinion in China. To begin

with, the title is somewhat misleading. One would naturally infer that

the author means to state that there is a new soul in the Chinese people.

What he really means as shown by subsequent statements (pp. 147, 152)

is that China needs a new soul, with which we all heartiy agree.

The author speaks o fthe present movement as a “spiritual” move-

ment. It is really a social and political movement. As far as it deals

with spiritual things, it is up to the present time, we are sorry to say,

anti-spiritual because anti-Christian, being dominated in large part by the

wily Soviet influence of Borodin, who strives like the government which

he secretly represents, to make the political movement in China the tool

of the Russian Communist world wide propaganda.

The reader is disappointed not merely in the author’s diagnoses of

China’s present unhappy state, but also in his proposed remedy for the

disease. He vaguely speaks of the remedy as found in Christ, but he

attacks the Christian motive of Missions which impelled the Apostle Paul

to answer the Macedonian cry, and to which we owe our Christian in-

heritance today. We deeply regret to read from a Bishop of the Church
founded by Wesley, “We are no longer moved by the desperate hope of

rescuing from a future perdition the millions of Christless souls who die

every year without having heard the name of Christ.” “The Christian

missionary is no longer to be regarded as the herald of a doctrine for

men’s salvation.” “We are not in China to propagate a set of rigidly

fixed religious beliefs.” How superficial the author’s view,—the regular

Modernist view,—that the missionary should preach Christ, without

teaching men “to observe all things whatsoever He has commanded!”
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He has evidently forgotten the inspired injunction through Paul

"Take heed to thyself and to the doctrine’’—not only of Christ as the

Life, but as Christ “crucified for our sins, and risen for our justification.”

The author echoes the Modernist platitude “Utilize the work of the

ancient culture of China—the best there is in Confucianism and Bud-

dhism” . . . etc., etc. Contrast the Divine Spirit’s message through Paul,

“The wisdom of this world is foolishness with God.”

Time fails us to point out errors in this dreary production, as, “the

lack of suitable Christian literature to instruct educated people.” The

good Bishop had evidently never heard of the scholarly work of Dr.

Young Allen, Archdeacon Moule, Dr. MacGillivery, Dr. Darrock, Rev.

F. Ballin, Rev. Mr. Vale, and a host of others, who for thirty years

have been providing a splendid Christian literature for China! The

trouble was, it was not Modernist literature!

On page 19 one reads the Revolution is irresistible “because of the

deathless devotion burning in the breasts of students and peasants.”

This rhetorical flourish is contradicted by the statement on page 30, “the

masses are not only uneducated, but are not interested in political mat-

ters.” One regrets to see grossly exaggerated statements which surely

were never intended, as, “The Fundamentalist-modernist controversy

is twofold more harmful to the Christian cause in China than the

anti-Christian movement can possibly be\" (p. 36). Again, “The steady

silent infiltration of Christian truth in circles outside the Church is doing

quite as much for the redemption of China as direct Christian efforts are

doing!” One is totally at a loss to understand these statements. If the

book attracts any attention, it will not be on account of its contents, but

because it is written by a bishop, who ought to have given the reading

public something better than what he here offers.

Ventnor, N.J. Henry M. Woods.

Constantinople the Challenge of the Centuries. By Victor Murdock,
Editor of the Wichita Daily Eagle, Author of “China, the Myste-

rious and Marvellous.” Illustrated. New York and Chicago: Flem-
ing H. Revell Co. 1926. Pp. 228. Price $2.00.

The chapters in this book present a varied and colorful picture of

Constantinople and, indeed, of Turkey itself as it appears today. The
author sees Mohammedanism passing out of Turkey. Unable to adjust

itself to inevitable changes, with its youth forsaking its mosques, it

cannot survive more than a generation (pp. 18-20, 135). According to Mr.
Murdock, the Turk is changing, becoming more progressive, although

the author’s pointed observations show that much progress remains to

be made. The chapters are especially well-written, some of them with

very cleverly-chosen titles, but they do not seem to have much connection

with each other. They give the random observations of the reporter, and

contain a well-digested mass of the history and legend that gather about

Constantinople and Turkish life. Chapter 29, on “The Turks and Time,”

and Chapter 34, on “The Dervishes,” will especially reward reading.

One thing demands special notice. Constantinople is here set forth as a
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“challenge.” It would not be accurate to say that the Christian challenge

is ignored. Christ is mentioned. Chapter 3, “A Waiting Christ,” and

Chapter 36 (which is the last chapter), “The Presence,” leave the im-

pression that the author would admit that the real hope of Constanti-

nople and of Turkey is in the victory of Christianity there (pp. 14,

269-273, 288). But we think that this might have had more clarified ex-

pression and definite recognition given to the Christian work already

done in that city. Why, in the discussion of the challenge of a city and

its people, should the historic labors of devout Christian missionaries be

passed over in silence? These are the very ones who have accepted the

challenge. A great educational work has been done by them there. Yet

nothing is said of the publication work of the Bible House in Constanti-

nople, or of the Constantinople College for Women, or of the famous

Robert College at Constantinople. Certainly these institutions have had

their influence in the Christianizing processes in Turkey. Not in democ-

racy, however much Turkey may need it ;
nor in a modern liberalized

Mohammedanism, were such possible, will the problem of this ancient

city and people be met, but in the spiritual impact and redeeming

dynamic of Jesus Christ.

Lancaster, Ohio. Benjamin F. Paist.

Borden of Yale ’09—“The Life that Counts.” By Mrs. Howard Taylor.

With Portraits, Illustrations and Maps. The China Inland Mission,

London, Philadelphia, Toronto, Melbourne, and Shanghai, Agents:

The Religious Tract Society, 4 Bouverie Street, London, E.C.^

1926. Pp. 287. Price $2.00.

There are too few books like this one, probably because there are not

many young men who lived as “Bill” Borden lived. Many noble, beautiful

lives are unheralded and unsung. Some have suffered irremediably at

the hands of their biographers. But here is a life and the story of a life

that should awaken every man, whether he is starting the race or well

down the course, to live a “life that counts.”

William Whiting Borden had a good start in life. A good beginning

is only second to a triumphant ending. The formative influences in the

early days had much to do with the life that followed. A godly mother,

whose spiritual experience and devotion to the Word of God profoundly

influenced her son. Is there any substitute for parents who have ex-

perienced Christ in their own lives and who teach their children by

word and example the Word of the Living God? The Church and

the State can never do the work of the home. Let judgment begin

here, in the homes of all professing Christians. Let grace be asked at

meals, instruction in the Bible and Christian living be given to the

children, and an altar to the worship of the true God set up in the

homes of all Church members.

The Hill School to which Borden went also left its mark on him.

Robert E. Speer in a recent address before the General Assembly re-

ferred to this school as one of the best in the country. There he came
under the influence of a great soul. In the ivy-covered cloister of the

Hill Chapel a simple marble bears this inscription:
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John Meigs

Strong, Impetuous, Tender,

Servant of Christ

Master of Boys

Maker of Men

His courage was the foundation of the School. His passion for truth its

light. Truth needs to be taught, but character is still caught from

God-inspired personalities.

Borden’s comments on the preachers who came to the School are

illuminating. “Mr. Speer was here today and preached; he was fine. He
seems to have changed a great deal, his voice is terribly deep bass.”

“Campbell Morgan was here, and preached a fine sermon in the morn-

ing—some of the fellows thought it was a little long but I did not and

wanted more.” “A Dr. was here today to preach, he was very

sad. His sermon wasn’t any good and was without a point. ... In the

afternoon he didn’t even try to preach a Christian sermon, but gave us

one from a Confucionist in Japan.” In many of our schools today boys

are hearing all kinds of messages,—some strongly Christian, some

thinly Christian, some obviously not Christian at all. When the themes

of grace, the prayers of grace, and the hymns of grace ring out more

generally in our colleges and churches, the revivals of grace and the

works of grace will not be far away.

One cannot read this life without seeing what a determining influence

the observance of the Morning Watch had on Borden. The Word of

God was his daily food and prayer the very breath of his life. As a

freshman at Yale, he wrote: “I have only missed my Morning Watch
once or twice this term. ... I can easily believe that it is next in im-

portance to accepting Christ. For I know that when I don’t wait upon

God in prayer and Bible study, things go wrong.” Yet he had his struggles

and faced what many are facing today, not only out in life but in col-

lege and seminary. “I am sorry to say I don’t even manage to keep up my
own Bible study systematically without breaks. I keep it up for a week
or so, and then something happens and I miss a day.”

Prayer to him was absolutely essential. One of his friends wrote:

“How easy Bill was to pray with! He was a jolly fellow—loved a

rough-house
;
delighted to get hold of a man and crack his ribs ! He

could be jolly with the rest, and when the crowd had gone it would be

just as natural for him to say, ‘Come into the bedroom and let us have

prayer together.’ There was no sense of incongruity about it. I remember
very vividly—how could one ever forget—those times of prayer, when
just the two of us would kneel down and take to God some of the

problems we were facing. Bill was so simple in his prayer life, so

natural, so trustful! He was the easiest man to pray with I have ever

known.” Would not this practice of the Morning Watch solve many a

problem for both student and professor, and this observance by pastors

and people in the secret place with the door shut open the windows of

heaven upon an unsatisfied church and an arid world?

At the Memorial Service in Cairo, Dr. Zwemer made clear the forma-
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live influences that had most moulded his character, influences without

which no man can win in the hardest fighting earth knows : “He won
the victory in great measure over sin and temptation. There is not a

young man living in America today who has not to fight a deadly battle

for character. Borden fought and won for two reasons : he always

carried his sword and looked up for strength. He was a man of the

Bible, as his Greek Testament and the Bible he used for study and

devotion show, and he was a man of prayer. . . . Even in the smallest

details of life he looked up for wisdom and strength.”

The great choices of life largely determine what a life shall be. Whom
shall I serve?—the choice of a Master. How shall I serve?—the choice

of a lifework. With whom shall I serve?—the choice of a life companion.

Where shall I serve?—the choice of a field—^these are among the great

choices of life.

While a young boy Bill made the great decision as to what he would

do with Jesus Christ. It was one Sunday morning when Dr. R. A.

Torrey, then pastor of the Moody Church gave the invitation to the

communion service about to be held
—“Another important decision was

made when Dr. Torrey gave an opportunity for all who wished to

dedicate their lives to the service of God to indicate this purpose by

rising for prayer. He made his meaning very plain, that it was a step of

life-consecration. William quietly rose—a little fellow in a blue sailor

suit.”

The most vital experience of his life was in London on his return from

the trip around the world. One Sunday afternoon after a session by
Dr. Torrey a Miss Davis sang in the after-meeting, “I surrender all.”

In response to an invitation he arose and made the great decision, the

one great step still to be taken by many professing Christians in the

Church of Christ, the condition of spiritual revival and the way to the

evangelization of the world. “Surrender in this case meant not only

giving up worldly amusements and indulgences, it meant taking on His

Master’s yoke, living with Him for others, always and everywhere.” But
Borden’s love for souls was constant. “He had that unique thing, an

abiding passion for the souls of men, ... it seemed never absent from
his mind.” The Church of today is being called to evangelistic effort,

especially the effort of Christians as individuals to win over other in-

dividuals. May it prove to be not a spurt of evangelism but a spirit of

evangelism

!

Borden was brought up in a home of wealth. Much money was en-

trusted to him as a young man and to a remarkable degree he fulfilled

his trust. He knew the Scriptural principles of stewardship and prac-

tised them. He knew how to do that very difficult thing—to give help-

fully. His cheque books reveal how little he spent for himself and how
much he did for others. While a student in Princeton Seminary he gave
away about $70,000. to Christian work. He never bought an automobile.

He longed for one, but he deprecated the luxury he say in the lives of

so many Christians and as a protest refused to buy a car. He founded the

Yale Hope Mission in New Haven putting not only his money but
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himself unstintedly, into it. “Two remarkable wills were probated within

a few days of each other in the spring that followed Borden’s sailing for

Egypt, one his own, made in the fall of 1912, and the other that of

J. Pierpont Morgan, who died possessed of almost a hundred million

dollars. Though a devout believer, who prefaced his will with the

statement, T commit my soul into the hands of my Saviour, in full

confidence that having redeemed it and washed it in His most precious

blood. He will present it faultless before the throne of my Heavenly

Father,’ Mr. Morgan at the age of seventy-five left little more than

half as much to the work of God as William Borden left at twenty-

five.”

While at Hill School he had been Chairman of the Mission Study

Band. His visit to non-Christian lands as a boy of seventeen stirred his

young soul. He was being impressed, more and more his friends realized

it, with the spiritual destitution of the people of the countries he had

visited. In a letter from India to his mother, he wrote : “I also pray that

God will take my life into His hands and use it for the furtherance of

His Kingdom as He sees best. I feel sure that He will answer my
prayer. It strengthens me to know that you are also praying for this.”

Writing home from Japan he said: “Although I have never thought

very seriously about being a missionary until lately, I was somewhat in-

terested in that line as you know. I think this trip is going to be a great

help in showing things to me in a new light.—When I look ahead a few

years it seems as though the only thing to do is to prepare for the foreign

field.”

We hear a great deal today about the good in other religions, and we
need to be sympathetic and appreciative. But that kind of thing can be

overdone. Borden’s reaction to Hinduism when seen for the first time in

the great temple of Madura is expressed as follows : “The fact that this

vile teaching (the worship of Siva) is the most universal and popular

thing in Hinduism is enough to offset everything that Hinduism may
have done for the people, if it has done anything but degrade them. It

makes me tired to have a person who knows little or nothing about it

say that these people are as well off with their religion as we are with

ours, or rather that theirs is as good as ours. Five minutes’ explanation

of facts in any one of a dozen temples I have visited would disillusion

such a person.” His visit to Benares, the sacred city on the Ganges

showed him the degradation, filth, and despair to which Hinduism can

bring its devotees. “And here the millions come and go, still seeking to

wash away their sins. The ‘sacred’ cow is still the emblem, more than

the emblem, the embodiment of the Hindu’s highest hope, and if they

cannot die by the Ganges, even scholarly men will send for a cow to be

brought into the room and have the hairs of its tail spread over their

faces that they may breathe their souls away in the most sacred atmos-

phere they know.” Is it strange that these and other contacts with

heathenism should awaken in him a great longing to share Jesus Christ

and the benefits of his salvation?

He heard the call of his missionary field at the Student Volunteer
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Convention in Nashville in 1906. One man stood out for Borden. It was

Dr. S. M. Zwemer, “a man with a map.” This modem apostle to the Mo-

hammedan world, so presented the need of the Moslem world, the great

areas open to the Gospel but unentered, the millions who never even

heard the name of Jesus, that Borden’s soul leaped within him at the

challenge, and his life was dedicated from that hour to the fifteen

millions of Moslems in China. The story of how he prepared for his

great life work, sailed for Cairo to perfect his preparation, toiled and

prayed there for a little while, and then the sudden illness, the brave

fight, the welcome home,—it is well told and it thrills the heart and

calls to the best that is within a man.

I remember so well when he entered Princeton Seminary. He was so

solid, so sincere, yet withal so human and full of fun. He threw himself

completely into whatever he did. At the club he was bubbling over with

good spirits yet always under control. He would have some of us at his

home for dinner in the Cleveland home which his mother had leased and

a most gracious and thoughtful host he would be. That winter Dr.

Erdman asked me to lead a Student Mission Student Class. Into that

class Bill brought the conviction and passion of one who had seen a

great need and who had heard a compelling call.

What is the secret of such a life? The secret is Christ clothing

Himself with a man of like passions as we are; Christ indwelling a

human life, firing it with His purpose. His passion. His Spirit, His

victory. But how did Christ become available to this life? Borden

honored the Word of God, its integrity, its message, its claims, and God
honored the man who honored Him. He yielded his life to God. He kept

nothing back. His surrender was clean-cut, complete, irrevocable. God
can do amazing things with any life wholly yielded to Him. He recog-

nized that all of life—time, talents, money, friends, all of self, and all

of opportunity,—is a trust from God, and to be administered as such to

the glory of God and for the welfare of mankind. He was a steward

found faithful. He accepted Christ’s values of life and gave his own
life for the highest things to the utmost. He believed that he is greatest

and happiest who serves the neediest most unselfishly. His missionary

passion has fired many lives, and his missionary example will lead many

to follow in his train.

A strong man who built his life upon the Rock of Ages, a sincere man,

pure in heart, who kept himself unspotted from the world, a simple man,

whose life consisted not in the abundance of things which he possessed,

but in Christ Jesus who was his all-in-all—such was William Borden.

This is a book to place in the hands of both young and old. A thought-

ful reading of it will cause one to see life’s meaning more clearly. A
prayerful reading of it will lead one to obey the world’s Saviour more

truly.

Princeton, N.J. Francis Shunk Downs.
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The Virgin Birth. By F. Pierce Ramsay, Ph.D. New York and Chicago:

Fleming H. Revell Co. 1926.

li'as Christ Really Born of a Virgin f By T. H. Yardley, M.A. Mil-

waukee : Morehouse Publishing Co.

Did Paul Know of the Virgin Birthf By Bishop Richard J. Cooke, D.D.,

L.H.D. New York: The Macmillan Co.

Refutation of the movement known as Modernism often disappoints

expectation because of the very weight of its scholarship, as may be

seen in Lex Mosaica. The existing crisis seems to call for brief discus-

sions in which the attacks of antisupernaturalists are stated in simple

language, and their fallacies and falsities exposed. And this is all the

more true, because the central ideas of the rejecters of historic Chris-

tianity can be set forth in a few compact sentences. It is an encouraging

sign of the times that three small volumes in defence of the Virgin Birth

have recently appeared.

The Virgin Birth. Dr. Ramsay’s able and scholarly discussion of the

Virgin Birth falls into two general divisions. In the first, the appeal is

to the teaching of the Scriptures ; in the second, the doctrinal significances

are pointed out, together with the conflicting alignments created by the

affirmations of Matthew and Luke. Beginning with the protevangelium

of Gen. iii. 15, the author traces the development of the O.T. Messianic

idea through Isaac, the child of Divine promise and power, the Anointed

King of Hannah’s song of praise, the Davidic promises, and predictions

selected from the Psalmists and Prophets. It is worthy of remark that

in quoting from Psalm ii. Dr. Ramsay has not urged the point that

Jehovah says to Messiah, “This day” I have begotten thee—which would
seem to separate the thought of the passage from eternal generation, and

link it with the earthly order. As to the discussion of the terms b^thula

and ‘alnta, opinions will differ, nor can we accept the view that in Isaiah

vii. 14 we are not to look for an Instance of the double fulfilment of

prophecy
; but the main contention is undoubtedly correct, for the weight

of testimony unquestionably indicates a virgin of marriageable age. In

his survey of New Testament proofs. Dr. Ramsay is careful to point out

the inexcusably neglected passage Luke i. 35: “Ato xat to yevvii^cvov

dyiov KX-qd-gverai titos Oeov,” which places in grave doubt, if it does not

directly contradict, the quite common assertion that the Incarnation

might have taken place without a virgin mother. The touch is not so sure

in handling the term “only-begotten Son,” nor in the argument drawn
from the words in Luke vii. 28—“He that is least in the Kingdom of

God,” etc. However, John v. 18 has not escaped notice—where our Lord’s

calling God His own Father {iraTepa Ihiov) is shown to have fanned
Jewish hatred into murderous intent. Nor is Gal. iv. 4 passed by, where
the undebatable text shuts us up to a choice of two things—either the

man Christ is declared to have God for his Father and a woman for His
mother, or else the Eternal Son is represented as equipped for His
soteriological work—first of all—by the assumption of a woman’s flesh

and blood. The second part of the book is clear and impressive. To reject

the Virgin Birth means to reject the historicity of Scripture. Such denial
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associates itself with the rejection of miracle. It invites belief in the mere

humanity of the Prophet of Nazareth. It suggests salvation by culture

and development, and involves the repudiation of both sin and atone-

ment. And finally, the naturalism behind the denial of the Virgin Birth

draws into its current—or wellnigh invariably does so—both the truths

of the Resurrection and the Advent. In concluding. Dr. Ramsay con-

trasts the foundations of Christianity and Modernism, reminding the

reader of the philosophical prepossessions that underlie the latter, and

demanding that this Humian sophistry be waived in favor of induc-

tive study. The tone of the discussion is temperate and dignified,

and one can but regret that so helpful an apologist is no longer with

us. A misprint occurs on p. 51
—“Miss” for “Mrs.” Agnes Smith Lewis.

IVas Christ Really Born of a Virgin? As remarked by Bishop Charles

Fiske in the foreword, Mr. Yardley’s essay meets a special need. It can

be read and understood by any layman who has given enough thought to

the Christian faith to understand it at all. Disclaiming any special attain-

ments in scholarship, the author fully understands the importance of

the issues involved, and has constructed a forceful and convincing

argument. He notes the trend of scholarship in favor of an early dating

of the Gospels, touches on the vindication of Lucan trustworthiness, and

the lack of MS. evidence justifying the excision of the Nativity periscopes,

shows the improbability of the fabrication of two independent birth-

legends, and calls attention to the absence of theological and ascetic

coloring in both. In the third chapter, the case for the miraculous is well

put : “Miracles . . . are but temporary manifestations in the limited life

of men of the greater, enfolding supernatural life.” “However unchange-

able Nature may seem, man himself is free. ... If this be true of man,

who is a part of Nature, how much truer must it be of God.” Besides,

“Detailed accounts of miracles are so inextricably woven into the very

stuff of the Gospels, that we cannot get them out without rending the

fabric of the message.” The silence of much of the New Testament on the

subject of the Virgin Birth is adequately handled : “In the case of St. Paul,

his chief interest lies in the Godhead of our Saviour, as manifested by the

Cross and the Resurrection” : the Apostle, he points out, is silent as to

most of the events of our Lord’s life. The attempt of critics to explain

the Church’s belief along the lines of Pagan birth-myths, or as growing

out of Jewish expectation based on prophecy, are answered satisfactorily,

although Mr. Yardley goes quite too far here in saying that there is

nothing in the O.T. to suggest the idea. The meaning of the Virgin

Birth is found in the fact of Christ’s sinlessness. His being the source

of a new life, and, of course. His Godhead. The closing chapter on

Creed and Faith contains much salutary truth : “Broadly speaking, those

who deny the Virgin Birth always end by so paring away the meaning

of our Lord’s Divinity that He becomes at their hands only a man like

us all.” The dishonesty of Jesuitical manipulation of such recited formu-

laries as the Apostles’ Creed is reprobated.

The brochure is defective at some points. The chapter entitled “A
Subordinate Truth” is not as clearly put as one could wish, nor does its
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title, at least, square very well with what is said just afterwards as to the

meaning of the Virgin Birth. Luke i. 37 proves that it was an essential

feature of the Incarnation : of course, that belief in the Deity of our

Lord was possible before its promulgation to the Church is clear enough

from Peter’s confession at Caesarea Philippi. The author’s view of

Scripture is inadequate: “Of course, there are many inaccuracies and

minor contradictions in the New Testament records” (p. 14) 1 “The alle-

gory of Creation” (p. 103). Mary’s being of the line of David is said to

be “uncertain” (p. 56). As to the quotation of i Cor. xv. 47 as “The Lord”

from heaven, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Lachmann and Alford, with West-

cott and Hort, reject the Divine title.

Did Paul Know of the Virgin Birth? The silence of Paul in reference

to the Virgin Birth has been urged of late years to the detriment of the

Church’s ecumenical belief. Bishop Cooke has set himself to prove—as

far as the nature of the case permits—that the Apostle must have been

conversant with this doctrine, although not utilizing it in his epistles. That

belief in the Virgin Birth must have existed in Paul’s day is argued from

the now acknowledged early origin of Matthew and Luke—which must

have crystallized still earlier traditions, most likely, both oral and

written. The fact that the primitive Church was Jewish, automatically

bars out recourse to the hero-birth idea suggested by, e.g., Pfleiderer

;

while common knowledge of human nature suggests that after the

Resurrection and the Day of Pentecost, not only would the O.T.

prophecies of the IMessiah be scrutinized attentively, but every available

source of information interrogated, inevitably leading to a formal state-

ment by Mary herself. Dr. Cooke quotes Harnack to the effect that the

Ebionite-Nazarene distinctions were already in existence in the Apostolic

age, and pertinently inquires how the Ebionites could deny a doctrine

not yet the subject of knowledge. Anticipating himself somewhat, he also

points out that Luke was with Paul during the Jerusalem visit described

in Acts xxi., when John, who cared for Mary in her later years, was

doubtless also present. We know that James was. The usual mythical

objections are met in chapter two, the misinterpretation theory of Har-

nack in chapter three. Then the interpolation explanation is disposed of,

after which Dr. Cooke dwells with much force on the meeting of Paul

with the notables of the primitive Church, and his association with such

men as Mark and Luke—quoting Harnack to the effect that Luke’s

silence as to the happenings between a.d. 64-70 argues for the writing of

his Gospel before the former date—that is, before the Apostle’s death.

Bishop Cooke further points out that Colossians and Philemon indicate

that both Mark and Luke were in Rome with Paul some time after their

Gospels were written: would not the Apostle have known of these

writings? With others, the author believes he can trace similarities of

thought and structure between Luke’s Gospel and the Pauline Epistles.

Passing now to the silence of Paul concerning the Virgin Birth, Dr.

Cooke does not fail to consider Rom. i. 3, 4 and Gal. iv. 4, although con-

ceding silence in the larger view. Adequate reasons for this are sug-

gested. The outstanding fact in Paul’s (and in all Apostolic) preaching
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was the Resurrection. And second, as the Apostle of the Gentiles, consid-

erations of prudence may have restrained him. Pearls are not to be cast

before swine, and babes must be fed with milk.

In a few instances. Dr. Cooke may fail to command assent. In dis-

cussing Isaiah vii. 14, he rejects the idea of a double fulfilment of proph-

ecy, and leaves us in a quandary as to the purpose of the Evangelist in

quoting the passage. He also speaks (p. 32) of Mary as “not being able

even to grasp the idea of soon becoming a mother.” Dr. A. T. Robertson

renders Luke i. 34: “Since I have no husband”: her words might be

paraphrased as : “In the single state.”

To sum up, our estimate of Bishop Cooke’s volume is, that it is a

strong and valuable presentation, written with adequate knowledge of

current controversy.

On p. 1 17, “sar” is substituted for “sarx,” which is a trifling blemish;

but lower down on the same page, both B. Weiss and Stevens (of Yale)

are made to speak of the “sinfulness” instead of the “sinlessness” of

Christ.

Lincoln University, Pa. Edwin J. Reinke.
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Ethel Doggett, Fifty Years in Uganda; Paul W. Harrison, Touring

with Christ in Arabia
;
Florence N. Gribble, Pioneering in French Equa-

torial Africa
;
Louise F. Shields, Nomad Workers in America

;
Samuel

M. ZwEMER, The Christian Message to the Jews.

Monist, Chicago, April : L. L. Bernard, Hereditary and Environ-

mental Factors in Human Behavior; I. W. Howerth, First Principle of

Social Evolution; A. E. Heath, Notion of Intelligibility in Scientific

Thought; E. T. Mitchell, Kantian Relativity; William C. Swabey,
The System of Bradley; G. M. A. Grube, Plato’s Theory of Beauty;

Oliver L. Reiser, A Spiritual Behaviorism.

Moslem World, New York, April: Arnold J. Toynbee, Islam and the

League of Nations; Margaret Smith, The Woman Saint in the De-
velopment of Islam

; W. S. Woolworth, Jr., The Moslem Mind in

Turkey Today; Worthington Jukes, Islam and Moslem; Is Afghan-
istan Closed?; Carl Meinhof, Gospel and Language Study in the

Sudan
;
A. Hetherwick, Islam and Christianity in Nyasaland

; T. War-
ren, Moslems in Paris; George K. Harris, Literature for Chinese

Moslems.

New Church Life, Lancaster, April : Alice E. Grant, The Academy
University of the Future; W. L. Gladish, Substances Divided are Mul-

tiplied; SiGRiD C. Odhner, Assessor Swedenborg. The Same, May:
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Theodore Pitcairn, Facing the Tabernacle and the Temple; Richard H.

Teed, The Modern Outlook. The Same, June: N. D. Pendleton, The
Ministrj' of Blessing; E. E. Iungerich, Conscience; Richard H. Teed,

The Child and the Church.

Open Court, Chicago, April: Fletcher H. Swift, Religious and Moral

Training among Primitive People; Olaf Stapledon, The Need for

Ethics; Meyer Waxman, Conception of Education in the Old Testa-

ment; Victor S. Yarros, More Light on the Historicity of Jesus;

Charles Kassel, Educating the Slave—a Forgotten Chapter of Civil

War History. The Same, May: Curtis W. Reese, Faith of Humanism;
Ellen C. McCaffery, Names of the Archangels; George H. Daugherty,

Jr., Difterentiation of Indian Culture according to Geographical Areas.

The Same, June: Arthur E. Christy, Shrine and Laboratory; George

H. Daugherty, Jr., Songs and Speeches of the Plains; Cornelius

O’Connor, A New Cosmic Hypothesis; Jacob Singer, Taboos of Food
and Drink; Arthur Sp.vtz, Democracy and Dictatorship.

Review and Expositor, Louisville, April : E. Y. Mullins, One Hun-
dred Years—a Retrospect; Joshua Le\t:ring, A Backward Glance;

Claude W. Duke, Memorial Address of Dr. John A. Broadus; W. F.

Powell, The Seminary an Expression of Southern Baptist Life; Austin
K. DeBlois, Trend and Status of Modern Theological Education;

Charles A. Stakely, The Seminary and Scientific Scholarship.

Union Seminary Review, Richmond, April: J. M. Vander Meulen,

Henry Elias Dosker; Ernest T. Thompson, The Last Forty Years in

England; G. F. Bell, The Basis of Religious Authority; Joseph

Dungunson, a Gracious Privilege of Christian Parents
; Parke P.

Flournoy, Hamack’s Revolution; Henry K. Pasma, Sowers of the

Wind
; or. Modernism in Holland, ii

;
D. Maurice Allan, Mind in the

Remaking.

Yale Review, New Haven, April: Hermann Keyserling, Germany,

the W^orld’s Laboratory; David S. Smith, Beethoven One Hundred

Years After; S. T. Williams, Unpublished Letters of Washington

Irving; Ch.arles G. Abbot, The Weather and Radiation; Helen Mac-
Afee, Ancient and Modern Legends.

Biblica, Roma, Aprili : M. J. Gruenthaner, Chaldeans or Mace-

donians? a recent theory of the Prophecy of Habbakuk; L. G. da

Fonseca, SiaOrjKr]—foedus an testament?; P. JotioN, Notes sur quelques

versets arameens de Daniel et d’Esdras
; J. Sonnen, Landwirtschaft-

liches vom See Genesareth
; J. B. Schaumberger, Propter quale pecca-

tum morte punitus sit Onan?; A. Vaccari, “Psalterium Gallicanum”

e “Psalterium juxta Hebraeos”; F. Zorell, Der Gottesname “Saddai” in

den alten Ubersetzungen.

Bilychnis, Roma, Marzo: A. Deissmann, Gli scavi di Efeso nel 1926;

P. Mignosi, Filosofia e Religione; G. Tucci, Tradizionalismo e innovatori

nella letteratura dellTndia. The Same, Aprile: G. Pioli, La concezione

religiosa di Pestalozzi ; M. Puccini, II misticismo nella poesia : Ungaretti

uomo di pena; V. Cento, La meta. The Same, Maggio: E. Lo Gatto, II
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problema religiose in Dostojevskij ;
E. Troilo, Di alcune relazioni tra

Vico e Kant a proposito della “Storio ideale eterna.”

Ciencia Tomista, Madrid, Mayo-Junio : Vincente Beltran de Heredia,

Los manuscritos del maestro fray Francisco de Vitoria; Venacio D.

Carro, El maestro fray Pedro de Soto
;
P. Lumbreras, El voto religiose

solemne y su dispensa.

Estudis Franciscans, Barcelona, Abril : Miquel d’Esplugues, L’Es-

glesia i la Action Frangaise; Michael a Neukirsch, Harmonia ac

Concordia quinque systematum de concursu gratiae actualis cum libero

arbitrio
;
Romuald de Palma de Mallorca, Les causes de la transmisso

del pecat original; Leandre de Sesma, La volonte dans la Philosophie

de Jean Ehms Scotus.

Foi et Vie, Paris, Mai: Louis Dalliere, “Qu’est-ce qu’une eglise,”

d’apres Fallot : Edouard le Roy, Le fait de I’Bvolution
;
Raoul Patry,

La philosophie de Hermann Keyserling. The Same, Juin
:
Jacques Bois,

Comment chercher la verite
;
P. Doumergue, L’Ecole pratique de Service

Social-Programme de L’Ecole, 1927-28 ;
Emile G. Leonard, Un livre qui

fait penser; G. Bouttier, L’Exercice de la foi; R. Centlivres, Juan de

Valdes et la Reformation en Espagne; Edouard Leroy, Le fait de

rfivolution (fin).

Etudes Theologiques et Religieuses, Montpellier, Mars: J. Breiten-

stein. Experiences; Eugene Lenoir, Frommel ecrivain; Les amities de

Frommel; Frank Thomas, L’inspirateur
;
Pierre Bovet, Frommel et

I’Association chretienne suisse d’etudiants. The Same, Mai : Raoul Aller,

La notion de merite et la morale protestante; Jean Friedel, Realisme,

nominalisme, conceptualisme devant la science e la foi
;
Andre Arnal,

Le probleme de la priere (fin).

Gereformeerd Theologisch Tijdschrift, Aalten, Mei: C. Lindeboom,

Zijn 00k de vrouwelijke leden der gemeente gerechtigd en geroepen, deel

te nenen aan de verkiezing van ambtsdragers?
;
F. W. Grosheide, Kan

van een Bijbelsch wereldbeeld worden gesproken?

Kirjath Sepher, Jerusalem, June: Palestine Prints; Hebraica and

Judaica; Fritz Bodenheimer, Bibliography on the Fauna of Palestine;

I. Rivkind, Koretz Prints.

Nieuwe Theologische Studien, Wageningen, .\pril
:
Julius Boehmer,

Das Buch Hosea nach seinem Grundgedanken und Gedankengang

;

Th. L. W. van Ravesteijn, De opgraving van Sichem. The Same, Mei:
Harold M. Wiener, Rival theories of the Exodus and Settlement;

G. van der Leeuw, Godsdiensthistonisch literatuuroverzicht. The Same,

Juni: J. Valckenier Suringar, Linnaeus’ beschouwing der natuur en

van het doel der mensch
;
H. M. van Nes, Over de Zending.

Novvelle Revue Theologique, Toumai, Mars: A. Valensin, L’objet

propre de la theologie spirituelle
;
E. Hocedez, La penitence chretienne

;

R. Thibaut, Note d’ficriture Sainte. The Same, Avril : M. de la Taille,

Examen d’un article sur les oflfrandes de messes et observations suir un
opuscle recent ;

E. Schlitz, La resurrection des corps devant la raison

;

P. Peeters, Un nouveau livre sur I’lslam.

Onder Eigen Vaandel, Wageningen, April
: J. Chr. Kromsigt, Lijdens-
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doel; Th. L. W. van Ravesteijn, De opgraving van Sichem; Th. L.

Haitjema, Christelijke Wetenschap; B. Gemser, Gedachtenassociaties in

het Spreukenboek, een middel tot tekstfixeering.

Recherches de Science Religieuse, Paris, Avril: Leonce de Grand-

MAisoN, Dieux morts et ressuscites
;
Ferdinand Prat, La Parente de

Jesus; Pierre Foulquie, Un texte de saint Augustin sur la matiere et la

forme des sacraments.

Revue d’Ascetique et de Mystique, Toulouse, Avril: G. Horn, Le

“Miroir,” la “Nuee”
;
R. de Sinety, Voyants ou Visionnaires

;
P. Du-

BOURG, La date de la Theologia Mystica; P. Dudon, De qui est le

Gnostique refute par Bossuet, en 1694.

Revue d’Histoire Ecclesiatique, Louvain, Avril
: J. Lebon, Une an-

cienne opinion sur la condition du corps du Christ dans la mort, ii (fin )

;

E. Tobac, L’edition critique de la Vulgate.

Revue d’Histoire et de Philosophie religieuses, Strasbourg, Mars-Avril

:

A. Causse, Les origines de la diaspora juive; H. Tronchon, Renan et

Israel ; Maurice Goguel, Jesus et la tradition religieuse de son peuple.

Revue de Theologie et de Philosophie, Lausanne, Janvier-Mars

:

Andre Lalande, Qu’est que la verite?; Arnold Reymond, Logique et

sciences; Paul Demieville, L’etat actuel des etudes bouddhiques. The
Same, Avril-Juin : Inazo Nitobe, Qu’est-ce que le quakerisme? ;

Charles

Favez, Un moraliste romain—Seneque; Charles Schnetzler, La dis-

pute de Baden; Pierre Jaccaed, La renaissance du thomisme dans

I’Eglise.

Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et Theologiques, Paris, Avril:

E. B. Allo, Apologetique du Nouveau Testament; Louis de la Trinite,

Le Proces de Beatification de Saint Jean de la Croix et la “Cantique

spirituel.”

Zeitschrift fiir katholische Theologie, Innsbruck, 51 : i ; A. Landgraf,

Grundlagen fiir ein Verstandnis der Busslehre der Friih—und Hoch-
scholastik; C. A. Kneller, Um das Vatikanum; L. Fuetscher, Die

nattirlich Gotteserkenntnis bei Tertullian; B. Franzelin, Angriffe Dr. J.

Hessens auf das Lehrsystem des Fursten der Scholastik.

Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte, Gotha, 45:4: C. Schmidt, Studien

zu den alten Petrusakten
;
V. Schultze, Qui et filius diceris et pater

inveniris; H. Koch, Cyprian in den Quaestiones Veteris et Novi Testa-

menti und beim Ambrosiaster
; O. Clemen, Wolfgang Stein aus Zwickau

;

W. Reuning, Balthasar Bekker, der Bekampfer des Teufel—und Hexen-
glaubens.

Zeitschrift fiir Theologie und Kirche, Tubingen, 8:2: Friedrich

Traub, Wort Gottes und pneumatische Seriftauslegung; G. J. Herr-

ing, Roessingh und seine Theologie; Werner de Boor, Neue Literatur

aus dem Gebiet der Ethik. The Same, 8:3: von Rohden, Die sexual Not

der Gegenwart als Aufgabe fiir Theologie und Kirche
;
Robert Winkler,

Die religionspsychologie Methode als pneumatische; A. E. Burckhardt,

Moderne Richtung im theologischen Denken Amerikas
;
Werner de

Boor, Neu Literatur aus dem Gebiet der Ethik, ii.



TtlE WORK OF THE PASTOR
By Charles R. Erdman, D.D., LL.D. The Westminster Press,

Philadelphia. 1924, 8vo, pp. vii. 257.

“This volume is intended to serve as a handbook to pastors

and as a textbook for students of theology. It should be found
helpful, however, to many others who are concerned with the

organization and activities of the Christian Church. . , . Large
portions of the last five chapters have been furnished by other

writers, who are recognized as specially trained and qualified

for their tasks.”

THE HOLY SPIRIT IN THE GOSPELS
By J. Ritchie Smith, D.D., Professor of Homiletics in Prince-

ton Theological Seminary. Author of “The Teaching of

the Gospel of John”; “The Wall and the Gates.” New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1926.

“Throughout the entire volume one finds unmistakable evi-

dences of broad and accurate scholarship, a courageous facing

of difficulties and objections and a determination to think things

through, a catholicity of spirit even where the widest differences

of convictions enter, and a deep and vital devotion to Jesus
Christ. It is with an inexpressible satisfaction one rises from
the reading of such a work.”—The Presbyterian.

WHAT IS FAITH?
By J. Gresham Machen, D.D. New York: The Macmillan

Company. Pp. 263. Price $1.75. London: Hodder &
Stoughton. Price 7sh.6d.

“If we had the resources we should provide a copy to every

minister and lay preacher in the British Isles
”—The British

Weekly.

“Professor Machen has written a strong and courageous
book . . —Christian World (London).

CHRISTIANITY AND LIBERALISM
By J. Gresham Machen, D.D. New York: The Macmillan

Company, 1923. Price $1.75.

“This is a book that should be read by every thinking man,
whether he calls himself a conservative or a liberal. While evi-

dently the product of a thorough scholar, it is written through-
out in simple, non-technical words.” S. G. Craig in The Pre^y-
terian.



FUNDAMENTAL CHRISTIANITY
By Francis L. Patton, President of Princeton University

1888-1902, President of Princeton Theological Seminary
1902-1913. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1926.

“This volume is the outcome of five familiar lectures deliv-

ered in 1924 on the James Sprunt Foundation in Union Theo-
logical Seminary, Richmond, Virginia. Though since expanded
far beyond the limits allowed to lectures, the author prefers to

keep the personal form of address
;
and ventures to hope that

the additional matter may make the book more useful to min-
isters and laymen in various churches who by reason of con-

temporary controversy feel called upon to consider anew the

meaning of Christianity.”

THE SELF-DISCLOSURE OF JESUS
The Modern Debate about the Messianic Consciousness. By

Geerhardus Vos, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Biblical The-
ology in Princeton Theological Seminary. New York:
George H. Doran Company, 1926.

“What the cross was in the days of the Apostle, the Messiah-
ship is to the modem advanced “Christian” mind, the great

rock of offense. But it is a rock not easy to remove, and more-
over one from which there is no further retreat backward except

into plain liberal Judaism. The attitude towards it determines

in the profoundest way the character of the subjective piety

that would feed upon the New Testament. . . . For the pur-

pose of helping to make this somewhat clearer the following

book was written.”

A SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION OF
THE OLD TESTAMENT

By Robert Dick Wilson, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Semitic

Philology in Princeton Theological Seminary. Philadelphia

:

The Sunday School Times Company, 1926.

“It is the purpose of the present volume to show that intel-

ligent Christians have a reasonable ground for concluding that

the text of the Old Testament which we have is substantially

correct, and that, in its true and obvious meaning, it has a right

to be considered a part of the ‘infallible rule of faith and prac-

tice’ that we have in the Holy Scriptures.”

THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST
Devotional Studies in the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit. By

Charles R. Erdman, Professor of Practical Theology,
Princeton Theological Seminary, Pastor of the First Pres-

byterian Church, Princeton, New Jersey. New York:
George H. Doran Company, 1926.

This little volume discusses the following topics : “The Abid-
ing Presence,” “Another Comforter,” “Filled with the Spirit,”

“Pentecost,” “The Inspired Scriptures,” “The Spirit and the

Church,” “The Spirit and the World.”


